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FOREWORDI

In my capacity as Chairman of Lhe Aerospace Medical Panel of AGARD it

Is a pleafsure to

intrduce this collection of papers, which were presented at the USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas on 14 and 15 May 1969.
The decisio,a to hold u symposium on the topic of "The Flight Deck Workload and its
Relation to Pilot Performance" was made by the AS'vP on the recommendation of its recntly
The topic is a broad one, so it wE~q not possible
constituted Behavioral Sciences Committee.
to do more than highlight certain aspects of the problem in the one and a half days which
"were available.
The symposium drew attention to the difficulties associatd with the quantitative
assessment of workload, and the prediction of performance decrement consequent to high or
prolonged workloads. Whereas the effect of specific components of workload (e.g. thermal
stress) on pilot efficiency is understood to an extent which allows the aeromedical
specialist to offer an evaluated opinion to the operational commander, a comparable situa-

tion does not yet exist when a mo:e general assessment has to be made of the aviator's
workload and the operational consequences predicted.
In the absence of any global solution to the problem it was reassuring to find work in
progress in two major areas. One was concerned with the study of short--term high workload
during approach and landing, the other with an examination of the factors, such as sleep
loss and duty schedules, which determine the long-term workload.
These topics are of operational importance in civil as well as military flying.
Accordingly, I was gratified t.o find that aeromedical specialists who represented these
two interests contributed to che symposium, which I am sure provided an opportunity for
the mutual exchange of information between workers in this field from Europe and the North
American Continent.

Professor Dr Erwin A.Lauschner
Brigadier General MC, GAF
Chairman, Aerospace Medical Panel
AGARD/NATO

iii

AVANT-PIIOI'O.%
En ma qualiteJ o! Pr~sident de la Comnmission do la Whdvcine AMrospatlalv 1' ai It! plitsir
de prds3entcr ce re -ueil de commiunications qui ont Iht• faitc's au CoILlgv do la Mdcn
A~rospatiale dc VtISAF, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, les 14 ot 15 mai 1969.
L~ad~cision d' organiner un Symposium consacrd au th~me "Lat Charge do Travail du Poste
de Pilotage et son Rapport avec les Performances dui Pilate" a dtait prise par la Commission
sur proposition de son Comitd r~cemment crdd sur lensSciences du Comportement. Le domaine
couvert par cc th~me 4tant tr~s large, il fallait so contenter. au cuurs du Jour et demi
dont on disposalt. A mettre en lumi~re un certain nombre d'aspects seulement de ce probl~me.
Le Symposium a attird latt~ention vers les difficult~s lides A l'dvaluation quantitative
de la charge de travail et A la pr~diction du didcrdment de performance d6 A des charges de
travail 4levdes ou prolongdes. Alors que 1'influence. Bur le rendement du pilote. d'dldments
particuliers de la chargp dp travail (par exemple, la tension thermigue) est suffisamnment
connue pour permettre au spdlcialiste adromedical d'exprinier au pilote commandant de bard
une opinion dvalude. cola W'est pas le cas lorsqu il s'agit de faire une dvaluation plus
gdnjrale do la charge do travail de I'aviateur et d'en prddiru les r~percussicans dans des
conditions d' exploittation de 1'avion.
En l'absence d'onie solution globale du probl~me, il a dt4 rassurant do constater gino
des travaux sont un cours dans deux grands domaines. L' um de ces dorpaines Be porto sir
I'Atude d'une charge do travail uilev~e a court tr'rme lors de l'arproohe et de l'atterrissage,
et l'autre sur 1'exanien des facteUrs. tels ciue perte de sommeil et programmes de service,
gui diterminent la charge de travail 4 long terse.
Ces th~rnes sont d'une importance op~rationnelle tant pour 1'aviation civile Quo inilitaire.
X'ai jtd en consdquence tr~s heuroux rue des spdcialistes adromedicaux s'occupant do ces
du~ux int~rkts aiont fait des contributions au Symposium, gui, J'en suis sflx,a fourni
l occasion d'ua 6change d'informations entre ceux qui travaillent dans ce domaine en
Europe et dans le continent nord-arndricain.

A.
Professor Dr Erwin A.Lauschner
Brigadier General MC, GAF
Chairman, Aerospace Medical Panel
AGARD/NATO
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FLIGHT-DECK WORKLOAD

Ctt't,

Uc

STUDIES IN CIVIL TRANSPORT AIRCR=FT

t IoN D,..pt.

Hloard of Tradc

1-I

At the end of 1964 a small group was formed in the United Kingdom to investigate flight-deck
workloads in civil aircraft.
It consisted of two full-time members from the then Ministry of
Aviation, a doctor and an operations officer, both pilots, and two part-time members, physiologists
from the R.A.F. Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough.
Since the group had limited resources it had to decide which of the many possible areas it was
best suited to study.
For instance it was felt
that the detailed ergonomics side e.g. crew workspace, control characteristics, instrument presentation, etc. could probably be more profitably
studied during the development of particular aircraft and was not the area best suited to the
group's capabilities.
It was, therefore, decided that we should study the effect of the total
soon became clear that the work could be conveniently divided
flying environment on the man and it
into three distinct areas as follows:(i)

(ii)

(iii)

The immediate workload:
i.e.
the workload experienced over any particular short period
of time, e.g., take-off, descent, landing or, in military aircraft, the bombin• run or
the attack phase.
The duty-day workload:
during a working day.

i.e.

the sum total of the short-term workloads experienced

The long-term workload,
i.e. the effect of the sequer.ces o. working days over a
particular roster pattern which would include such things as sleep patterns and time
zone changes.

The methods we used were of necessity very simple and unsophisticated by laboratory standards.
The situation in a civil transport aircraft on normal commercial operations is very different from
that in a military or research aircraft.
In fact the initial
part of the work was largely an
exercise in public relations.
In these circumstances one has to rely entirely on the goodwill of
the airline, the Pilot's
Association and the individual pilots themselves, to be able to take
bi ological measurements on the crews or even to be in the cockpits as an observer.
Above all
nothing can be done that will in the slightest way prejudice the skill and concentration of the
crew or the safety of the aircraft.
If one is following a crew through a long-haul duty roster
one may be away two weeks or more and fly in four or more different aircraft so it in impracticable
to have permanent recording installations in the aircraft.
Similarly, since by law one has to
travel on the pasnenger manifest, at each stop one has to pass through customs and immigration areas
carrying the equipment with normal baggage.
Finally, for many reasons, we found it best to be
independent of aircraft power supplies and to be battery operated.
This placed a severe restriction
on the amount and type of equipment we were able to carry.
In the event, we were given full
co-operation from the airlines and BALPA and quite remarkable
co-operation from the crews we used as subjects.
Our methods and results are best described under
the three headings previously mentioned.
IMMEDIATE WORKLOAD
It was felt,
at a very early stage, that in investigating the immediate workload we were
interested in the man's level of arousal and its relationship to the complexity of the job in hand.
There is at present no simple and di, ect way of measuring arousal, but there are several secondary
measures which can be said to be indicators of change in arousal level e.g. skin conductivity,
muscle tone, respiratory rate and heart rate.
Of these we chose heart rate as being the most
reliable, simple to record and offering the least interference to the subjects.
The captain's
E.C.G. was taken from three conventional chest leads: amplified, filtered and the R wave made to
trigger a 300c.p.s. tone that was recorded on tape.
At the same time the observer, who sat on the
jump-seat behind the captain, recorded on the same tape a running commentary of events as they
happened in the cockpit.
In return from each trip the heart beats were counted in real time,
plotted in the number of beats in each minute of the trip and then matched with events as recorded
from the commentary.
An example of the type of record obtained is shown in Fig. 1. This shows
four day's flying on a six-day trip to Bangkok and return.
The most obvious changes are those
associated with take-off, top of descent, and descent and landing.
On sectors when the first
officer is flying, the record is still
that of the captain and it can be seen that the peaks at
take-off and landing are absent.
On the full record there were too rany minor points of interest
to include in a short paper such as this but it can be seen that as well as flying activities such
things as meals, speaking on the P.A. and sleeping and so on are easily identifiable.
An example
of how reliable an indicant of mental activity is the heart rate car, be shown by two landings at
Teheran.
There ore three beacons over which the aircraft must be positioned at particular heights
and the records show peaks corresponding to each of the beacons during both landings.
When using heart rates as an indicant of arousal level it is essential to know your subject
and his, heart-rate well. For instance after several flights with this particular pilot we judged
that, wheci hisý heart rate exceeded 1•0 beats in a minute whilst fly in,
hle was at or near the peak
of his arousal Level that would seem desirable for maxi-mnum efficiency.
It will be noted in Vii. 1
thaat at Bombay his heart rate exceeds 150.
This was a dii'ficult approach slince it was a dark right,
there had been some problems of radar identification, and Bombay at that time had a 31, det;reQ glide
slcpe on it'
I.L.5. which was uncomfortably steeu; for a Boeir.g 707.
The artitrary levell ci, in
this : ,u,
I ', was
no move than an .nform,-t,!r quess jathered frcm, experience.
nlsittel,
These
* K *hare
r,'w iu it.' (,l d (1IsI7 was 19u0)
and we_-hi•ive advanced considerably since then.

Best Available Copy
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Squadron Leader Nicholson, who is a member of our group, in a later paper, will describe how he
has taken thi3 a step further and, with the same pilot, has confirmewd that when, during a landing,
his heart rate reaches approximately 150 beats per minute there are other signs which suggest
definite changes in his physiological state.
As an interesting side-line to this, we noticed that the captain's heart rate did not rise
in the usual steps from top of descent to landing when the first
officer flew the aircraft.
we
therefore thought it reasonable to suppose that, on difficult approaches, if the first
officer
brought the aircraft into say five miles out and at 1,500 feet and the captain then took over,
the captain would start
the final approach at a lower level of arousal and land the aircraft at a
lower peak of heart rate.
We arranged to carry out two trips to Hongkong and return with the same
crew in a Boeing 707 and thus have two sets of landings, one with the captain flying the yhole of
descent and landing and the other with a shared approach.
Fig. 2 shows the captain's heart rates
for both types of landing and it can be seen at Calcutta and Hongkong where the normal landing
produced very high heart rates the shared landing was markedly lower.
One final word on heart rates.
We did for some time consider measuring r-r variability
throughout the trip. We have done this on some of our records;
in Fig. 3 the r-r
intervals are
plotted for the last part of an approach and landing by a captain of a BAC 111.
The variability
is low while he is flying on instruments down to 'field in sight', (F.I.S.).
When the field is in
sight the pilot looks up and goes visual.
In this particular instance he is in a good position,
the weather is good, the landing is an easy ore and the variability increases directly.
We have
done some ground experiments to see how useful this could be to compare the same task during
different fatigue states and we find that, although certainly as mental work increases the r-r
variability decreases, the difference between the same man on different days is so great that we
have not found it useful to continue with this aspect of heart rate analysis.
To sunmarisei
there is still
very much more work to be done in this field but evidence
obtained so far does suggest that a reasonable assessment of immediate workload may be obtained
by physiological measures in the not too distant future.
DL1rY DAY
For assessment of the 'duty day'

workload we used three approaches:-

1.

We collected all
the pilot's
urine, in separate samples throughout the trip, for
return to the R.A.F. Institute of Aviation Medicine and subsequent biochemical
analysis.

2.

At approximately 1J hrs. after the final landing on each flying day, and at 18.00 hrs.
on each rest day, we asked the pilot to fill
in a 'state of fatigue' questionnaire
which gave a score, with a maximum of 20 points, of the pilot's
subjective feelings
of fatigue.

3.

A variety of post-flight psychological tests were used in an attempt to show changes
in performance that could be correlated with fatigue or with length of duty day.

The urine samples were taken specifically before and after sleep, before take-off and after
landing.
All the other times were left
to the subject's natural wishes.
The main estimations
made in the subsequent analyses were of adrenaline, nor-adrenaline, sodium, inorganic phosphate,
potassium, nitrogen and pa-ahydroxyphenyllactic acid.
Of these, adrenaline was found to be by far
the most consistent and useful.
However, although the results were interesting, it was not found
possible to use adrenaline as a finely quantitative measure of work done in the sense of work
leading to fatigue.
This is understandable when one remembers the many subtle influences that
govern the excretion of adrenaline.
Thus, two seemingly %dentical flights would show differences
in adrenaline excretion by a factor of as much as 2 if one were at night and the other by day.
Again, on occasions a pilot's
adrenaline output could be more on his rest day than on his flying
day.
Also it was found that one somewhat alarming incident lasting perhaps 30 seconds could increase
the duty day's total adrenaline output by as much as two thirds.
Our use of post flight pyschological tests led to disappointment.
The restrictions on the
weight and bulk of equipment we could carry, and the limitation on the pilot's
time after a long
flight that we felt
we could reasonably ask for, limited the types of tests we could apply.
We
used simple mathmatical and card sorting tests and a modified Stroop test.
We obtained no
consistent results that could be correlated with work done or with the subjects fatigue estimates.
The post flight subjective fatigue scores were most useful and the subjects were very soon
able to use them consistently.
Each subject had his own interpretation of the questionnaire so
that there could be no direct comparison of scores between subjects, but for each subject the
comparat..e scores matched very well the observer's estimate of the man's day's work and his
apparent level of fatigue.
Thus to summarise the duty day: we have tried very hard to find an objective measure that can
be used to quantify accurately the pilot's daily workload or its effects.
We have so far failed to
find such a measure but a subjective estimate of fatigue by a well motivated subject is a useful
alternative.
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An example is show•r in Pig. 4.
It shu•w' thea: Sl'tV' i•atterila ,
lit, a
t
nlvi
i,,,
),
,itI' two
subjezts, Captain C10 and C11, on a two week shuttle- butweert La!i ti)lts- .ittd
t(I',,It J,
iq
it,,.
Th': sleep has been plotted horizontally in rcal tima,: ult'.',
art the al;cre,Hitt
hIsi L. -n -ltown
vertically on an arbitrary scale. The rate at whjch1 sleep VIclit isý 0aas-aasrrl to bLCCa'thusted i'.

denoted by the diagonal lines whose slopes ar -i'
at in n.tlu
of eight hours sleep czidit in sixteen waking hours.

to the vIitir.-.I,

c.-itivaalilt to the lots

The flying
duty periods are plotted on the same ttase-linie as the Sleep ,'-t inds ,iztd where tite
'cri-dit' slop:, reache!, the base line is where the subject is p'resuwed ,n haive exhakl!;
I,s si
his
cA
credit.
In this admittedly oversimplified representation nn attempt his been aude to .idju-t the:
sleep credit for previously incurred sleep debts.
Captains C10 and Cl1 carried out the same flying ptrogramme, one ' we-eks afte!r the other.
There was one slight difference in that, due to all engine 'ailure, Captain CIO's flight on the
morning of Day 9 was curtailed by an emergency return to Las Palmas and the Ilight completed
later in the day.
A comparison between the sleeping patterns of Captains C10 and C1l shows that Captain C10
was able to arrange his sleep in a much more watisfactory manner than wats Captain C11.
This was
due more to Captain Cl1's inability to sleep during the day than to lack or planning.
TLhe points
at which Captain C10's 'credit slopes' cut the base-line were, il most cases, at the end or after
the end of his fligrt-. On Day 3 he was seme 3 hours short of his target and also on Day 13
although this latter was difficult to judge since the sleep he got between 17.00 and 23.00 was
described by him as 'dozing and reading' and, therefore, has been plotted in dotted lines,
Captain C11, on the other hand, did not on any occasion achieve the target of completing the
flight before running out of sleep credit. On one occasion, Day 9, he was out of credit before
tie flight began.
Fig. 5 shows the three-day coving average of sleep for the two captains.
Also are shown
their mean sleep per day for the duty period and their normal mean sleep per day calculated trots
a period of leave when their sleep was not affected by duty flights nor the recovery period from
previous flights.
It can bh seen that, on the shuttle, both captains' means are well short of
their normal but that Captain C11 is far worse than Captain CIO.
This is reflected in the
subjective fatigue scores (marked on the sleep and duty base-line) of which Captain C11's are
markedly higher at the end of the period than at the beginning whereas Captain CIO's show little
change.
This was confirmed by the observer's impressions that, although both captainas were tired
at the end of the fifteen days, Captain C11 was very much more tired than CIO.
Both subjects incurred long-term sleep debts which continued to accutmllate during the second
week despite a degree of adaptation to the reversal of day-night activity.
It was, therefore,
logical for tlieairline to reduce the duty period from two weeks to one;
it did this and there
were no further complaints of fatigue.
Space does not allow further illustrations. Similar methods were used over a four month
period with a group of short haul jet pilots and the importance shown of sleep patterns and duty
sequences.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, one can say that therc are three main areas of interest itnaircrew workloads.
With the first, tihe immediate workload, there is now evidence to suggest that before long it will
be possible to use physiological measurements to assess the pilot's level of arousal in tejrms t,,II
those which are optimal for the particular flying task.
In the second, the duty-day workload, we do not as yet have anythinrj bettei t0 un'>thr.; tc
pilot's subjective opinian. One hopes that eventually a more objective trah-;uaninitative irca'd-Ii
mright be found and we will continue with tite biochemical approach.
It the third, long term workload, comparattively simple setthodts such z3 t ilt Icetl
by the crews can. give rracih valuable information reyarding the detsirabilItty i-i otti:ru.i
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SUhWiRY
The term 'Work Load Study' can be interpreted in many wayaqdpcndng on one 's particuZar.interest

and point of viecu,
During the past four years a small team, from the Board of Trade Aviation Department and the
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicinc, hao been conducoting field atudico in nivil airlines
during both long-haul and short-haul operationa. The team have found such studies can be
oonveniently divided into three main areas; that aseociated with short term, or instantaneous
work load, that aasociated1 with accumulated effects of work loads over a particularperiod and
that associated with the total working environment.
Some of the methoda used and the irndications for, further arcau of research are discussed.
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ENERGY COST OF PILOTING FIXED AND ROTARY WING ARMY AIRCRAFT

By
LTC Delvin E. Littell, MC
U. S. Army Aeromedicol Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama

I

2

SUMMARY
and one utility
The energy cost of piloting three U. S. Army hellcopt'rs (lightt utility and medium)
volume and expired
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expired
from
calculated
was
expenditure
Energy
fixed wing aircraft was investigated.
Itinn. Data were collected on a
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IN ORDER TO evaluate such factors as fatigue, decrement of performore, man-machine interactions, and thermal
stress, a study was conducted to accumulate data concerning the energy cost involved in flying current Army aircrab, parricuiariy heiieopsers.

It is surprising that there Is so little data on the energy costs of flying when one considers the wealth of

ovatiabie information about the energy costs of performing a wide range of other human activities.

Passmore and

Durnin's comprehensive review In 1955 reported only two studies ie. only one of which were measurements made
during flight. Twelve years later, these some reviewers hod found no new studies. As far as we can find, there Is
no Information available about the energy costs of flying hellcoptern. Earlier studios have all been done in fixed
wing aircraft. It is generally accepted by dual rated pilots that rotary wing aircraft are more difficult to fly than
fixed wing aircraft. A pilot Is always "flying" them, by continual adjustments of the cyclic and pitch control
sticks and the rudders. It has been sild that flying helicopters is "like rubbing your head, patting your stomach,
and tapping time to Dixie with both feet, all at once".
We were concerned in this initial study with energy costs involved In flying light (OH-6A), utility
(UH-1D), and medium helicopters, and also a typical utility fixed wing aircraft (U-6A).
METHODS
SUBJECTS. The subjects studied were sixteen men, all experienced aviators. The twelve helicopter
pilots fly test and evaluation missions for the U. S. Army Aviation Test Board, Fort Rucker, Alabama. The four
U-6A pilots may be considered as typical Army oviators. The mean age of all pilots was 39.5_+ 1.4 years; mean
nude weight was 78.7±t 2.6 kg; mean height was 176.1 + 1.26 cm; mean surface area was 1.96± .04 ms.
They wore an average clothing weight while flying of 4.51 ± 0. 16 kg. Their experience as aviators may be
represented by their mean flying time of 7025 hours, with a range of 1500 to 13,200 hours.
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE. Energy expenditures were ralculatod from expiratory minute volume and
expired air oxygen content measurements made under basal conditions and during normal flight duties of pilots.
Each pilot wore a standard rubber oxygen face mask, (service MS22001) which covers the nose and mouth, fitting
under the chin, and which had been modified to allow respiration through a T-shaped plastic one-way breathing
valve (Collins J catalog no. P-307) attached to the mask. The mask and J valve combination hod a dead air space
of less than 175 cc. Each pilot was accustomed to wearing the mask and could perform piloting tasks without
significant interference by the mask. Expiratory minute volumes were calculated from total expired volume as
measured by the Franz Mueller gas meter. A 0.6% sample in Mueller bags was dried and oxygen percentage
measured by a paramagnetic oxygen analyzer (Beckman Model E-2). All volumes were corrected to STPD, based
on the barometric pressure measured by a standard surveyors field barometer carried within the aircraft. Kilocalories were calculated by the Weir formula, and surface area was computed from the nomogram of DuBois.
An electrocardiograph was recorded from two sternal electrodes on the mognetic iope of an electrocardiocorder, from which EKG paper strips were reproduced. The number of QRS complexes during a twelve
second time interval were counted for heart rate calculation.
Basal measurements were made early in the morning, ten-twelve hours postprandial, while the subjects
were lying quietly in a semi-darkened room. During the flying period, the first measurements were taken during a
five-minute rest period prior to starting the aircraft engine (sitting). The second measurement period, during hover
or taxi of the aircraft, averaged four minutes in duration. The third measurement period began at take-off and
lasted for approximately two minutes until the aircraft was leveled off at 1500-2000 feet. A five-minute period
of level flight (level 1), was followed by a seven-minute period during which the pilot flew in a typical holding
pattern (aerobatics), with measurements made during the lost five minutes. Level flight was performed for another
five minutes (level 2), and descent measurements began approximately two minutes before touchdown and were
continued until the aircraft landed. All values are reported as the mean plus or minus one standard error of the mean.
RESULTS
Basal values for metabolism and heart rate were secured from fifteen of the men. Their mean VE was
6.521 .20 L/minute; mean V10
was 237± 0.7 cc/min; mean metabolism was 35.1± 1.6 kcal/m2-hr.
(1.14± 0.04 kcal/min); and their mean basal heart rate was 61.5± 1.6 bprn. There is no basal metabolism data
for one helicopter pilot, who flew all three helicopters, due to technical problems. A repeat of this data point was
not possible owing to nan-availability ff the subject.
Because some of the pilots were scheduled to fly more than one type of helicopter during the time of the
study, data were collected from Five pilots who flew all three helicopters (Table 1). The mean total flying hours
for these five pilots was 8,640 (4,000-13,000) hours, the mean age was 40.00± 3.3 years; the mean body surface
was 1.93± 0.04 me. Their basal heart rote was 61.2±1 2.5 bpm and their basal energy expenditure (N
4) was
38.6.t 4.4 kcal/m2-hr. (1.08+ .017 kcal/min).
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Figure 1 presents a comparison of the energy cost of handling thee aircraft near the ground and at
altitudes above 500 feet, for the pilots in Table 1. The data for the measurement periods of hover, taxi, take-off
and Ionding are used for low altitude (ground) operation. Measurements during level fIIght I and 2, and
oerobatics are used tor operation above :PW toet (air). The basal and sitting measurements are presented for
camparison.
Di$CUSSIO N

We expected to find a significant difference In the energy cost of flying the three different aircraft
bcause of the varying dclapoa of mechanical complexity involved. We fourid no such significant difference.
We did expect to find significant differences In the energy cost of piloting the aircraft near to the ground
and at a significant altitude. These expectations were realized. Hovering of helicopters and taxiing the fixed wing
aircraft require that the pilot provide frequent and careful control motions to stabilize a dynamically unstable
aircraft. The greatest danger of catastrophic ground contact exists during tcke-off and landing. The pilot must
maintain more precise control of alrraft under these conditions than during operation at a significant altitude.
The measured energy expenditures suggest that fixed wing aircraft impose a greater work load. This may
result From differences in pilot experience or weather (fixed wing aircraft are more influenced by surface winds) or
Inherent differences between Fixed and rotary wing aircraft.
Review of the literature reveals that for fixed wing mircraft In combat or routine flying, average energy
expenditure ore 2.9 kcol/mnin and 1.7 cal/mnn. These results, when compared to our findings For rotary wing
aircraft (average 1.72 kcal/min) suggest, at least for experienced pilots, that there is no gross difference In the
overall energy cost of piloting aircraft.
Heart rates in general parallel the energy expenditure and at no time were high enough to suggest a
cardiovascular response to emotional or physiological stress. Neither the heart rates nor energy expenditures
measured in this study suggest that under the conditions of this study, the mechanical work of piloting these aircraft
Is a significant cause of pilot "fatigue".
This study was designed to measure the energy cost of the piloting task during actual flight and to provide
information not presently available, particularly for helicopters. We believe that the energy cost of flying hclicopters presented here represents the minimum values. We suggest that the energy cast of flying these aircraft by
less experienced, or leas confident pilots will be significantly greater. We are continuing t6is study in order to
increase the variables of aircraft type, pilots, and flight conditions studied.
We wish to express our gratitude to the President of the U, S. Army Aviation Test Board and the pilots
of the Logistical Evaluation Division who willingly cooperated with us on this study. A special word of thanks to
LTC Robert J. T. Joy, MC who assisted in this study and SP5 Lawrence Kelly in preparation of this paper.
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SUMMARY

hlI It;ii O TI FiiIltLtiI;. work in therinaL stress utilized subj'ct.us
coindlitlois of extrctncly

"nornial" a

ulgh tenipe2r•lttore

nand huminl,;ity.

px'lor;a ing hw.,vy phiyst-. iI Illsir
A
NIt' ler

Nasted on tin' ;Isstiiliptiol

thai iurllal!nci

loangsa Ixidy titerial et•ltliri iin
11ii iltanLd, Lia'.s'ttiy ilret.g•tta:yi-, pa
.1ata withi rcsi.ct to phys iological adaptation antd ma x3i1ntln tOnc ranC, netiICs

raouilni

vihd

Unfortunately, Over th pia:t tdeCiadc, the aismiptiin Of "phyi,,,ol)gl,:al •tt'lcq';ay" And t lit datil supporting It
have become less and less relevant to the problems of quaintifying the erffcts - fCless SverC the rilal
environnents on complex hunman jxrformnanc':
In addition, thlterinal st .-s4 litrattre reflects ia widh
dive rgence of o pinion regarding the selection, inter'prctatloh,
and adimninISLration of :;sick vat' .ili)Les a., :itre's
Indices, mxposurc timeis, acclimatization periods, etc. litcover, a.n a constequence of the lailurc tit
standardize experimental variables, there Is currently little agrecitenmt aniong researchers on either the
significance, magnitude or direction of performance change as a function of the thcrmal environment.
Trhe increasing demand for dcsIlgn standards applicalte to crew station thecinal environments, would s5ca,
to necessitate sonen modification of approach in future thc:mal stress resea,,rch. In gene..'al, changes3 it the
basic research strategy shoulld Include:
I.
Adoition of a standardized index representing all relevant environmental parameters acting to
produce what Is now loosely termed "heat
2.
Investigation of those thermal conditionj expected to obtain In the predicted operational
environment for a given man-machine system (rather than those capable of being prod;cecd only in a climatic
chamber).
3.
Greater emphasis on psychological variables such as learning, motivation and person;lity as
they interact with both environmental and task variables.
4.
A new definition of "stress" in terms of changes
rather than his physiological adaptation.

in a subject's ability to perform a given task

5.
Increased attention to the kinds of increasingly complex Ixprformance demanded of the human
operator in modern man-machine systems.

IN 1'45 TIE
IL ritisll psychrologist N. 11. Ma~skx~orthl initiated the fi rst comprcliicuilvc syt'.'de1in lo rvcstigirtion
641
s.
riain tvfpes ol skilled
ovrf
"Ic' . Lir~ :u,,,
of thii effects of thermal ii ress on Ptivchonio.w
NMackworth
1ermnrimanee are suhoect to diegradation utnder su lected condltlitniti of high ii T,licnit re-lliperzr~l1-r
lirovidud the first empirical refutation or what Connell (1 94h1)later termedi
rhe conct-It )i ihysiological
hahrvlire
.;.il~ onnw ias iong as the body's
Adequacy., This concept is based on the assumrition thnit
the rmal cqrrrihrlbrrr can he maintained. Unfortunately, althlroigh tire evidence adduced for thist assumption
derives alnioot ecicusively front studieS Of he~avy physical lalx~r in extrenIe thIirrraIl rrvnvrorrrents, it hads had
a doinanlflift and conrtinuing Influence on the methodological approach to thrermial srn.ss r, .. a.-h
Whether explicit or Imiplicit , past reliance on the vaild~ity of this assuiinptlon hlas tended to enphia.Azc the
respornse chiaracteristics of phy!Joingical systems, often to the excluilon of other potentially VillUable dependent variables. For cxamp]le, today we kniow a great (lea] about the adaptive nicclianisins of the ca rdlo -vascular
system under hreat stress: we know very little about either the duration, magnitude o'r dtirection of changes Iin
an Individual's ability to perform, under heat, the increasingly complex psychomotor tasku; a.soilatcd with
piloting an aliccaft. Indecd, ever when "psvcrhonrotor taskt is broadly interpreted to niean a coordination of
sensory, cogrnitive arid mortor processcs, we iind that fewer th~n 5U thermnal stress studies employing thin
type! of performance have been generated during the 24 years following Mackworth's work, Taken as a whole,
these studies, in additiorn to reflecting a sporadic approach to tilernltal stress research, often present directly
opposed conclusions regarding tle type of petfurnianc,: change to be expected under conditions of hi1gh ambient
temperature . 'Flc remainder oI this paper ishdevoted to an examination of sonic experimental variables whose
use and misuse have contributed to the conflictilig reports In the literature. In addition, criticism Is coupled,
wherever poss-Able,I %ith suggt-stIons for improvemnent of future work. The: analysis begins withi a brief review
of tire 1ite rature itsel f.
THERMAL STRESS LITERATURE - IN BRIEF
THERE ARE A mniruer of bibliographies and reviews available on this subljCEt (Blell & Provins, 1962: Groth &
Lyman, 1963; lilndler, 1963; Stevenson & Johulsun. 1967; Stevenson & Trygg, 1966: US. Army Tropical Test
Center, 1967: Wing & Touchs;tone, 1963). Unfortunately, desipite their publication dates, none of these coin pilatirons are recent or Inclusive enough to allow an accurate anpr.ilsal of the effects of thermal stress on
compnliex "tacival" or psyclurinotor perrformnance . Tire only recent review in tLIds area was done by Wing (1965).
Hie exanmined IS expcrinkents in order inodetermiine the rupper limits of "unimpaired mental nerformance
Since his goal was to plot pe.7forotanct deccremnent as a function of exposure timesq, however, tile experiments
chlosen were nlcecssa rily limited~ to those in which sonme dec reinent was, i0 fact, reported. The major
objection to tsuch a procedure is5that it tends to Jignore or minimize tile existence of studies which report ira
change or, in some lirstances, imtprovemnents int performlance. It is important that such divergent. resulits Ibe
clearly ackn~owledged. Only then can cintparisonis b~e mallde' with respect to VXl~ri~inlota, deSignS, appairatus,
,;ub'jccts.. etc . Such comparisons are necessary not only in reconciling conflicting data, but in establishing a
reliable b~asic, for thie selection and/or control of relevant vatiables in fuiture wvork.
In comopa ring stress vs . nonstress performance in a giv'en task, only three outcomesb are possible:
(I) iniprovenment, (2) decrement, or (3) no change. Within each of these categories, studies included in thre
preýscnt review are further classificed aecording to tile type of performance investigated. Those Performance
areas are sinliilar to those used by Wing & Touchstone (1963), and Include the following: (1) sensory thresholds
andi reaction time, (2) vigilance and percceiton, (3) psychomiotor performanmce, and (4) mnental" perform ance .
These categories are neither mutually exclusive nor exhaustive; thley are primarily for convenience anti
represent only one of a number of possible classification systellis. For quick reference, tile pertinent
research is listed in Table I .

SELECTION OF V'ARIABLES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
IN GENERAL, the literature reviewed provides 1noclear-tilt criteria upon which to base predliction~s of mental
or psychoniotor performance under th rimal stress conditions. The basic lack of agreement be~tweecn the
various ,tudies i-- primarily the restic of a generalized failure to stadiexxietlcornditions
. The
usc of a wide variety of temiperatitrr levels, exposure times, etc ., n1 kes ainy direct. Comparison of results
difficult, The studies can, however, he profitabily examined under the following a~ssumpt~ion: if the applicaition
cf differing levels (or the omission) of an experimental variaible leads to conflicting conclusions regarding
performance, then tire effects of tlrat variable roirit be conrtrolledl and accountedi foe inl fuiture re-sca reLi. I hlave
summarized what I consider to Ibe a majority of suchl variables in Table 11. It is obviours friiii thre scoipe of
thlis tabre thlat timec and space limnitations prohibit ally detailed deLscrirxionr of tire relative cant rilartiriris of
subject. taskI, Innl envi ronairenta I variables . Therefore, I woulId like to fol-us at this tii l~L on ire" ri 1 o"f
unvironiluettal )it( phiysiorlogicr i variablels iii therrital stress research.
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TABLE I
Lri ERATURk SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE
MEASURED
S2N90RY~ "eH-t1 T51-101 neS

EXPERIMENTAL
r-,TEMPERATURES
I Wet
,

&REACTION
TIMES

Bl

Simple Reaction Time
Simple & Serial RT

Serial RT

Bub

126
100
86

80
86

117

85

90

108

0

EXPOSURE
TIMES

MIi

25-40
(ET286)
1o0

210 24 X
18 X
8

6
6

0

8

X

83

21

20

X

83

3
2.5

30

90-104

20

XI

14

X

Task Det 72

90-95

172

(ET=86)

6

_________

Lovingood, et al., 1967
Reilly & Parker, 1967
Ivy, et al., 1944

X

6

17

104

Serial RT

DIR
OF
PERF
N!•#•A.C..,AUE

1elHnHr

92-104

Tactile Sensitivity

j

1
Pace, etal., 1945
Peacock, 1956

X Russell, 1957
X Frasýr & Jackson, 1955

7.

VIGILANCE &
PERCEPTION

Spatial Orientation
Visual Vigilance
Perceptual Speed
Auditory & Visual Vig.
Auditory Vigilance

Visual Vigilance
Auditory & Visual Vig.
Auditory Discrlm.
Visual Vigilance
Auditory Vigilance
Visual & Auditory Vig.
Peripheral Vision
PSYCHOMOTOR
Rapid Line Drawing
Mirror Tracing
Wrist-Finger Speed
Hand-Finger Dexterity

Muscular Control, EyeHand Coord, Pursuit &

l

_

100

80

113

(ET=86)
Body Tcmp = 101OF

100-115
104,122

4-24
20

85-145
95
85

76-117
70,92
75

105

95

(ET 79)
(ET79-97)
(ET'81-86)
(BET 95)

115
100

s0

(ET86)

x

20
63

80

(ET=86)

12 X
1l X

Poulton, ut al., 1965
Wilkenson, vt al., 19%4

I'l
9

X
X

Loub, et al., 1950
Carlson, 961

1/3-4
6 1/2

8
10

X
X

Bell, et al, 1964
Fine, et al., 1960
X Mackworth, 1946a, b
X
1961
X Pepler, 1958
X Bursill, 1958

140

6

210

25-40

100

Reilly & Parker, 1967

4
1,2&3

2

126

18

6

18
I___I_
36 X

Lovingood, ut al..

18

Reilly & Parker, 1967

Compensatory Tracking

Pursu.. Tracking
Arm-Hand Coord
PursuitTracking

104
126

30
25-40

Tssk Det -26
210 24

X
X

1967

20-30
8
0

100

(ET=86,

Russell, 1957
ivingood, et al., 1967
Mack-North, 1945, 1961
Pepler, 1953, 1958, 1960

X
X

103

160,210,235

30

6

X

Physiol Det

4

X

Blockley & Lyman,

18

X

Reilly & Parker, 1967

6

1959
1951

X Teichner, et al, 1954
126
80,90,100

T

I
25-40

210
60

70,80,90

86-92
85-100

Anagram Solution
5 Digit Mult., IQTest

85-110
95
109

Discrimination

------- ET 76-91 --

Simple Addition
Time Perception

X

------- ET
86 --------......
ET 8 1-86 ----- -

Elec. Trng, Courae
Discrimination

Auditory Recall
No.Checking & Addition

& Parker, 1967

X

116
Simulator "Piloting"
Time Sharing, Target
Prodicflon
Rotary Pursuit Tracking
COMPLEX "MENTAL"
Addition (no attempted)
Anticipatory Perception,

Vaughan, et al., 1968

18 XReilly
X
24 X

75-90

24 X
16

X

Lovingood, et al., 1967
Bartlett, et al., 1955

80

X
X

Mayo, 1955
Chiles, 1957

1o

X
X
X

"
1958
Fine, etal, 1960
Givoni & Rim, 1962

(ET76-91)

75-90
70,92
4C

1
1/2
2

10
4

I

X

----- ET 90,95 ------------.
I
is
t60,200,2351
I
PhysiolDet 8
Body Temp

102'F

63
45

F

12
-12

Pepler, 1958

X Wing, ct al., 1965
X Blockley & Lyman, 1950
X Wilkenson, ct al.,
X Fox, et al., 1967

1964
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TABLE If
VARIABLES RELEVAINT TO STRESS RESEARCH

ENVIRONMENTAL

TASK

FL,dicus of Stress

LT
ETC
ET

CIElT

ETH

I iSi
WBGT

Effective
T.mp.
Effective
Temp.
Corrected
Physuil.
lEffuct
Corrected
Effective
Temp.
Craig Index
of Stralin
Effective
"TL-nip. &
Radiation
Four-I lour
Sweat Rate
leut Stress
Index
Wet Bulb
Glo u Temp.

T7
Complex vs. Simple
Novel vs .Repetitive
Continuous vs. Discrete

192.3

_

1932

SUBJECT

1945

lPhys4ologcal

I

Adaptive System Responses
I lyplthalai olc -reguahtory
MetaolmlIc -0n1loc rinological
Cardiovascular
Respiratory
lheat Storage

19411

19(50
Acclimatization
Circadian Rhythms
1955
I

'hysica

1956

Source of Stressor
Climatic Chamber vs.
Outside Ambient
Conditions

Age
Sex

Nutritional State
Health - Present

Physique
& Past History
Physical Condition
Psychological
Pe rs ona lity
Skills & Abilitics

Exposurc Time"
Single vs. Relpated
Continuous vs.
hlte ruhittent

Motivation
Intelligunce
Response "Set"
Fatigue

Validity
Lab vs. Operational Situation
(Face- vs. Construct Validity)
lnstructlons
Written
Demonstration
Verbal
Learning Factors
Feedback -- Continuous vs.
Discrete
Reinforcement -Learning vs. Performance
Extrinsic vs. Intrinsic
Methods of Admini!tration
Time, situation, physical
environment
Fatigue
Data Collection
Measurement Scales
Frequency of Measurements
Performance Averaging
Statistics
Sampling -Size - N = 7
Composition: random,
stratified incidental
Reliability -- normative data
Interactions
Single vs. multivariate
predictions
Potentiation

INDIGFS Of-' ST'VRESS.I~
actual

Much of the cont roversy regarding the elffcts ol tliernio

result o)f thu body's luteir at ion (,filthe effect-; o (I) ;dr tolerixrato rO
aI!I>

and (4) radiant heat.

st rvs; :utclus froml

(2) 111w
1idlity, (.3),j.11 t.

lll( vel (01

As Mfilard (19(14) potinted out:

"Aconalprchlenlslve indeux of unvironmeiuta I heat strs Mu.5lilst
evahlate thle foulr phlysilcs
factors of the the rmIal env ironm~lent In thle propiort Ion to whichl enIcII wil I eff.ect thew
exchanuges of hieat byv radiatlonl, coflVLcI io an.iiI*djS
-aotion
1x StWLCt~n thlL' 11MO
l dy
and its enivironlment under varying conditions of skin temperature anti iklnl wetness(r)
['he devlopolnental history7 of attempllts to construct such an Index beugin with Pl:r use of wet bulb) tvni~l-.'rlttrv
as tile singhe explanatory fsator (Bedford, 1961). Thle availability of Incr~laSinglgy a~co ratc blstrurlwlnts anlid
nlellsurelllnt 1-chitiques, iII con junction with S6lbjuctlve reports (Iftherinla Icom~fort, led to tile U)Sqel
il, lunion of tile r-laalling three factors (dry bulb tempe~rature, air velocity, radiant heat) . Usually, tile
additioln of each new factor result AIin a newly titled In~deX andi tihe prolifi ratIon of these ind~ices i s ill part
responsible for sonic (If tile difficulty in comiparing studies of pe~rformance Lunder bevat stress . TIhu termls
lWat
r "high ambient telllpcraturcs" are frequently used hy expe-rimenters tol refer to only onel or two jol
tile fou r compolsnents involved Iii tile prodUction of "stress ." 16any autihors, for uxamlulli,
rep~ort exI~lIrilclltial
temlperatures in turnis of wet andi dry bulb readings only, andi give no Inlformlatio(n ZIIELlt airIll-novvillnt .Some
HtdIdiS lilst effective templerata res hut providle 110wet or dry hllbi figrures; others report dry hull) tempe~ratures
only, without reference to hlum~idity. With tile ex~cuptiol of Joy (1967), none of tile studies previously reviewed
attemlpted to asses,-s tile possible sig~iificaiicc of radiant heating effects . fBecause a numbesr (If different
thermal stress indice~s are still being emplpoyed, a chronolouy of tilcir developolent is provided in Table 11
It should be nloted that thlese Indices arc' primarily concerned with tile physiological ilolpact of ileat on nian's
ability to worK, and, in eases wvhere a particular index value serves as a limiting factor for performnc~le, it
Is generally pihysical performance wihicih is being referred to.
In examining the various indices it becomes apparent that all are based, to some extent, on tile previou~sly
described concept of physilogiocal adequacy. As such, they are concerned wvith tile mletabolic heat loads
generated in various thlermal environments: these loads arc usually assessed indirectly by the mleasurement
of physiological parameters inciluduin heart rate, rectal and skin temperature, sweat rote, etc . Table Ill
(Yagiou & Millard, 1957) provides an example of the relationship between tile maniy indices and onle SUCII
physiological measure . Unfortunately, correlation coefficients of this mlagnitulde are Neldoni, if ever,
obtained between performance andi IAY11ýra

responses.

TABLE Ill
CORRELATION BETWEEN MIAT STRESS INDICES AND EVAPORATIVE SWEAT RATE
Index

Correlation Coefficient with Evaporative
Sweat Loss

CET

.7899
.78:39

WBGT
Globe Temperature
ET (normal se; !c)
Dry Bulb Temperature
Wet Bulb Tunlperature

.7798
.7232
.694:3
.5-59.5
. 4606

ETR
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With reference to thc e
t,. wi i p..rticullar index for research in heat stress, the ASIIRAFE Guide and
Data B~ook provides the following sumnirly ;ini recomimendations:

"There is presently no one proven method for combining all of tile component heat loadsU
into a single value that would accurately Indicate thu dugree of heat stress as nerceiveil
biy ant lirdiiai'ial vorkilig or resting iii a hjot environmient. Tile difficolty lies in thu
inability to simiulate human respoinse. Pyl'lyiali nstrumeunts can accurately integ;rate,I
blinttile hum11an
I)Ody haS tile ý.bilty tu di fferCetate Ix!itwuen component thermal effects
Nonetheless,
and to Miake pronip adlxln'~vc changes wlticli Elie inst rumntcis caunnot tit.
ea(Ji of the indices willi supplly valuable information onl whidel to baise an Informeid opinion.
Thu inde-X or Indices selected for liste shouildl ulineni upoin the nature and Rextent of thev
priihhu [iti: iLIIlp)MIllt and facilities at liar-', Lnd thut availability of pursonnel trained
Iin thut field or thIul-lal struss (p. 107).,'
SiIoCL IIds adlvieet is somnewhat general, let tie give. ant examlple of how onc might go nboxit selecting a
speix-ic at rvs., index. Ili tilt prou-ej, polems~cll' of seluection criteria Will buicuinit app~irent. I have chosen
i-etiv
illy. Jh
CIeulC~tion of this Jindex CoulId he. stulistantiated
aI
example tilt- NVBGT 11inX . InI a plrosl'tV
u;ti
as loll oil's,
1.In tile prusulice of a i diaiut heat loand, tile gl)iie tumIlx.rature (GT) represents thu balanoce
between hwiet gablaed hly radi at ioni anid hear lost by L nivue tion .ii effect. it Integrates rultadiat heat, air0Ino'~iviict * and airi I11(tcIi
PUMrte'
hit(. a :SI gle' reading. Thlisa T readilng lusd hli con junction with a WEB
tIxrioiiiieteir takes into account tile fivi i physical Collsuile~ntsi of the thermial envirunnilnt without requiring
a sepanrite menvasiiro 'liet
ul air inoieii lt.
2.
lield tests" of thet WBGTl Ildex have proven it to he. highly reliable Iin predicting dolecrelIlnts In
1)1YiyLJ ixriforniuaicu . lin I954, Yogliat & Minard conduictud tests on Marine traineus and found tile index
ol pliesiologicail iii'2asilrts talkenl during the training exoercises,,. Subsequent
corr-IZelatd Well With, l uIMMihK'r
Silllnel(r stUdiesý at test statiowls in Arizone: (dry hecat.)and Florida (humid heat) conlfirmied these findings.
Additional trials Ili 195.5 at thle Marine Corps recruit training tiepet (P'arris Island, South Carolina) resulted
Ili thie adoliijon if tile WI13*ICindes- inl 19-56 by the Training Cuminand at that instiiliitiiin: it replaced an mndox
thenl ini use whilchi was (I,.ri vedl fro iii air' tern perat Lire and hinlidity ;1101i" . Lnule r tile new Prograin , vigorous
training of new rec ruit.- (first three wveeks Riftraininig) %vassuispended at WBGT readings of 8.51)or hiighier'
at WIIGT li"8 or alilis, vigoiroius training exercises Were suspenided for ail recruits . Despite hotter iveatlicr
ill 1956, tile incideiice of i:cat casiualtics dropixed to 1/13if 'lie 1955 figure. Ini 1957 the NAS-NRC subcommniittee wi
intlierninal 1;ci ra iil Ilic en vi ronliin te inclIuded tli' use of WIIO F' IcR'.els In. controlling ph ysical
Britishi Air Force iand Naval traininig Centers . Ini 19610 thle Marine
activity ;1id( IprCV'eiting hea't cisilt~iat
Cur ps uriSred the Rise of Ow WU.' Ikinile at .1ll INicsi wi iert unace lini ati zin trainees uinde rgo) pliyS iCaI
training durinig 110t Weather. F~inally, at a coni'ifenco: held in October 1966, Iinenllx'rs representing
US Arimy Natick Lal-'ratuirics, USArmy E--ngineer Research & Development Laboratory (now US Army,
Mobility Equipimenet R&D Ceiiter), and JS Vriiy Human Engineering Laboratories agreed to adopt tli: WIICT
Index to spcf

-- iiýsA.IVl

fla

nAm

ielico(Iter crew stations.

:1. Instriiineitation for oltai.ilng WBGT is relatively inexpensive and quite reliable. The Britushl
Army is currently developinlg and testing a prototype WIVGT meter syulic wvill allow direct readout of tile
single index valule (P'eters, 1967).
4.
WIIGT correlates ldiglily with twoi other indices currently in use, tile CET ( .9983) and tlie ETR
(.97oiS), and will thus pruwide_ Moiit* basis for comnparinig results fromi the present study with those renorted
by other insvcatigator,.
Having selectedl an index, there rnioaiii-s tlhe problem of speccifyiing the values of that indeX to lie used in the
exper'iniieta I situationl. Ini applied research, index values can generally be' chosen on thle basis of those
which: (1) are reported in the Literature as correlated with anu relevant to the type of purforniance: under
study, (2) are capable of being duplicated and controlled accurately in the laboratory, (3) permit subjects
to pe.rformi for the required] timces (do not exceod physiological tolerance tiniis), and (4) samiple a range broad
enough to allow sonic generalization to ope-rational situations likely to he t'ncounteredl in the "real world.
In addition to these four, a fifth criterion is necessary when selectinlg WVBGT levels, doe to the structure of
the index itself. The cooiputational formula, WBGT = 7WB + .2C7 ; .1IDB, indicates that (1) as long as the
weighted sumi remains constant, any or all of thie comuponent W13, DB and GT values can change without
changing tile WBOT index number itself, slid (2) any change in the sumn, however slight, will result inl a new
IVBGT nouiber. Thus, criterion S states that when selectihng WBGT levels for hecat stress research, the
investigator roust iiot only lnoio the relationship cf thle Index value to the! performance being studied, lie niust
also justify his selection of tile partiular combiniation of WB, D13and GT used to generate that valuec.
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Prospective WBGT values, for example, of 850
Refection criteria as follows:
!.

880, 900 and 1010 could be chosen on the basis of the five

t-•
izd &L.,Ud iiave reported aecrements in both physical and psychological

Le..•er.1c~ry

performance associated with temperatures in th.'s range.
and
have already been widely adopted as upper thermal limits for
I....
WBV
11=u
heat loads in Army
moderate and heavy physical activity as well as for specifying permissible crew statli
helicopters. The studies which provide evidence for adopting such values are not directly applicable to
pilot performance, but they do suggest thsit 850 and 88° are productive starting pabhits.
These WOT values can be accurately administered and controlled within most environnental
3.
test chambers available.
Previous research indicates that no problems will be met at 850 and 880 with subjects (Ss)
4.
engaged in a 2-hour performance regimen involving little or no physical labor. It is not known at present
whether the 900 and 1010 conditions can be tolerated physiologically for this period of time. These extreme
values are included: (a) to bracket the upper UimitS for unimpaired mental and psychomotor performnice,
and (b) because these temperatures have actually been recorded in helicopter cockpits under summu, flight

conditions (Moreland and Barnes, 1969),
5. Some data Is available for choosing values of WB, DB and globe temperatures for each of the
WBGT levels. Table IV lists these values and the source from which they were obtained.

TABLE IV
COMPONENT VALUES FOR SELECTED WBGT LEVELS

WBGt
No.

Component Values ('F)
WB

GT

Source

DO

87.00

73.00

95.00

69.00

123.50

120.00

8x9

78 .6

114.40

(I).11

90g

88.99

10)11.14

97.01(

95.11)

122,20

106.70

85°

Each set of figures represents a point on a psychonictrlc
chart (USAERDL, 1956).
The straight line connecting these points Is the "Outside
DeSign Curve" adopted by the Army committee on aircraft
creW station therrmal environmients (USAIIEL Memo, 14 Duc 66).
The curve: Is hased on a review of high temperature extremes
in A•t 705-15 and ?IIL -STD-2IOA, with :iodifications
suggested by the Joint Army-Nav-y-Air Force Manual (TM-5-785)
and USAF Climatic Center curves. In essence, the curve
rtepre•snts tit probabilities associated with the joint o.currencc
of WB and DO teiip'ratircs during the hottest months, for the
hottest areas, worldwidt (McDouald, 1964). As such, it incladc.
thu higlest values recorded in Vict Now (Natick Labs, 1953:
Malttoranmi, 1906).
[ sed
- iln octl0 Ialight mic,:sure liemt. s uif-U.S. A riny aircralt
coicklpit te,lpL rat tUrs

0

I 1f

juy, 1967: MuN'r 'h:ud & hlaroes, 1969).
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It can be seen from my example that a rigorous and comprehensive selection of WBOT le'icls is sn-'ownt-1
difficult at tile present time. Tho clriffl
'."."'-e .Xr
J", iii piixr, to the fact that worldwide climatic dita is
available for only two of the threc WBGT components; viz., dry bulb and wi~t bulb temperatures . This dataI
Is presented as probability curves for the Joint occurrence of the highest wet and dry bulb readingmi, in the
hottest areas of the world, during rhe h,ýttest rnG.,...5 of Lawyear. What is needed to establish true index values
for the WBG;T scale is an expandled set of 3-variable curves representing the highest values of solar radiationI
which occur in conjunction with existing wet and dry bulb, values . Fortunately, worldwide solar radiation data
is currently being collected and, when available, should mea-surably Icrease. the validity of the WBGT index.
Given comprehensive solar radiation measures, It should be possible to accurately estimate (at a 90-9570
confidence level) the highest ambient WBGiT values for prospective pilot/aitcraft operating environments.
Once tile reliability of such estimates Is established, it will, of course, he necessary to determine thle
correlation between outside ambient and inside crew station thermal environments. Thesc correlations will,
In turn, permit: the specification of more realistic design parameters for crew station thermal environments.
EXPOSURE TIMES. In addition to using a variety of expewrimental temperatures, investigators have
also employed exposure times ranging from 17 minutes (lilockley & Lyman, 1951) to 6 1/2 hours (Reilly &
Parker, 1967). The selection of exposure times has been dictated by practical rallher than theoretical or
empirical considerations. Tlius, at extremely 11gh temperatures and/or humidities, physiological toler:ance
and requirements for subject safety arc the principal determina'nts for length of exposure. -In more moderate
thermal environments, thus(- known to be, physiologically tolerable for specific times, exposuro time is
determined by such factors as tile time required to complete the assigned performance task(s). Even these
relatively gross criteria hiave not been ,applied enisistently, however, and the inability to do so steins
primarily from the failure of researchers to agree upon just what constitutesi an "extreme" or a mlndcrate"
thermal vinvironment. Tile problem Is further complicated by tile existence of such variables as degree of
subject acclimatization (disetissed under SUb)JeCt variables) which aifects both physiological tolerance and
the ability to perforni . lIngeneral, conflicting repoxrts on 1licrfurnia~nce decremncrt are partly attributable to:
1. Treating exposure time us a dependent rather than an independent variable; i.e., allowing
thermal conditions to dictate the leng4th of tinm-. billjects remain anti/or perform in a given situation. When
subjects are unale to remain in one or more e,'Is'riniental conditions for the prescribed timle, the. resulting
information on physiological tolerance, however valuable, is gained at the expe-nse of losing performance
data. An example of this type of los,, ocviirred in time early work of Vit~cic & Smith (1946). Using tasks
slimulating tile cix'rations of naval p~lotting anid _-tiart roomli, they found no adverse performvance effect a at
ET's of 75" amid 800. At E'T 85o, n, rformalicc tilcreaseti only slightly although Ss reported !`cel:ýgs of
-annoyance and marked discomfort.. At 94' ET, Mairked irritability, dizziness, visual blac:<r t and nausea
became increasingly conilmono (p). 107)'': tulle of lie SUb~jcts; were aible to comopl'utc the tasks. Winig (196 '5)
note-d that "Physiological tolerance limits frincile vXpoeeLd to htigh ambient teniperatures have bix".i available!
fo0r nearly two decades. It has long beer. suspycted, however, that hluman performance deterior-ites we)!
before Physiological linmits have been reachledi (p. 9%0).-

Experln-rvnts in which subject,, are unable to

complete tile task(s) add little in the way of quantitative evidence to suipport this "suspicion.'"
2.
Using equal e~xposure: (tolerance) time~s as a basis for equcring thermnal condlitions. lilockicy &
Lynmau (1951), using temperatures of 1600, 2000, and 2350, Ri- 40%, -.ound little effect on Ss' performance
ontil 5-6 minutes prior to reaching their physiclogical tolerance liinits. Popler (1959), in a quausi -replication
of thu study found: "it wa6 technically impossible to mlaintain tihe vet'.' high air temperatures and low humidity
of Bliockley and Lymnan. It was decided, therefore, to use a lvinid cliimate whichl vould impose a stress
0
equivalent to their 200OF (93 C) condition, as aISSessed by the Subj:cts' il-erage tolerance timles (p. .383)."
0
0
The resultant "equivalent" conditions were I Iih Dr 105 WB .~nd lop ft/nal air movement. Pepler found that
dec remlents in pe~rformiance. were miuch move severe. and o.:iýurr('.i -arlier in the iesting session. Tile
difference in rcsalts is not surprising in light of previous dt'sc'm~ssioi of dv: components of thermal stress.
'rha.'re is at present no empirical dat.a ' o suggest that eltiler t';v qualitative or quantitative (subjective or
phmysiological) stress effects of these different ilierinal conditionsý can be( safc'ly equated.
.3.
Assum1.ing that eClUJl c":poSiire fllnes
Ell
hlimrnial condltioins ofiequivalenlt warnitli' to act with
equal e~ffect on purforniancc
Wing (1965), plotting rs.'cf r'llan,:L decremen-at (at various levels of effective
tenilerature) against exposuire titheS , comlmented on this prob'icni:
"Secondly, I'ecause die curve is plotted in; terms' !f effective tcnitlcrature, thec'r is
tile dnngee of assumning thu! allI tihe ..ombwuatiomnb of temperature, hnumidiity amid
airspeed which yield zigiven Cr
kIlelprattire
i
also produce the sanic' ulegmee o
perforiiance ileeretenit . This is undoubtedly not the case. Lventually 1w~rforiieimice
dice rc'lmnts siioubi be' scjimcattely d -ternhinedi for a larIge nii
iiliKr (if cioiboiatiu a~ilS
tenil pratli ice, liumililaly z~ndjiai
,ovenn'nlt andi reportcd in :a ci -diniieisiuona chmart
Hlowever, setic voliiub'ous dac.~ -are not yet available. J.(p. 963).'
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A final factor involved in sele.cting heat stress exposure times is the lack of reliable information regarding
the effects of (1) repeated exposures to high tempuraturts, and (2) continuous exposure to mild or moderate
thermal environments for periods of several months. lrevious studies have controlled for such effects by
random assignment of Ss to conditions. This technique is eifh..ctivc as long ns the cffictr at thermal stress
are assumed to be relatively transient and non-additive.

SUBJECT VARIABLES
A NUIMBER OF studies such as that by Carlson (1961) Indicate thnt the failure to conclusively demonstrate
performance decrement under thermal stress 1.3 often due to extreme inter-subject .'%irlability. Carlson
noted that: -Although each individual's performance was consistent, the range of perfomrance among the
nine subjects was too great to permit definitive analysis of the Influences (of heat) on vigilance (p. I0)."
variability Is the result of diverse physloinp
1 c:al and psycholoj'tcal characteristics which each subject
brings, in differing amounts, to the experimental situation. Under the assumptions of random sampling,
these characteristics, such as age, physical condition, intelligence, etc., are assumed to be equally
distributed among experimencal and control groups. Frequently, however, this assumption is not met, and
researchers have often been foiced to use whatever subjects were at hand. The acquisition of subjects solely
on the basis of availability, incidental sampling as Guilford (1957) terms it, has severely limited the
generality of many expxrimcnttl findings. Unfortunately. the conditions wlhlch lead to expediency in sampling
are not Likely to improve in tbe near future. For this reason, it is vital that the researcher he fully aware
of the rule played by subhect variables in the determinantion of performance. Given a knowledge of the
relevant variaLlus, there. is an increased probability that some controls can be applied, perhaps through
modificatinns of the experimental design and procedures, to limit overall varIability within groups.

"This

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
ADAPTATION TO thermal stress Involves changes in a number of ph-.ysiological systems.
these changes are summarized in Table IV, prepzred by Fox (1965).

For convenience,

TABLE V
ADAPTIVE CHANGES
Mechanism

Adaptation

Sweating

a.
h.
c.
d.

Increased capacity*
Quicker onsut*
Better distribution over body surface*
Reduced salt content*

Cardiovascular

a.
b.
c.
d.
V.

Greater skin blood flow'
Quicker response*
Blood flow closer to skin surface
Better distribution over body surface
Reduction in counter-current blood vessels

Metabolic

a.
h.

Lowered Basal Metabolic Rate
Lowered energy cost for a given task

Respiratory

a.

Hyperventilation'

Heat Storage

a.
b.

Increased tolerance to higher body temperature
A lower resting body temperature*

Behavioral
Indicates adaptations for which there is agreement regarding experimental evidence gathered to date.
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The maignitude, rate, arid dIirection of change have been establilshed for such pliyslological measures as
heart "atc, blood pressure, respiratory rate and volume, bodxy tvinpe-ratllre (oral and re-ctal) and rate of
l'
!n
';-Js
sweating, The relationship between chanites in thew- Imain.4re ýnd!
tde'pentis largely on theý part icul ar physiologic al mechani sm exa mi ned , 'Thus , the co rrelatiomi of thermalin
ndlod: value., with tevaporative svweat loss Is high; withm rate (if sweating, It is lomw. Recgard k:ss of tilt Size ofI
the correlation coefficients, however, most researchers have contrmtiutd to Select leVels Of theL'se 1111y.S0lhl'h'ltl
iiieusures to operationally dutinc thermal str:ess . In this definitiunal copacIty they havu buten pacticuilarly
useful in setting thermal tolcrance limits for subject safe~ty.
On the strengbth of tIki-r correlation whith hanges in thmethermnal crivlronnoment, name rooUs atICImnASlisavet been
nmade to relate adaptive phiysiological changes to concurrent variations inI perfmromanct- . There is little
argmuent anoing rusearcheirs that soine kind of relationship exists, but spetcifying thc' paramhieters which
control or muediate: Its effuct~s hias proven extremnely difficult for :mnumbe-r of reas~ons:
I., Liffcts oif physiological change vary witth tile type of ix~rformiancc being ineasured .Rcliable
d-c rviintas have mlost successfully beenI demnustrated fOr tasks requi ring moder-ate -tn-heavy phIysical exmurLS anl additiOnal drainl uil the already
tion . In this situationi, the cxp~i.viltuorc of enurgy III perforniLng pl1ým1
ovunvorked physiologdcal systemis and thus incruasingly augmoents the effects of the thmermaml stress already
presenit. '1w, picture is not ii(:; ry as clear With respect to(- ff-ct~s of heat on compilelx mental uri]d -ycfhomotor performance since, as 'epllr (1960) pointed out;
"Little or nothing is knmown, however, of tile niiccmanisins or causes unierlytag
tilesv uflects .Changes in performance have been observedl in the absence' .I
(Watkins, 19.56- Weiner & Ifutcldnsun, 1945) or indepulndently of (M~aekwurtlm, 1950:
Pepler, 1958) changes in theQLocomneitant physiological ladiee" Of an effect of
warmth, such as body temperature, or tile amliount of weight lost as sweat (p. 6ti).'
2.
Be-cause changejs in physiological mecasures and changes in pevrformance have each bee-n shown to
correlate vwit exposure to high teolperature, it hans been assumed that they niu~it also, correlate with each
other to the samne exotent . Emipirical studies have found this assumiption untenable for ninny cotmplex
performance tamks . B~ell, e~tal . (1964), for exatmple, reviewetld the relation between one0 physiological
response to heat ',body temperature) aint visual vigilance. They concldudd that:
"INOconISiStemi relationl, however, ha LjMben ShtownIill ally' (If the(Se, studies etei
body temperature' or changes in bodly temIpeýrature sandchanges in or(MhkC
holy tvmip'.raitirc
under adverse- env'irnmoental condiUtion~s, except flat a rise in deelul
and a deterioration in prerformance hmaveboth beeni -i!owvn to ILx?relatedl to thev
environmenral terniperature, (p. 2B17).'
3.
Prediction of purforinar~ce decrement is relatively good at timeupper' limits of phly'siological
adaptation-, i.e. , performance decireases rapidly once a stnbjeet begins to display 1ymptomIIs (If heat Vxlmnastiomm
or pyrexAia. As lHendler (1964) summiarized:

"Itis obvious that performance and 1,,havior of thle indivitdual as an1operating
entity depends upon thet functicna; status of the parts that comprise the whole.
As bidicated previously, exposure of the iniv~oidual to et(vironmlental tempo ratore
exti-ruenmus Canl esult in a -'ide variety of conmpensato~ry chIanges, the. overall
effects of which can confidently be expectetl to re:sult in Lrorforniancc d.cremenit
when the comirieosation isi insufficient (p). 3.34).'
Short of this point, howe-ver, prediction is poor,, and thU actual -shape Of the CL~i-v
change as a function of physiological atlaptatfon is anknown.

relilrilt'Otilg ;x-rforilill1ICe

.

ion is thlat
ACCI .INTA)'ZATION A final factor whilch must bu colnsillefd llndler physiological ;nif;tpmt
1
ofaccli,ua4tlsatlun wlmiclm can VAebroadly tiefinetl aF the tlegree oif efficiency Of thle indlividINal's (7lllnnell
OZLs. MIore specifically, the e lassioea I lijetllre (If
adl
eii:
c:hJanisms in coping with enlvironnmental heslead
aLceilliztizatiohi i.,; tiescribecd by F~ox (1505) as folln'."s:
"The main features are a less ma-rked uacrrcasv inllimeart rit e whileh working,
a greate r pl',hofucion 'Of swe~t aMid,
lowe t skin andl dee p bodly tc'lip(2 r atuirt'
subjectively, a les
dsenise of discomofoet (p_- o).'

;FI
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The following summary presents some important points to be considered in controlling for the effects of
acclimatization in heat stress research:
I , Acclimatization represents; a process of adaptation characterized by reduced physioioglcal strain
under thertral stress . It is operationally detined by specific physiological indices such as sweat rate, heart
Laiu, iLveisi wimperaturc, etc. AS an aggregate of these sepirrere measures. accliin'nizatlon it; still subject
to the limitations described previously for single physiological parameters; it Is necessary in establishing
physiological tolerance Limits, but Its utility In predicting performance decrement is lxest under conditions
inwhich thermal Stress approa-,hes tho-e limits.
hsnt2.

lIngeneral, Ss should be acclimatized under the hottest of the experimental Conditions planned.

There is some evidence that adaptation acrotes climatic conditions occurs, but the exact amount of transfer
3. For studies interested In measuri~ng performance dccrement under some standard operational
condition involving thermial stress, subjects should be brought to the maximum level of acclimatization
possible for two reasons . First, in most field studies or studies simulating operational situations, the
Interest A'sprimarily in determining the amount of performance degradation which occurs in spite of rather
than in the absence of defenses against thermal stress,. Thus, prospective studies of pilot performance
might focus on the decrement which occurs even with standard ventilation, ad Lib. water Intake, and a subject
who is fully acclimatized. Second, full acclimatization for Ss prior to performance testing avoids the type
of confounding reported by Wilkinson, et al. ( 1964) in their study of heat effects on reaction time and
auditory vigilance. They i~cported that "Results .. .confirm the development of heat acclimatization over the
testing periods .. . (p. 289).'" This situation should be avoided until such time as data linking change and/or
rate of change of adaptation with performance becomes available.
4. All Ss should be exposed to the full acclimatization training program . A physical examination,
however thorough, determines only the "normality" of a S's physiologlcal adapci.'r- sysi~rns; ir does not
insure that these systems will function adequately under extreme thermal loads. Gold (1961) has noted this

"The philosophy of judging beat tolerance usually takes the form of an 'index"
that seeks to expiress physiologrical 'strain' in terms of numbers. Thre greater
the number, the greater the strain: thu lesser the number, the leu.sur the
Strain. Howe'Iver, inherent In such a philosophy is the fallacy that the level of
strain by itself can constitute :10 adequate 'vvuluation of heat tolerance. At this
laboratory it is felIt that twko que~stions noust fiirst be answ'ýrcd before heat
performance calr be properly evaluated. First, to what extent can an individual
dissipate heat'? Second, how great a price most lire pay'? Indexes of strain can
at best answer only thre Second question, arid, as suchr, inrforrmation obhtained
from them is Liable to be qunite milsleadling (p). 144)."
CONCLUSION
IN PRESENTlING A critical analysis of airy lxedy of experimental data threre is always a danger: of overeniphiasizing the negative aspects. In the case of thermal stress research there are rmnny suchr aspvcts, the rmost
obvious being the radically divergent conclusions regarding the effects of "heat" on performance. However,
rathter than dwelling on the fact that Such a conflict exists, I have attempterd insteadl to explainr its genesis
in ternrs of certain uncontrolled (or poorly controlled) enivironmecntal and subject variahles -In. conclusion,
let me summoarize the propositions emphasized in this paper:
1. There is a need to agree upon somc mewasuremecnt index whose units would allow' "thermal stress"
to be operationally defined from one experiment to anotlrer. It may he that a Single Such index is not possihic
due to dliffering Situational requirements; the attempt, nevertheless, shrould be made.

MMMOMMOMMMM
I
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o2. It IS time to qucstion, cxperimcnta~llv. the ,j.4oMrjtj- ri,2 !1'ar a
concutlons or high ambient temperature and humidity - will -nain 'hormal' as long as physiolugical
adaptation is maintained. Blockiev, ct al., pointed out some tliou ago that:
.... .studies of unclothed men in relatively mild heat conditions, within the
climatic range, have shown that the ability to perform even simple tasks is
impaired long before the danger of physiological collapse. is pparnt.
Barically, the* assessmeont of lxody heat storqgý-_is prudictive-of the. physiologrical
hc
tolerance of men; it is much more difficult to predict thewyi
performance will he affected by the discomfort which accoumpanies even a
pe-rfect physiological adjustment to heat stre.Lss Psychological considerations
become of supreme impurtanice in this mild heat ortm.'" p. G-lII (Ita Les mine)

3. The demands niade on operators in modern man -machine systems are becoming increasingly
complex. With respect to thermal stress, it Is necessary not only to inv~stigatc the psychological
conslderations (motivation, learning, etc.) mentioned above, but to examiltne their effects on inure complex
types of performance bivolving such functions as perc'2lfxlon, decision mnaking, memory, etc .
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Studies on Subjective Aesessment of Workload and Physiological Change
of the Pilot During Let-Down, Approach and Lending
Squadron Leader A.N. Nicholson
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Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine,
Farnborough, Hampehire, United Kingdom.
and
Captain L...

Hill

British Overseas Airways Corporation,
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Subjective assessment of workload and changes in the rr interval and finger tremor of the
pilot have been studied during the let-down, approach and landing of a Boeing 707 aircraft.
The
observations have been made during thirty-four landings into international airports.
Each let-down was assessed for its overall diffiuulty and with refe)rence to the various
factors which influence the work pattern.
Each assessment was made by meano of the 10 cm line
technique.
In the case of overall difficulty of the let-down the extremes of the assessment were
"Extremely Difficult" and "No Difficulty" while in the individual factors the e-tremes were "Very
Favourable" and "Very Unfavourable".
The pilot was required to indicate his assessment by a single
line crossing the 10 cm li-ie and the assessment was quantified by the measurement of the intersection from the mid-point of the line. The individual factors influencing the let-down, approach
and landing were:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Aircraft with reference to technical serviceablitty, efficiency of the crew and
problems associated with the passengers.
The •%eilability of navigational aids during the let-down, approach and landing.
The neteorological conditions with particular reference to ceiling and visibility,
turbulence and conditions affecting the landing such as rain, snow and cross winds.
The p)hyscal reatures of the airport with regard to the length and condition of the
runw.<-., the lighting in the event of a night landing and the existence of high ground.
The efficiency of the Control procedutes with reference to the air traffic control,
coomunicatIons, traffic and tower.

The rr interval was recorded during the terminal part of cruise and the let-down aind the
finger tremor wa-i recorded before take-off .- d within one rinute of touch-down.
The physiological chan~r in the pilot associated with an ureventful let-down was a mean rr
1
interval between 400 and A50 msec and a finger tremor between 0.3 and 0.8 maec-2HZat the IOHZ
frequency.
During let-downs iin whiuh poor control was often accompanied by inadeqiate aids acn unfavourable meteorology and frequently preceded by a high workload cruise (indicated by a mean -r inter-al
at end of cruian of less than 630 aoen) tho mean rr interal at touch-down was less than 400 meec
but the finger tremor- at 1OHz remained within the range for an uneventful let-down.
In the etent of an unresolved problem persisting or a fresh problem of some magnitude
appearing during the approach mean rr intervals of less than 400 msec were accompanied by finger
tremors between 0.8 and 1.3 mseo'2prZ
at the 10Hz frequency.
It is considered that mean rr interval around touch-down reflocts the workload of the cruise,
let-down, approach and landing whereas changes in finger tremor are associated with untoward
events during the approach.
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OPERATIONAL ?I-ASURES OF PILOT PERFORMCE DURING
FINAL ArPROACH TO CARRIER LANDING

by

Clyde A. Brictson

Dunlap and Associates,

Inc.

*1

SUMHAY

Measures of pilot parformance during night carrier landings were found to
differ statistically and practically from daytime performance in terms of
altitude control.
Night approache3 were characterized by more altitude
variability, a larger percentage of approaches below glide slope and higher
bolter rates compared with day approaches flowin by the same pilots. Practical
application of the performance data is discussed in terms of pilot and LSO
training, visual landing aids and aviation safety.
Empirical landing performance criteria are developed from the data and used to predict '.he
probability of landing success as a function of deviations in final approach
performance.
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OPERATIONAL itASURES OF PILOT PERORIANCE
FINAL APPROACH TO CARRIER LANDING
Clyde '. BtiLutso
Dunlap and Associates,

DURING

Inc.

FINAL APPROACH TO landing has always been a
Historically, the
phase of flight,
critical
accidents has occurred
greatest number of aircraft
during final approach and landing (Eldridge, 1961).
carrier
Change the landing field to an aircraft
deck, move the carrier through the water at
30 knots, oscillate the deck in three additional
dep-ees of freedom simultaneously (pitch, roll,
and heave), add a black night, and final approach
to landing takes on dimensions unknown to land
In the fleet, pilots typically
based pilots.
accomplish daytime carrier landing in routine
At night, with an impoverished visual
fashion,
field, the landing accident rate increases fourfold.
PREVIOUS

RESEARCH

A good deal of information about carrier landing
performance has been reported in the last three
The information was generated during a
years.
research project which developed a rationale to
evaluate visual landing aids for night carrier
project report (Winterberg,
The first
recovery.
Brictseon, & Wulfeck, 1.964) analyzed the system
components and concluded that no
in terms of its
objective measure existed to assess the quality of
It also recommended
a final approach and landing.

that objective performance criteria be developed

who moonitor final approach performance can also
be differentiated by varying amounts of experiFinally, the environment in which the
ence.
system operates is a function of weather...cioud
wind-overcover, sea state, ceiling, visibility,
deck, and the availability and degree of visibiof such natural phenomena as the horizon,
lity
phase.
the sun, and the moon including its
VISUAL CUES
Fundamental to effective carrier landing operavisual cues
dions are the natural and artificial
available to the pilot during final approach to
During the day, under normal condirecovery.
tions, a pilot has an abundance of natural visual
cues which provide information on the "goodness"
He uses the
of his final approach to landing.
nose geometry for
horizon and the aircraft
attitude information and estimation of touchdown
ship, horizon geometry and
point; aircraft,
surface texture of the sea with ship's wake for
altitude control information; a three-dimensional
view of the ship for additional relative altitude
and speed of closure information; and the painted
runway centerline for alignment information.
Expansion patterns and peripheral streaming may
also provide feedback on his final approach peruse of natural and artiThe pilot's
formance.
visual cues during final approach is
ficial
discussed more fully in Winterberg, Brictson
and Wulfeck (1964).
At night,

in

dark and somewhat hostile visual

surroundings which at best deteriorate,

and at

worst eliminate, most natural visual cues, the
pilot is forced to rely almost exclusively on
cues provided by visual landing aids.
artificial
For example, the natural horizon may be unavailable up to 30 percent of the time; information
iron the surface texture of the sea or the ship's
wake may be gone; and the three-dimensional view
In the
of the ship may be occluded by darkness.
absence of those natural visual cues, thie pilot
uses information provided by visual landing aids.
The Fresnel lens, which projects glide slope
information in the form of a lighted "meatball"
to estimate iris relaimage, is used by the pilot
THE CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM
tive position on glide slope; centerline strobe
We have defined the carrier landing system in terms lights and drop lights are used for lineup information; and the angle-of-attack index (inside
pilot, landing signal
of a carrier, aircraft,
The
the cockpit) is used for speed information.
officer (LiO) , and tire environment in which the
Carriers can be classed as either pilot scans the visual field for feedback on the
system operates.
quality of his final approach performance, obtains
small or large; the length of the angled deck
information from the visual landing aids (and
(landing platform) can range from 520' to 724'
LSO), and makes appropriate control inputs to
There are, at present, seven different
in length.
vilecL a safe recovery.
own
types, each with its
carrier-based aircraft
slow speed handling and maneuverability characVisual landing aids are therefore a fundamental
They range from small attack aircraft
teristics.
part of tihe carrier landing eyeand a critical
A6, A7)
FR), bombers (X5,
to fighters (F4,
(A4)
visual cues
They provide thi. artificial
tem.
jets
the
Thie pilots who fly
and "tankers" (A3).
that the pilot uses to judge tihe adequacy of
are characterized by different levels of experihis final approach performance.. .and they are
hcUre in total flight hours and in nurcber of day
at night.
Pilot experience runs especially critical
and right carrier landings.
carrier landing qualifications by sofroir Initial
What influence do day and night visual cues have
alled "'inugge'ts"or inexperienced pilots to two
Does landing
on final approach performancet
toLurs of c-rrulhat exposure with several hundred
Can the difperformance differ day and night?
The LSOs
right recoveries by experienced pilots.
What happens to references be quantified?
covery performance when the deck IS pitching?
with
IWork :iupporteid by Contract Nonr-498..(dO)
How does pilot experience ilfluerrCVe landing perdeBy measuring and statistically
formance?
of Naval Research and the Visual
tire of fie
fining empirical samples of final approach perCoccnsd.
landing Aids Branch, Naval Air Systems
formance, operational answers to those questions
Reproduttonl in whole or in part is permitted
have been provided.
for naiy purpose of the United States Government.
Ti is manuscript has been submitted to thie tlunan
Factors Journaal for publication.

to evaluate the wide range of performance that
exists between a successful and unsuccessful
A second report (Brictson, 1966)
recovery.
described successful application of an objective
measurement scheme to record day and night final
approach performance and suggested that additional
data be collected to serve as a basis for developA
ment of empirical landing performance criteria.
lhagen, & Wulfeck, 1967)
third report (Brictson,
documented pilot landing performance during combat operations in the Gulf of Tonkli.
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Three years of human factors research on carrier
landing sytem performance
cnvironmcnts

is

In

day and ntight

syntheslzed and reviewed

it.

altitude error,
air

this

speed,

variables

lateral error, sink speed,

true

deck pitch and closing speed were
usually recorded.

the

article.
RESULTS

METHOD
SUBJECTS.

All -,hl-ot-

drawn from fleet squadrons.

"'rc tI.S.

M-y'''

They ranked from

Ens. to Commander in each squadron sampled.
Three levels of pilot experience were defined:
Inexperienced pilots, fleet exprtineuc,.d pilots
and combat ready pilots.
In the combat sample

MEASURES OF APPROACIi PERFORMANCE.
Measures
u, day and night carrier approach performance

included the following system variables:
Altitude Error from Glide Slope
Lateral Error from Centerline
Sink Speed at the Ramp

105 pilots averaged slightly over" 100 combat
missions with an average across squadrons of
282 carrier landings.
A characteristic profile
of fleet experienced pilots is reflected by F4
pilot background data showing that the typical
pilot averaged 72 day and 22 night carrier
landings in the F4 aircraft.
Inexperienced
pilots, as reflected by FB pilots, had no previous carrier landing experience in that type
aircraft.

SAKPLE SIZE.

A total of 1876 final approaches

were recorded across six types of jet aircraft.
The total
is broken down into 1268 day and 608

night landings which were obtained during five
data collection tours aboard four aircraft
carriers.
The F4 sample, which Is used most
extensively to illustrate approach performance
trends, is based on 136 day and 83 night;
approaches

collected

carriers.

Combat landing operations described

Approach Speed at the Ramp
Arrestment Wire
Boarding Rate
Bolter Rate
ALTITUDE ERROR.
Measures of altitude error
from a prescribed final approach glide slup., of
3.50 were taken at four ranges from touchdown.
Day and night altitude error envelopes are
illustrated
in Figure 1. The envelope dimensions are defined by ±2 standard deviations

from mean performance
in

for successful recoveries.

comparing day and night altitude error

performance several things seem clear.
First
of all, greater variability was found In control
of altitude error at night.

Night approaches

show increased altitude performance dispersion
at each range from touchdown.

aboard two attack aircraft

Previously published results (Brictson,

1966)

later are based on 912 day and 390 night
approaches aboard one carrier operating off

reported statistically
significant differences
between day and night altitude control at

North Vietnam.

¼ (p < .01)

and 1/8 (p , .05)

miles from touch-

down.
Furthermore, pilots also were found to
SYSTEM VARIABLES.
All performance data were
be relatively consi:;tent in their day and night
collected aboard large so-called super carriers
altitude performance as reflected by reliability
and included the ISS Kitty Hawk, USS Constellation,correlations.
At the ramp, altitude performance
USS Enterprise and USS Ranger.
A3, A4, AS, A6,
correlated .78 by day and .21 at night.
F4 and F8 jet
aircraft
were used for data collection.
Visual landing aids included:
the Freshel
Second, a greater percentage of aircraft flew
lens optical landing aid (line and point stablbelow glide slope at night than during the day
lized); centerline strobe lights and drop lights;
recoveries.
At night, 30% of the F4s were below
and white ani red floodlights.
Weather condiglide slope at 1/8 mile from touchdown; during
tions, except where noted (pitching deck), were
the day, with the same pilot sample, only 9 perconsiderel relatively ideal; calm sea, visible
cent approached below glide slope.
The tendency
horizon, and acceptable ceiling and visibility,
to fly below glide slope with greater frequency
at night has been found in other data samples as
INSTRUMENTATION.
The procedure for recording
well and is illustrated
in Figure 2.
final approach performance has been described
by Brictson (1966).
It consisted of a shipboard
instrumentation system (SPN-IO) which recorded
it-flight
geometry of aircraft
during final
approach to landing.
Twin precision radars
locked on and tracked the aircraft.
The data
were processed through a signal data recorder
which provided tip co eight channels of continuous
flight information.
Tlii tracking radar was
calibrated against a known standard prior to
shipboard recording and was checked periodically
throughout tie operations at sea.
In a technical
description of Lite system, Shuh, Rupp and Ames
(1952)
reported thie radar range error as 4 feet
and angular error as 0.3 ,Elliradians.
The
signal data recorder was a military version of
an eight channel Offoer dynograph and provided
a continuous curvilinear electric record of
aircraft
final approach variables.
Recorder
calibration was oerformed prior co data collection and tie calibration for -ach channel was
checked before each landing sequence.
A paper
take-up speed of 5 nm. per second was maintained
for all
recordings.
Range, true altitude,

Finally, the night bolter rate (touching the
deck without arrestment) was found to be approximately double the day rate for F4 aircraft.
Pilots had a greater tendency to land farther
up the deck at night and consequently had higher
bolter rates compared to their day approaches
(see Figure 5).
In summary, night altitude control performance was found to differ
statistically
and
practically from daytime performance.
Night
approaches were characterized by more altitude
variability,
a larger percentage of approaches
below glide slope and higher bolter rates compared with day approaches flown by the same
pilots.
LATERAL ERROR.
Lateral error from centerline was also measured tat four ranges from
touchdown.
Mean performance .2 standard dvvLaLions for successful recuv.rlto
ire shocwn in
Figure 3.
Reliability correlatlIons hr pi lht
lateral
error at the ramp wer, .
day and
Jt

-3

.69 night which reflect a relative consistency in
No practical or statistical differperformance.
*:trc found i-, day mad night lateral error.
enec
F. lateral error performance was found

to be

in this case for pilots makirg their initial
carrier landings at sea.

--

A st5Lmvry

of day

and night altitude error

performance at three ranges from touchdown i:
presented in Fig-re 7. Performance data wart
grouped and used to develop altitude performance
envelopes.
Day and night envelopes were based
Sink speed or
OTIIER PERFORMANCIE MEASURES.
vertical speed was measured at the ramp just prior only on approaches which resulted In successful
Data from a study of combat landing landings with the dimensions defined by mean
to touchdown.
altitude error ±2 standard deviations.
operations are graphically displayed in Figure 4.
For five different jet aircraft covering over
In interpreting the anvelope dimensions It
1300 day and night approaches, no significant or
is useful to recall the F4 data from Figure 1.
practical differences were found between day and
o!-cice
that night altitude error dimensions for
night sink speeds.
"Inexperienced" F8 pilots are approximately the
same as those for "experienced" F4 pilots
Final approach airspeed was recorded at the
Although different aircraft types
(Figure 1).
ramp for the same Jet aircraft during recovery
should not be compared directly because of
The data
operations following combat sorties.
obvious differences in handling and maneuverwere analyzed and no practical or statistically
significant differences were found between day and ability characteristics, it appears that with
expeilence, pilots are able to reduce the
night approach speeds.
On the
variability of day nltitude nerformance.
other hand, night altitude variability, especially
Day and uight wire arrestment data for F4
In the critical region below glide slope, remains
aircraft were calculated and evaluated for trend
The
With four wires available to arrest almost constant regardless of experience.
information.
relative frequency of low night approaches also
approaching aircraft there was a tendency for a
appears to be consistent across aircraft types
greater percentage of aircraft to land shorter
regardless of pilot experience.
(#1 and 112wires) by day and longer (#3 and #4
wires plus more bolters) by night (see Figure 5).
The percentage of F8 aircraft below glide
slope at 1/8 mile was 38% at night compared to
APPROACH PERFORMANCE UNDER PITCHIIING DECKS.
In general, at night as the
Fleet doctrine calls for pilots Lo fly a constant only 19% by day.
percentage of F8 aircraft beloW glide slope
glide slope during final appr-oach and this is
increased, unsuccessful approaches; (bolters,
especially stressed when seas are high and the
wave offs) increased and overall boarding rate
Wlhat are the operacarrier deck is pitching.
decreased.
During
lional consequences of a pitching deck?
one data collection trip, heavy seas causing
Ilow high
CRITERIA.
FRFOl'EROIANCE
EMPIRICAL
considerable deck motion provided the opportunity
or low, left or right, cao an aircraft be at
to record approach performance under a pitching
various ranges from touchdown and sLJ 1 land
deck condition.
successfully? To aunser that question data for
successful carrier approaches, e.g., those that
A pitching deck was operationally defined at
resulted it safe arrestmeit abnard ship, were
deck motion that exceeded ±4 feet (deck up or
used to develop performance envulope. in both
Thus, high deck
down) from a stable platform.
veittral (altitude) and horizontal (lateral)
pitch was defined as any deck movement which
lie dimetislotis of the perforoance
Low deck
dlitrnsicons.
exceeded four feet either up or down.
envelopes were defined by ±L1 (68Z) and ±2n,
pitch was deck movement less than four feet.
essentially the same for both day and night final
approaches.

Effects of high and low deck pitch on day
and night approaches are shown 'in Figure 6 which
compares landing effectiveness by contrasting the
percentage of unsuccessful approaches under lo-"
Seventy
and under high deck pitch conditions.
percent of the night r coverios under high deck
pitch were unsuccessful (boltcrs or wave offs).
In sharp cootrast only 18% of the day approaclies
were unsuccessful wider high deck' pitch,
Previous data indicates that during the day
lbo"e'
t
onder calm seas, pilots fly consistently
Whlen tue deck is ptchiiinr, they I end
glide slope.
At night, vhen the pilot 1,;
to fly even higher.
apparently unable to perceive deck motion, the
percentage of unsuccessful approaches %:as found
to increase mire radically (18Z to 70%) thai: With
any other day/night recovery condition record:d
to date.
Illtw
INITIAl CARRItER APPIROACFI IEKRIOIXlNLAP..
te
L
attempilit'
do pilots perform during their first
carrier?
To anstwer *his
an aircraft
land aioaidl
In a simall sample
que•Ltoti, data were collected
(N - 58 niviht; 23 day) of Fit replarcesnt pilots.
Again, primarsy interest was focussed oil .
variability of altitude error control performance

Separate
(95/) values from ri.iat perfuti., nce.
LilelupeS were developed for both day and night
Figure 8 compares F4 day
suocessful approaches.
and nigot criterion envelopes (m ± 2).
Those eiviolopei constitute empirical perThtyv atre based un successful
form in,'!: criteria.
FP i;uidings aboard large carriers, by .'xlperlenced
pilots, under relatively good environmenial
ty, distinct
y~id vishis ii
(cairM seuas,
cniidl istsn
11orlitoiZ1,
sutidy Iliiil()
the altitutide perforliitce envelope for the
with lie Fretieil
and
rei Wnipi
14 is illustrated
Ili
Iens ide.11 a lititOde tolerances is Figire 9.
rveillity, vciry fe~w a ircraft (.:57) fly within titie
Frlit tiivtlote,
vest tict'ted Frt'itcl cr!
t

Pglt
'i
fl t(WVITY.
h'I(RBi,\Iltf1.1 6 ([ sI:i(.l;SFI.
i
tic emei-tid th' t:tl-ili
tiapptni.q if ,itii
i cit.i
it! iatk
Wltat di [ftlt'iteu
.oritain~c tr ithv|in
if.ft
;ti,'t;s
ii ;n: ;li
lit lcrms iif Iliilillt
It)
hti' [httl
?2' e.nv Fh•p,'
ppro,ntch ftl ! is
tili!;p cri:al Y
cLm
smt tumille[h i ip lidit'lv,- it llii
tilthls- "ll!-i
it,
dcrivtid ii'l FrlhliteV LiI
hei "sitit.sFuiil
ipproalie's were sOperitliiotl O
IhtiLti I.: (itS)) alt]
perfoninic
le
tunVruope.
A ratio
(95%) t'tVOJVten ire shitiwn fit I'[F:ure' 1I.
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of 1/8 mile from touchdown was selected as
rritical noint at which an aircraft should
firlm
established on glide slope, line-up
speed to land safely.
One-eighth mile is
approximately eight seconds from touchdown

a
be
and

begins to Increase and the boarding rate drops.
The overall effectiveness of carrier landing
system performance Is sharply reduced.

In an

The fundamental question to he addressed, heoever,
is whieLher esl
,it
Iit
,,idiioal
i
performance
the probability of succesaful recovery for extreme with its increased altitude control variability,
performance deviatlc a ('2o) wa:; determined.
incrcas.'d percentage of low approaches, and higher
bolter rates -- is acceptable system performance.
Ite prohibility of successful recovery, if
If it is not, then major emphasiri must be placed
an aircraft epproached outside tile !2c esnpiricol
on Improving the presentation, reliability and
envelope, Is shown in Figure 11.
During the day, stability of height goidance visnal i-oer; in
with experienced pilots, there was a high probaexisting and future visual landing Aido.
One
bility wf landing success if an aircraft approach such system now auder developmcnt. by the Navy
was outside the empirical envelope.
In fac t, In
is ClASS (carrier landing aid stabilizatlon
our data sample all Fti which -ppruacitd outside
sys Ltew).
Mure
tunil3tiec and precise visual
the criterion envelope landed saura sfully.
At
information must he provided to the pilot to
e4 atrcraft.

night,

however,

trom the re,,uiticirig

sette.

plut.,

landing su,:ccss fur finial

approacheo outside Ill" cr1teron envelopes was
only 45 percent for iti and 75 percent for A4
approach: ... in both aircraft, exiltritneedt pI lots
were at the Lhrr!r tle.
For inexpericu-CO'd pilots
(Fb), night landing i-ot'cess was only 192 comparted
with 38% by day.
Lower bo;trditg raCes for F8
carqu.il pilots probably reflects store stringent
approach tolerancis, i.e.,
more teclrniq'e waveoffs applied by LSOs, s yell
as less pilot
proficiency In salvaging 'poor" (--2j) approaches.
0ie practical consgqueluces Of texceedilng tile
emplrical criteria
are obvious.
At right, fewer
appit,aches result III successful landings if aircr-ti
,.,xceed empirically derived performance
criteria,

reducd

h6t altitude

performance

variabililty

during night carrier approaches.
We nua have empirlcal quantitative mraeatr, a of
carrier landing performance uth I iling tie Fresnel
lens eptLteal landing system.
UnfortolIaeily, such
objective data were not nvailable- during fitlet
evalua! ito of the [resnet
lens.
Similar etrtidrical
data oil Landing performance bas!;ed on new or
modified visual landing aids are essential.
Comparisons cat then be made to the lat;utline
perlornsance daLa reported here to provide a
basis for evaluating visual landing aids In
ttrw-s ul statistical
distributiones through
measures of accuracy in) aud precision (a) of
final approach pecforu!ance rtnder a given set of
conditiors.

DISCUSS ItN
he
tave

seen titat the masor differenc,- between
day anttd night carrier approacth performance was;
t
i nult
In altitude
ur-ror
r ontrol.
At night, witlh
an Itpupovtrrished visual fit-id, final approach pLurIrattlncLslVoweld mnore al'Attst' varitlbi
!Lty,
a
grenLtr Irevrcttreage of Utrcrtft below glide slope,
hi-li.
1-Ltr
ratc:t,
and most :;Igniflcý-_,
less
landing success as measured by overall boarding
rate.
At nriglh-, atIt Itndode Iformatian during
I
Iuaapprrtlch to carrier iarltdlign Is provided
by th.- Freattel lull-s optical landing system.
No oue can guarantite
that night Landing perfortsant-cet.tit bh improved,
it may be as good now as
it r-ver will Ihe.
The data rtcport.-d hire, however,
strongly suggtest that the: greatest payoff in
Improving slight landing pt-rforman-c
lies in providing better altItude control inforisatior.
We
tire•- haIta
clearcut, objective evidence of where
to place the omphasis iii future virlnal landing
alid d•s ign.
Just a-;no one can ga.,-ranlee

improved night per-

Along the way to collecting objective performance data to evaluate visual landing aids,
several fall-outs have occurred.
In the search
for a criterion to assess
Ithe Influence of
systeal
components on landing performance, elpirical perforn-ance criteria
were developed.
'Me Icr
prttctical implications were Illustrated Iy
describing carricr landitrg success i:t Lctns of
how high or low, left
or right, att approach ran
1t- and still
result in successful recovery.
Night approaches outside empirically developed
cnvetopes were seen to represent potential accidents because of their e:-:rrcrnc deviation (>120)
front muan approach performance.
Based ott tCh
likelihood of sticCesuful landing, tlhose, approaches
plate a pilot "in extremis" and becore calcltaLted
risks.
At night, 1/8 mile from torichdowdn, landing
success for F4 approaches outside the empirical
envelope was 45%.
landing success inside trie
envelope was 86Z.
for?
PMItL usefulness of
tinues to expand.

•Which

approach

would you pre-

landing performance data conCurrently, the objective

ftunatce so no oUttcan guarantee fewer night
landing accidents.
fie presunt accident ratio
of ýtpproTximatcly 4:1 (night vs. day) say be as
Its- as we can
sxipect given the Intfractions and
complexities; of titepresent system variables.

measures are being used ia training Landing
S ignat
1
Officers (LSO) and as a training feedback drvitcr
for pilots and LSOs after initial carrict landieg.
qlaliflcattins and actual fleet exercises.
A
graphic presentation of final approach perform-

"[hbe landing performance daLa do nortnecessarily
portend any reduction it' the existing carrier

ance data is
cIied to illustrate
actual approach perforrr..tce

landing accident rate.
Night approaches are more
diffliult than routine day approacites, simply
because, as many pilots put it, "At night, It's
dark.
You can't sue."
flrorw in a black, moonless
nighit, no horizon, low fuel :;tate..,.and tht
probability of a successful recovery rapidly
diminiithes.
Under such conditions the landing
accident potential increases as deviations in
landing performance increase.
With less than
optimal conditions (pitching deck, carrier qualificatiuns) the nutber of unsuccesaful approaches

continuously recorded variables.
[IlSs, ott the
other hand, have used the data as a reliable
check on their own proficiency In monitoring
carrier approaches.
In addition, theimepirical
performance criteria can be used to ualldate flight
training school measures and provide operational
feedback to training personnel on the relative
performance of fleet pilots,.

In

to the pilot his
terrs of severan

Measures of pilot performance:
Brictson, G.A.
ComDarative analysis of day and night
Santa Monica, Calif.:
carrier recoveries.
Dunlap and Associates, Inc., June 1966.
Brictson, C.A., Hagen, P.F., & WitIfPrk, J.W.
Measures of carrier landing performance under
Santa Monica, Callf.:
combat conditions.
Dunlap and Associates, Inc., June 1967.
Bldridge,

R.A.

The

Appro•ch, 1961,

carrier landing story.

7.

Shub, L., Kupp, E.W., & AMsL, It. AN/SPN-10
Buffalo,
automatic carrier landing si ten.
1962.
Aerosyntems Gonpany,
ell
New York:
Winterberg, R.P., Brictson, C.A., & Wulfuck,J.W.
A rationale for eviwuating visual landing
Santa Monlta,
aids: Night carrier rkcOvery.
Dunlap and Asociates,lnc.,
Calif."
February 1964.
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AIRCREW TASK LOADING IN
THE BOEING MULTIMISSION SIMUIATOR

L. P. Zaitzeff
Military Airplaw Syatema Diviaion
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

8

SU?4ARY
Tho Boeing Company'g new multimisaion eimulater, combining a 160 "real-world" visual

display in high-resulution color, together with
a utmule~ly Zurctional an correc~ted cockpit•,
is described.
The simultor permita -ircrews to

train i:U proposed aircraft and avi.Mnoo syetems
and fly real-time missions over specially
designated areas of the UaiLtod States.
The

simulator van designed to evaluate aircrew performance using state-of-the-art concepts,
controls, and displays incorporated in ttU
cockpit of an advanced fighter/attack aircraft.
Visual target acquisition performance was ubed
as a measure of task loading in tests of oneand two-man crew flying both realistically
task-loaded missions and sequences requiring
visual target acquisition only. Uisual target
acquisition performance of two-man crews was
significantly better than that of one-man crow
in both types of flights.
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The Boeing Company has developed a research
facility fol evaluating afrcre performance in
proposed aircraft with integrated avionics subfysteme.
This facility In the Boeing Multimission Simulator.
The siemltor incorporates advanced aircraft
deer"s with otato-of-the-art avionics, displays
and controls. New aircraft performance requirement. are establihaed, airframe models are
tested in wind tumnels, and the final flight
dynamics are programed into a high-speed
hybrid computer.
Terrain elevation data from
Army Map Service computer tapes are fed into
the computer memory bank so that flight can be
si•ulated over designated portions of the
United States.
Integrated in the flight dock are interchangeable avionics displays and controls.
The
hardware portions of the avionics, film readers,
and flying spot scanners are housed under the
flight deck. The displays are driven by the
hybrid computer logic in response to aircrew
control settings.
The capabilities of the Multimission Si=nlator as presently configured are:
(1)

Low-level, high-speed flight

(2)

Terrain following and terrain avoidance

(3)

Radar navigation

(4) Ground attack

(5)

Air-to-air combat

(6)

Flight controls/sensor displays
evaluation

(7)

Defense displays evaluation
(1EM and missile threat)
(8) aquistioaThe
VR taget

(9)
(10)

Data recordiq and reduction
Stimulus material playback

The simulator flight deck incorporates the
controls for two zr•Jor systems.
These arm
composed ofT
(1) The major airframe subsystems
a.

Flight controls

b.

Flight and engine instruments

c.

Propulsion

d.

Landirg gear

e.

HRydraulics

f.

Electrical power

g.

Fuel

h.

Life support

and
(2)

The major avionice subsyste"
ae

Integrated ocsemanications
navigation (radio), and identification

b.

Integrated navigation (doppler,
inertial.
I
Gas, diital
computer)

o.

Wltimission radar

d.

Weapons control

a.

Displays (MuD9 VSDS HSD, radar
repeater)

f.

Integrated self-test and checkout

The simulator operates under two separate
flight conditions - a VFR mode vimulating flight
under Visual Metea^•,lical Conditions, and an
UKR mode simulating flight under Instrument
Meteorological Conditions.
3n the VFR mode, the primary display is a
15-ft. radius screew upon which is projected
high-resolution color motion ricturee of lowaltitude, high-speed flight over standardised
flight corridors.
A re
stic, external
field-of-view extends 160 laterally by 60
vertically.
In VFR missions, the flight
dynamics of the siumlator are controlled by the
Automatic Flight Control system operating in
the Automatic Terrain Following mode; the
flight path of the simulator is determined by
the autonavigation system in conjunction with
preset checkpoints along the test course.
In
the 3YR mode, the pilot can control his own
flight path within a 25-mile wide corridor
assigned for his mission.
aircrew can operate the simuator
systems in real-time under normal, degraded
mode, or emergency conditions.
Complete
missions can be progranmed to include enemy
ground defense and air threats, and sensor and
aircraft systems failures.
During the course of the missions, the
hybrid computer monitors and records the crew
operating procedures.
Time of switch actuations, navigation update errors, and weapon
delivery errors are typed out by the computer;
actual flight profiles and systems parameters
are traced out in analog graphics.
A closed
circuit TV rystem monitors crew actions and
records the missions on video tape; aircrew
coonmuications are recorded on FM tape.
In
addition, direct observation of the aircreWS ii
possible from an enclosed experimenter's balcony
and control station.
The complexity of the Multimlsslon Simulator
requires rigorous traifing for the tndividualP
who Ily it.
Operating and traininng mnuals have
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b sp,-•il Ear use wit.. tre saimulator. Dinplay and control mokps arm used as teaching
aids in the ground school. Cockpit checkouts,

Points of interest are that two-man crews
apparentl made better use of the preflight
briefing materials.
In flight, the observers'

familiariaation f4.oi
e.d- t
s,
n-Ing •.saw
perrormance of routine tasks, allowed the pilots
more time ^or critical mission objectives.
are conducted pr.or to scheduled tests. Selection can be wade from complete sets of referApproaching target areas, the observers helped
ence material to establish controlled briefings
the tasm effort by referring to in-flight
for selected missions. Complete cartographic,
reference materials while the pilots were able
reconnaissance photography, and air Intell1gence to direct their attention outside of the cockinformation is available.
Psychological set can pit. The observers also pointed out upcoming
be established by briefings of hypothetioal
checkpoints and target features. Although the
observers were unable to actually trigger the
strategic and tactical situations.
acquisition response to a target, they helped in
The K•ltiiaasic
Simulator is a flexible
confirming possible targets and rejecting false
research tool. Studies have been conducted in
targets.
target %couisition, aircrow utilization, cockpit
geometry, task-load analysis, avionics displays
Generally, the two-man creow made fewer
and controls analysis.
The studies have used
mistakes in standard operating procedures than
military operational pilots, pilot-qualified
the one-man crows apparently due to the more
Boeing personnel, and selected Boeiig professpecialized nature of each crewman's duties,
sional personnel.
and the assistance afforded the pilot by the
observer in calling out necessary requirements
The results of studies conducted in the
at proper times. There were soaw two-man conMlltimission Simulator show that task loading
flIcts generated by inadequate meshing of the
crew's workload. Heoever, these were generally
and performance are interrelated and depend
cm experience, training, equipment, and specific resolved with training and experience.
The
test instructions.
Task loading in the utiliconclusion was that two-wn prublerw were outzation of an aircrew's mental and physical
weighed by their overall improved performance.
energies in the performance of tasks necessary
for the successful completion of a mission.
There are many other areas which are
Task loading is generated by the individual
suitable for investigation with the Multiaircrew's effort to accomplish that mission
mission Simulator.
The prime one is the
with the available airborne systems.
A direct
analysis of improvement of missiun performance
quantitative measure of task loading is diffithrough (1) improved sensor and predesignation
cult.
owever, an important end product of
displays, (2) the display of reference materwork load is performance within the mission.
isls In flight, and (3) the optimal allocation
Thus, aircrev performance can be moeasured for
of task loading between the pilot, hie
mission subtasks under different conditions, and avionics, and crew.
the most favorable work load conditions can be
related to favorable mission performance.
Target acquisition perforemance has been
used to determine the relative degree of taskIn several Boeing tests, visual target acqui- loading between one- and two-man crews.
The
two-man configuration is considered more
sition, an important mission success parameter,
has been used as a measure of task loading.
In
desirable because of significantly improved
studies involving team efforts, i. was found
mission performance.
that two-man crews acquired prebriefed targets
It is felt that an adequate analysis of
at significantly greater ranges than one-man
mission performaLce requires a realistic and
crews.
In missions where the only task was
real time analysis of aircrew task loading.
targot acquisition, two-man teams acquired
The Boeing Multimission Simulator provides this
targets at 20 percent greater ground ranges
In missions where realistic capability and has been a useful tool in the
than one-nan crows.
flight management tasks were imposed on the
study of task loading and mission performance.
By using the simulator, performance can be
crew, two-man crews acquired targets at 30 percent greater ground ranges than one-nan crows,
effectively improved through
In both types of mission, visual target acquisition was stressed as the primary objective of
(1)
Proper systems and equipment design
the mission.
Figures 1 and 2 are examples of visual target
acquisition comparing one- and two-man crew
performance on two specific targets.
The sharing of the target acquisition load
by two-",an crews resulted in significant
improvement in visual target acquisition perfoiiance. The exact reasons for the superior
performance, however, are not kown. Studies
are planned to establish those critical areas
wherein two-man task loadi•g differs from that
of the one-man.

(2)

Training

(3)

Proper crew utilization

(4) Confidence Induced by systema
reliability and accuracy

(5)

Eperience.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF PILOT STRESS DURING LANDING
K.

G. Corkindale, F. G. Cuimming,

MBE,

and A. H. Harserton-Fraser

WHEN IN 1965 it was decided to investigate the value of physiological measures of pilot stress
1.
during landing, a joint programme between the RAF Institute of Aviation Hedicine and the Royal
Aircraft Establishment was agreed, starting with a study of compensatory tracking on a digital
display under laboratory conditions (1).
As a result of the encouraging results obtained from this investigation it was decided that the
feasibility of the techniques used should be studied in the real flight situation, and to use as
being conducted at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, by the
this flight situation trials
Blind Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) with the hope that the physiological measures could be ured
to augment the objective and subjective assessments of performance.
suitable for installation
A physiological recording system had to be developed for this trial,
Basically, the system reduced a set of physiological measurements into
in a fairl, large aircraft.
The
cumulative digital form which were photographically recorded at ten second intervals.
measurements taken being:a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

integrated arm muscle activity.
integrated leg muscle activity.
skin resistance activity.
respiratory rate.
respiratory flow.
end tidal carbon dioxide.
heart rate.

This set of measurements was the same as that used by Benson et al (1) in the early laboratory
A full description of the equipment is given by
series with the omission of respiratory peak flow.
Hammerton-Fraser (2).
After testing in laboratory conditions the system was transferred
transport aircraft at BLEU, Bedford.
passenger cabin of a Comet jet

to a rack in

the forward

The reason why the Comet was chosen was that the programme being undertaken by the Blind Landing
either completely
Experimental Unit at that time involved landing with or without Autoland facilities
that this particular exercise should
blind or in various degrees of fog conditions and it was felt
give as reasonable stressful a situation as one could possibly hope for in an early investigation.
2.

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

Initial flight tests showed that the carbon dioxide recording equipment would not work satisfactorily at that time under the airborne conditions and eventually it was decided that this
However, after successful flight testing of the remainder of the
measurement would be abandoned.
system a series of nine sorties was completed in February 1967 in which recordings were mnde on the
back of the aircraft flight programme.
Initial analysis of the data from these runs undertaken while the aircraft was grounded for
modification led to the conclusion that with only four subjects available for this experiment it
would be difficult to make any valid deductions from the physiological measurements unless they were
made in a statistically
balanced programme of flights.
The reason why such a controlled programme was required was that it had become apparent from inspection of the initial
ground ad airborne recordings that there was a basal decline in the subjects
level of physiological arousa. in activity from the beginning to the end of flights of the duration
This flight duration of some 90 minutes was due to the operational use of the aircraft and
intended.
it was clear that unless this effect could be balanced out by varying the order of different types of
approach within each flight misleading conclusions might be drawn from this data.
A balanced programme of 16 flights comparing two conditions of visibility (fog screens, and
clear) and two control conditions (head-up or head-down display of information) was designed (Table 1)
In the event owing to problems of aircraft availability
and this programme commenced in July 1967.
Only data obtained during these
only 9 flights were completed before the equipment had to be removed.
9 flights will be considered in this paper.
In suimmary,

3.

this programme had two main aims:-

1)

to investigate the feasibility of obtaining records of a pilot's
flight under operational rather than experimental conditions.

2)

to determine the usefulness of physiological recording in

physiological

;activity in

the assessment of pilot work load.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
(i)

FLIGHT PATTERN.

The aircraft normally took off at maximum landing weight so it

was able

Q-2

This usually permitted 8 approaches to be made including
to go straight into the circuit pattern.
Each circuit from take-off to touch-down took approximately 10 minutes, circuit
the final landing.
height being 1500 feet.
The types of approach being studied by BLEU included full autoland, with the pilot acting
purely as a monitor; manual instrument approach using head-up or hea4-down displays with and without
auto-throttle.
The head-up display was of a pure director type.
These manoeuvres could all be carried out either under clear screen conditions or with fog
screens simulating visibility ranges down to Category 3 conditions.
During the early airborne series of runs physiological recordings were taken from the end of the
downwind leg thron:gh touchdown into the overshoot phase.
From these readings it became apparent, as
might have been expected, that the most marked and consis'ent changes in physiological activity
occurred during the last 2 minutes prior to touchdown; therefore in the balanced series of 9 flights
recordings were only taken over this 2 minute period.
TABLE 1.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF PILOT STRESS DURING LANDING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

REQUIREMENTS

SUB-

CIRCUIT

JECT

NO.

No subject should perform two
flights in one day.

(i)

2
3
4
5
6
(ii)

Flights in each set should be
completed before those in
the next set are started.

2
3
4
5
6

II

(iii)

In

each flight circuit I
should be autoland with fog
Circuits 2 to 6
screens.
should then be recorded as
If any of the reshown.
quired approaches is not
completed it should be
repeated, and recorded, in
If not so used,
circuit 7.
circuits 7 and onwards may
be used for any desired
purpose.

_

IV

2
3
4
5
5
6

2
3
4
5
6

VISIBILITY.

SET 1

SET 2

SET 3

FLIGHT 1

FLIGHT 5

FLIGHT 9

FLIGHT 13

FS

C

FS

C

MU
RD

FS

flU

C

HD
MtU

I

C
FS

HD
HU
HD
MU
HD

FS
C

HD
1U
HD
HU
HD

FLIGHT 2

FlIGHT 6

FS

C

C
FS

HU
HD
HU
HD
HU

FS
C

FLIGHT 7

C

IlU
H4

FS

C
C

D
HU

S
FS

HU
1)
flU
MD
HU

FLIGHT 10
HD
HU
MD
HS
HU
IM

FLIGHT 11

FS
HU
ISIM
lu
M
FS
t_

FLIGHT 8
FS
HD
MU
C
HD
HU
FS
II

C = CLEAR
FS = FOG SCREENS

FS

1I1l C
HD
HU
HD
MU C

FLIGHT 3

FLIGHT .4
C
HD
HU
FS
RD
HU
C
HD I

C

SET 4

HD
HU
U
HU
HD

FLIGHT 14
FS
C
FS

HD
HU
HD
HU
HD

FLIGHT 15
C

C

MID
HU
MU
HU
HD

FLIGHT 12

FLIGHT 16

C

FS

FS
C

CONTROL.

flu
HD
HU
HD
liU

C
FS

HU
II
MU
HD
IIU

lit = HEAD-UP
1 ) = HEAD-DOWN

(ii)
TIlE SUBJECTS.
All the four subjects were qualified Test Pilots of the Blind landing
Experimental Unit at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford.
(iii)
DATA REDUCTION.
The six measures were integrated over ten second epochs from 2
minutes prior to touchdown through to touchdown.
This cata was then further grouped to 30 second
periods giving four intervals before touchdown.
As the balanced design was not able to be completed the analysis that followed used data from
only two circuits for each subject under each of tile four conditions although all subjects
comnleted aIt least ten circuits.
In summary therefore we have:6
4
2
2
2

physiological measures,
time epochs before touchdown,
viewing conditions,
display modes
circuits per working conditions per subject.
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4.

RESULTS

The data obtained was subjected to 6 analyses of variance, one for each physiological measure.
The results of these analyses are summarised in Table 2.
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS

TABLE 2.

Physiological Measure
Source of

Variance

**

Periods (P)
Head-Up v.

Skin
Activity

Leg
Activity

Arm
Activity

-

Respiration
Flow

Respiration
Rate

**

-

-

Heart
Rate

_--

-

Head-Down (D)
Fog-Screen v.

*

-

-

.....
.....

-

Clear (C)
P.D.
P.C.

-

D.C.-**
Key:

Statistically significant at p - 0.05

*

",

"

*

p - 0.01
p - 0.001

"

In addition to these findings a significant difference in the level of response between subjects
was demonstrated for the 6 measures. Whenever a significant difference shown in Table 2 was demonstrated it was always of the same general pattern, that is that higher physiological activity was
associated with approaching the ground, and with the presence of fog-screens.
Table 3 illustrates the findings of what, from this study, appears to be the most sensitive
measure, namely heart rate. The data shown is the ave:age value across four subjects and two
circuits per working condition.
TABLE 3.

HEART BEATS (COUNT OVER 30 SEC.)

Time To
CHD

CIIU

Average

53.13
56.38
58.75
61.50

46.38
47.13
51.13
56.88

54.38
55.25
58.25
61.88

52.19
53.94
57.78
62.25

57.44

50.38

57.44

56.54

FSHD

FSHU

2
11
1

54.88
57.00
63.00
68.75

Average

60.91

Touchdown
(mins)

If the physiological data compiled as in Table 3 is ranked (1

least activity) for cacti working

condition with respect to the 4 time periods before touchdown then the sum of these ranks for each
working condition demonstrates the increase in physiological activity during the course of the
approach.
TABLE 4.
FOR 4

SUM OF RANKS OF 6 PHYSIOLOGICAL MFASURES
WORKING CONDITIONS OVER 4 TIME EPOCHS

Working Condition

Fog-screen, Head down
Fog-screen, Head-up.
Clear, Ilead-down
Clear. head-up
5.

Time to Touchdown (mins)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
10
12
9
11.5

11.5
10
12
7.5

18.5 ' 20
23
15
24
15
22
11

DISCUSSION

,,ssussment
Experience in this trial indicates the feasibility of using ph.ilcgit:l
(ENERAL.
5.1.
the air re-w sijbects.
s taff or
techiniques; in the field without inconvenience to either the trial's
bet.cr
Thit fitting of the sensors was accomplished by non-specialist staff in less than 15 r;inutet
each flight and did not interfere with the pilot's airborne activities il any Way.

With the exception of the carbon dioxide recording equipment all of the measurement techniques
Of the
worked reliably over the period of the trials
without causing any maintenance problems.
measures employed and within the limits of the data reduction and analysis techniques used it would
appear that the most sensitive physiological parameter is heart rate, a finding that has been shown
by rn.y laboratory studies.
It is known, however, that more sensitive analysis procedures are possible for the parameters recorded in this trial.
For example, during the course of this trial
one
of the authors has developed a method of assessing changes in skin resistance which is more sensitive
to the effects of working conditions than the methods used in this report (3).
Similarly, Opton et
at (4) have showu that the utility
of heart rate measures can be improved.
5.2.
ASSESSMENT OF TRIAL VARIABLES.
In assessing the differences between working conditions that
have been demonstrated in this trial
two points should be considered.
Firstly, not all of the
planned flights were completed and hence the amount of data available is less than could have been
desired.
Secondly, all of the four subjects were experienced pilots familiar with the various
aspects of the trial
and less likely to show wide variations in response as the conditions were
changed than would a group of less skilled pilots.
When differences were shown (see Table 2) the various physiological measures gave cxc :llent
agreement on the direction of the difference.
Three parameters showed increased physiological
activity as the time to touchdown decreased.
Similarly, the same three measurea showed heightened
physiological activity when fog-screens were in use compared with no fog-screens.
Only for heart
rate was a difference between Head-Up and Head-Down display of information demonstrated and then at
a low level of statistical
significance.
In these two latter cases the significance of the interaction should be borne in mind wben making interpretations of the data.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

1.
Multivariable physiological
and administratively.

assessment of pilot stress in

2.
Data obtained from physiological assessments is
situation under study.

the field is

feasible both technically

capable of providing useful insights into the

3.
Further use of multivariable physiological assessment! in both flight and simulated flight
conditiuns as an assessment technique should be accompanied by the development of a more portable
digital recording system, using the principles demonstrated so that a normative body of data can
be assembled.
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To daetru•n-_ how nlight deck work load may
approach perfonmance under nibht

Abatracto
tainfluence

Research with a night visual approach slaAl.tor has provided data supporting a logical exaoou
plantinn orplanatir~~Th
about 16e
16 peresearch
pactont of air tr
traesport
two-part h~pothasis a descent path that nulls
out some visual information and a delay in relative motion supplement of the same iforl-tione
Me adIeing topographic information allow incorrect interpretation of altitude and distanoe..ajor
Mont operational examples of this class of acci
dents include information about crew distracIn
tions, critical intrucions and work loads.
recent Investipmtions, the flight deck work
of
frequency
loads were altered by varying the
appearance of other traffic which the pilot was
instructed to detect and report to ground control. Analysis of the effect of work load on
performance revealed this to be a significant
factor only an it interacted with terrain slope
tdifferences, out not othrwise. Thes
T
e
ad pilot di
investigations, along with previous ones in the
aeries, have yielded quantitative data on a
subtle aspect of night visual approaches that
may lead experienced pilots into a dangerously
tjile
the study was conducted
low approaoh.
with copmrcial jet experience as a background,
the problem is thought to extend to all types
operations and equipments - commercial, military, and private,

The

visual conditions.
eUt
of the reech

reort

will be used to Iden-

tify requirements for hardware and operational
procedures to make night approaches safer.
O

an

MtbodoloA1Cal Problms

Our major euphqaia is on the visual aspects of
Our
e
s
on thesul
ave
results have
nding approaches, and
lesearch
convonced us that at least soac of the "pilot
error ascribed to approach accident. is based
on incorrect assumptions concerning normal human
visual abilities. For example, pilots seem
generally unable to judge a safe approach altitude by vision alone if the terrain has an upward slope.
They fly too low. On the other
too high an approach
to follow
tend
they the
hand,
airport
is risible. Another findwhen only
Ing is that they tond to use the pattern of city
lights as a horison reference even if it results
in one wing being low.
Others have written uf "illusions', and ww-med
pilots of perceptions of height and distance
which might lead pilots into dangerous operathe
tional conditions (2, 3, 4). iatevr
mochoism - illusions, eubthrashold stimuili, or
adequate but invalid stimuali - the fact remains
that nonstructurally related accidents are
occurring during night approaches under good

weather conditions.
oeurin the first

eight years of commercialjet

Darig igh
te frstyers

f comerialjet

16 percent of the major aircraft accidents
occurred during night approaches over unlighted
cities
and
terrain or(1).
waterMeteorological
toward well-lighted
in aul
conditions
airports
cases were such that the flight crew could have
employed visual reference to light patterns o
In 1967, the accident rats under
the ground.
similar conditions rose to 17.5 percent (1),
Accidents involving highly instrumented aircraft
continue to occur during seemingly safe night

visual approachou.
Accordingly, Us set as our research objectives
the following considerationwi:

In our study of night visual approaches. we
the problem in t
atc
t,.
study accident reponir

e
Fircte
ways.
catch for clues rela-

ting
to the visrual
enviruwziot.
terms of
ap
in
in trmsto
andthe weaccident
accidenigt
analoe night, approaches
Second,
the visual information available to the pilot
and what he would need to maintain or co.rect his
flight path. Special emphasis is placed on thos0
tsi
ision
inloempasis
situ ati s wre
information from vision outside
eere
situations
conflict
with that
may tend toThird,
theproviaedaircraft
by instruments.
we measure
Third, we peas
the
atl
intrumon ts

actual path flown by experienced pilots in a
simulator
and compare this wIth requested path
and wt
ioS
siae
fatt;e

with pilots' ss.mAtes of altitude.
l surprise no one that a survey of acci-

o

To determine the degree to which night visurAl
approaches are unsafe.

dent reports involving comercial jets showed up
many more differences than similarities in the
visual environments where these accidents

o

how specific
To
setc.topography,
topograph, inlight
o to determine
determinehowstp
,
patterns, descent paths, etc. result in

However, we were impressed with the
occurred,
difficulties faced by the pilot whose approach
path providei him with a poor set of visual

inadequate visual information.

I
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cues - not the absolute minimu, of dense fog, but
rather conditions that would lead him to trust a
VFR approach when visual information is marginal
or possibly misleading.
The moot obvious of these
conditions is the darkness of night when manmade
vources of light provide the only visual stimuli.
The complex pattern of a city at night can
replace to a large extent the normal daylight cues
and the experienced pilot can successfully rely on
them most of the time to get his bearings.
There
is a redundancy of such reference points in an
approach over lighted terrain. However, an
approach over water or unlighted terrain means
that the visual reference points occur at a distance where altitude and sink rate would be more
difficult to judge.
Our objectives were to measure the amount of
information presented pilots by the external (to
the cockpit) scene.
This quantitative information was not available to those writing of
"illusions" in prior articles.
What was needed
was to know the influence of this scene on
pilots' estimates of their altitude and whether
the estimates were compatible with the actual
altitude that they would generate while letting
down.
To obtain these measurements by asking pilots
to fly night approaches to cities on various
terrain was not compatible with the requirements
for safety, economy, or adequate experimental
control.
The use of motion pictures to provide
the night visual saene for use in simulators also
proved noncompatible.
The extremely small point
sources of light on the ground from 20 miles away
at altitudes of 20,000 ft. were too small and too
dim to photograph on high-speed 35mm film. Slower
film of higher resolution was not compatible with
aircraft approach speeds and exposure times for
night photography,
The photographing of models of cities for
experimental purposes Is limited by film gr•ln and
also by the inaufficiert resolution or speed of
color fiMs.
Furthermore, photographing to provide
specific viewing angles and uniform resolution is
most difficult,
The adequacy of visual stimuli was not the only
problem. Very senior pilots, first officers,
private pi2.ota, and nonpilots all have one thing
in common - differences among individuals.
We,
therefore, had to turn to the methods of experimental psycholo&y, with representative sampling,
to gain adequacy of measurement,
Simulators that reproduce all the flight
characteristics of a commercial jet aircraft are
very expensive. Therefore, judicious selection of
those aircraft characteristics most pertinent to
the problem is required for the most efficient use
of the conventional research budget,

Approach To The Problem
An approach to the problem was selected to
provide (1) good quantitative data, (2) compatibility with the operational procedures and conditions, and (3) pertinent aircraft characteristics.
The applicability of the final data was thus
maximized as follows:
o

Analytical investigation of cities, flight
conditions, accident records, and airline
procedures, in relation to visual abilities.

o

Operational flights to obtain realistic data.

o

Design and construction of a simulator containing the essential elements of visual
operational conditions.

o

Experimental investigation of pilot performance and judgments in aircraft approaches
toward cities.

o

Quantitative assessment of each of the factors
and their interaction.

o

Recommendations for improvements in hardware,
procedures, and training through application
of research data.
Development Of A Testable Hypothesis

Looking at the problem from the standpoint of
the visual environment, we asked:
"Was there
something about those approaches in the accident
reports that.might have resulted in insufficient
information or in false information to the pilot?"
In this examination, we considered the visual
angle that provides information to the pilot.
This is the angle subtended at the eye by the
nearest and farthest lights of the city as the
pilot follows his flight path.
To a pilot flying
on a level course at a constant altitude, this
angle increases progressively as he approaches
the city. To a pilot descending vertically at a
constant distance from the cit., this angle
progressively decreases.
There is a specific
flight path in which the visual angle subtended
by the city remains constant.
If the airplane
is maintained on this path, the pilot may be
losing important closure information without his
awareness.
This approach path follows the arc of
a circle centered above the pattern of city
lights, with its circumference contacting the
terrain. Such a path provides no changing projection of the topographic plane formed by the
pattern of city lights along the dimension that
is, in visual terms, most relevant.
In addition to the changing projection of the
topographic plane, visual information is available from the relative motion of the light
pattern as seen from the cockpit. However, since
this motion must exceed approximately one minute
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of visual angle jar second before it is perceived,
approaches over dark areas do not provide relative
notion cues until the aircraft is relatively close
to the city. Figure 1 shows that at 21.0 mph and
3,s000-foot altitude, motion would first be perceived eight and cm-half to nine miles out.
Wh~en slowing down and descending, as one would in
an approach,
the notion threshold occurs later.
At 1 ,000 feet and a speed of 120 mph, the
threshold distance would he three and one-half
mkiles.

ZEROcHANGE. DEPTH
OPCITY
"
ALL
EADSANCLES
ALL

~*1

P4OES.

~24scaled

THESHOLDS FOR PERCEIVED MOTION
OFTOPOGRAPHIC
PLANE

120MPH
180MPH

240MPH

Figure 2 illustrates the ways in which visual
angle of topographic plane projection and perceived motion relate to flight path and aircraft
velocity for approaches to level and to graded
terrain. The area of greatest interest, in between
10 and 3.5 miles out, where dangerously low altitud*3 and fast sink rates may result from the
interaction between inadequate visual Information
and topographical variation.
Simulation for Night Visual Approaches
A simulator for night visual approaches was
constructed and the first studies were carried
out with movie films taken of fluorescent chalk
models illuminated with blue light. The cameras
were equipped with proper filters and mounted on
approach tracks. With this simulation,
the pilots provided altitude estimates but were
not given control of their flight, paths. In the
current, more sophisticated simulation, the city
model is situated atop an 8- by 10-ft. table,
which would appear &asa large light parel if the
city were removed. The city light pattern is
made of thousando of tiM~ raised translucent
bumps in an otherwise opaque film. The city thus
remains visible al. simulated ground level, with
bump a poin-t. source of light.

___________________________each

20

inis

12
1o
a
MILES FROMTOUCHDOWN

is

15

Figure 1. Zier change .pproah path and Ihreshold;

for pmeltiod motion,

OF~~O

(P11

3045 ZEROCHA'NGECOURSE

10.0w
7nd

Selective

coloring has been used to simulate lights of
sodiumt yellow, mercury vapor, and tungsten. The
city model in the simulator is scaled 6 inches to
the mile. There is a tendency on the part of the
pilots "flyi~ng" the simulator to try to Identify
the city from their past experience.

CLAEITYIT

6LPNGCT

nfunio tppaty.ddui,,o
w'
\-to

~ff
ZE~g
JL'..hpRO
ALTITUDEd

Thie tzdjln cont.aining the city rmoveisvertically
torwardthe pilot. on ralin. The fil ot'a control of
the ntick and throttle in the cab in red throur~h
the mtotoror thit. drive the tantd0 elonr, ttiene two
trm he
11,5 ml. rrt1 .m
IDt~rtirrnnq fr,,mIto
-Axrn
airport can b~e aifrulatesd. ?taxisssim altitude I.a
2,fM ft.
elfitode in isminsro
16,ooxO ft.s rninis..-im
The simsulator Isl proprraisesad to re;,ct like 4
an
approach.
l35,OOO-lb. cowsrorcloil airliner in
tiazj'su, frowrvrd siMed In level flight In lih0 MA;;A
B,fltju
may-im'ss climb rate In 6,(fl) rpm; deoncasst
fpm. Stall fipvees It, ýot at 110 TA.S,Anhtthn aircraft loses altitude at the rate of 1?,(YnO rpm
under nut.l1. conetl~ttora.
realistic, the pilot.In
To mi~ke ti'ý!liffulation
view iris rost~rict 1lto one eye treeaune nt thn
simsLated, there :Lre no ntereonrcopic
d~istanrce:,
visual cun~i ea there would ibe with tho .o'tjua
dietAncon uD&Il In the airoslator. Tho vatlidity of
itt thu viitliu.
thin nimcsbit~i, int out reliprt'ontesl
nit~utic accept.ance by exporletrood pilot.oq tit Iho
realistic vi ijoproosiors It. crent~on.

lMinoj the coririruottoin

or the eltipi~ntor w~~tii

eotjnrir the roour1 to from thn ntil 1.1gir...prit
wit.h ph ot. ;Inirrorrnlivc In the dyrnaiic situation.
Twelve lk'elrc Intitriactut-:' from Figh1'lt Crew TrAin1? apprvache!r, six to thn' cit~y it.a
O vocidr!n~
trq-

'

Expotlcorrital hMvdsrco
Whtile thuo co'tst.ruction of tho oirmuiat UI

power, drIenj, and aisisplIfied comisipter wrin bining
ccnpletod, it -ta',Ic ihudy of the infliieico of
tnpcography on stigit virtual approaches; Ims under--done with utifl- phototaken. Thrissitaticsitudy,
grayi-a of the moodel city, provided the information that tho preateot overestimation of' altil.udte
would occur with a steady upit rd-riopiurt terrain.;
that a citty with h~laq on the rnearor far side
would lead t~oloon overestimsation than a wriforr'.ly

Fq,
Fgr

.Smhf',tPn
.Smltrw4PltSo

a latincity.

zit1ocromtnelon
.i'uld ut o moe

~N.

Fsqure .1. Tess C,-~ Fty-nq the Boein9 Sirruhmso' mt.

ihet,

etR~e
eoe
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flat pcint•oz; nrod Aix to the stm, mrdel -it . 3They were
.tormod of the &lope cr
degree s'lopo.
7o other
lack of it before ouh appro.-ch.
varlabluo were tcLre,; in the cxporiertz startiing
ft.)
and dintribualtitudo (16,oOO ft. and If,,("
teon of lights (air',ort only, airport. with distnit
half of city, and A!.rport wid full city),
own
Pilot•s wore Instructed to choost ".hir
apprr:arh path to thu, airport at the near edge of
the display, except that they should attur.,t to be
4..5
at 5,(M. ft. 1o milesi out. and at 1,2hW ft.
miles out, at which distance tho problem ended.
They w-zre also auked to be flyOrlg 180 mph [AS at
An
10 mltn wt and 120 mph at L,5 milso out.,
x-y recorder at the oxjerirentnr'a station makes
a continuous record -f ti.e flight, path gen,,rated
by tho pilot..
During each approach, the pilot received eight
eequects for altitudo estimates, starting at the
Pu was forced to giteus because
18-,ale point.
there wail no &Itimetcrin the cockpit.
To ijicrenon the workload on thu pilot during
his approach, he was required to report Via
Two simupresence of otier aircra&ft in the area.
lated airoraft orbited over the city, ono clockA special
wise, the other cuunterclockwic•.
switching arrargement made one or the other aircraft visible for 10 seconds ut a time, for a
total of eight such exposures during each
The pilot was alerted to the presunce
approach.
of other aircraft when he heard cocriunirmtions
between the ground and the airplane he was to
locate.
On detocting the other airpliino, he was
position and Ultitudo relative to
to report its
his own, and its heading.
Engerimental Findin v
Hcmogene us TerraLn
The performance variable of major interest was
genaratod altitude (the approach actually 3imuThe table telow showu the
lated by the pilot).
relative importance of t.,ae affecte of the main
experimental variables on generated altitude.
Source
Pilots

Percent of Variance
24,.9

Distances

19.8

Slope of city

16

Light distribution

14.3

Beginnuing altitutOne of the main variables, beginning altitude,
had no significant effect on generated altitude,
The remainder of the observed variation in ;-orno" apgam, in the
formance (the 35% that ees
table) occurred as a result of two or more
variables acting together. All such interactions
included differences in dietancsu or pilots,

The larest source of variation in generated
altitude (p5%) is due to difrrencer. u.nng indiviWhile Individual differen;ces are
dual pilotls.
factors studles, that
typically large in h'nn
findi-g Is part.irnrlarly interesting in this study
because it it atipumed that approach paths would be
rather staodardizes for coroarrcial jet aircraft.
The perforta.nce of Dodnein pilot instructors sit our
L-.ailator suggests that there are broad linxto L,
the ranrge of altitudes chosen on tihe basis of
visual reference.
Th'e econd lar..nrt source of variation in
georerated altitude in distance from touchdown
This ni-asure is actually a difference
(2O%).
a straight path
score, the difI'nrnce betwaer,
(betwiteen roquested altitudes) and the path flown.
Thr, pilot. started his run at an expaorientercontrolled altitude (15,840 or 10,000 ft.)
and
was requested to be at 5,000 ft. It miles out and
Unexpectedly, thin
,s2ho ft. h.5 miles out.
facto, of dist.ance from touchdown causes less
variation In generated altitud3 than dMfferences
arong piloiu.
City slope, the sbin experlmental variable,
accounts for 16 percent of generated altitude
variation and is the third most patent variable
The effect of this
teated in this study.
variable was consistently that of reusing the
they
pilots to take a lower approach path, i.e.,
flew lower when the city was sloping than when it
was flat.
,,f lights
The renrianing variable, distrlbtion
on the terrain, had a na.ll but dienificarit effect
It in the direction of
on a.,jrrch path (4.3%).
We; would
this effect that is most interesteig.
expect that increasing the amount of visual
information by adding lights would provide better
refere.ce infonration. 4owever, our data suggest
that more visual inforntation may actually be
Thus,
drtrimental if it tends to be misleading.
the addition of lights in thei study caused a
greater deviation in approach path toward
dangerous altitudes than was true when only the
airport was visible.
It was anticipated that the detection of other
aircraft would be easier when cnly the airport
lights were on, and this expectation is supported
Approximately four times as many
by the data.
aircraft went undetected when ali or part of
the city lights were on as when only the airport
was lighted.
Returning to the major experimental variable
of city slope and the performance variable of
look ct the two curves
generated altitude, let's
in Figure 5 for the effect of city topography on
approaches to an airport when all the city lights
Although the pilots were informed prior
are on.
to begirning eaich approach as to whether the city
or sloping, their flight paths were
was flat
obviously quite lower wnen the city asn sloping.
eye
The visual angle subtend'd at the pilsi's
by uto city was very nearly the wam at the h.5mile point. for both cases - 2 degreer 0 minutea

II-•

for the flat city, 2 degrees 46 minutes for the
variable, but despite the olnee relationship of
sloping city. Beginning at the 8-mile point, the distance and altitude in a&y let-down, one could
close to gere

altitude.

%at path did they think they were taking?
Look at the shaded barn projecting upward from
the points on the lower curve in Figure 5. The
tops of the bars represent the pilots' estimates
of altitude at taste points.
It appears that
the" experienced pilots thought they ware at
app•rximately the same altitudes as in the
approach to the flat city.

* N-i
0 TOTAL CI1Y
• STARTINGALTITUOE
I1

10,000F]

* FLAT TERRAIN
* SLOPING TERhIAIN

4.500 FI IN 16MIOCNJ21

VISUAL ANGLE

0

1sloping

city.

2.7The

S2'

authors would conclude that the city
light pattern does have an influence on pilots'
let-doun performance independent of the plane

224'

2"44-'

L
I8

16

14

12

iSo

generally underestimating

their altitude toward the flat city and overtheir altitude on approaching the

,estimating

.8.

hypothesis.

12-mile distance,

?DOFT

ALTITUDE

angle

in generated altitudes. The pilots' estimated
altitudes are almost identical inside of the

VISUAL ANGLE 2"'
<

the sloping city and the results conform to the

Figure 6 illustrates the similarity of the
final visual angles and the lack of similarity

,. fr
42r9'

ALTITUDE

10

graphy for the 20 mile/l0,O00-ft. starting
position only. This starting position is familiar to commercial pilots as this is the FAA
regulated maximum altitude at 20 miles.
It is
assumed that approach/descent speeds could be
set up successfully with the two available
instruments from this familiar starting point
with less dependence on the visual scene.
However, when thn starting point was the less
familiar conditicn of lj0000-ft. altitude at
34 miles, the final altitudes were lower for
visual

C

o

The heterogeneous-terrain experiments indicated that ve"r/ simlar let-downa were aecomplished by the pilots regardless of city topo-

I

6

45

of

the runway.

MI LES FROM TOUCHDOWN

Figurv 5. Influence uf city tupO5IaJJoy

Work Load
0"

eescent.

Heterogeneous Terrain
In the experiments discussed above, the runways, taxiways, and support areas had the same
terrain as the city. controlling airport terrain
terrain asthe city. Controplgraairowedt te
n

to conform with city topography allowed us to

measure its Although
effect asr~unay
a separate
variable.
slopes independent
exist that
exceed 3 degrees, they are much more coxst.y
graded to e approximately level and, therefore,
do not conform to the surrounding topography.

In this experiment, thm flight deck work
load of the operational situation was approximated by introducing a task of visually detectimg and reporting the presence of other traffic.
This task hao provided data that concurred with
some operational data; iLe., the difficulty of
detecting other aircraft at ridght increases
with the presence of city lights.
The operational data obtained by others indicated that

"flashing lights',, high intensity areas, and

high were,
intens
t
ore r,
lightslights
of similar", color
in that
order,
detrimental to aircraft detection.
These confusion stimuli exist in the "Nighterton" simulation, and our prior data concur in indicating
that the presence of city lights decreases the

The logical next step wasn to determine
whether the influence of a sloping city ae.
Independent of the airport terrain.

detection of other aircraft by a ratio of about

pilots with rates of climb and descent (without
abatlute altitude inforrtion) - would provide
t
sufficient information for safe let--down•.
was an experimenter's "gamble" that these two
variables
could
be
stu~died
in
the
sae
experivariabt
s could be stdiedoinrtexperimenta seie.
went using the prior experiment as a baseline,

relative to therimulator's flight path; (a ) the
detection and reporting of the other aircraft's
relative heading; and (3) the detection and
reporting of its relative altitude in respect
to
that ofwasthereported
simulator
altitude.heading
Location
in pilot's
clock position;
as "toward" or "away", to the right or left;

The follow-on experimental design also inSt&
cluded starting di.stance as a variable.
altitude had not proved to be a significant

and altitude as "above", "same", or "below",
The criteria was +15 for the first. t
areas of
judgmnt and +1000 ft. as the equal category for

4

In all the studies, the reporting of other
In addition, there wen the question of whether aircraft task had three part.a
(1) the location
indditio
nal
thtru entation - that of providing
in azimuth. of the other aircraft's position

CONDITIONS:

STARTING DISTANCE
STARTING ALTITUDE

34 STATUTE MILES
10 W Ferrv

INSTRUMENTS

AIR (AND GROUND) SPEED INDICATOR
RATE OF CLIMAS/DESCENT INDICATOR
OTHER AIRCRAFT PFR I_T[*. WM
FLAT; I0,00 FT LONG, 300 FT WIDE
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RUNWAY
REQUESTED
ALTITUDE

aFINAL
7

•

b/-'-LAT

1,240 FT
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,
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ALT
VA

S• ta~mL.000
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\'.SPEED
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o' - 22
22%
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P"
'

SLOPeNG""7"',%

a

- 410 FT
3'13'

" 148
*

31.02

ALT 1,740 FT

C-TV

A

<~

an so am

ESTIMATED ALTITUDE

2
1
0

LAIT
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SESTIMA.TED
ALTITUDE
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Sis
Figue 6.

14

12
DISTANCE IN MILES

2

h_

SPEED 171
]
IS

16

SPEED
129
c" - 14.1

4.5

10

Average Letdown' Performance to Flat and Sloping (3)

Cities. Generated Alti'ude.

altitude.
To put the difficulty of this task in
perspective, one needs to know that no aircraft
remained visible longer than ten seconds.

The Flight Deck Wobrk Load Experiments

The following table indicates that, the proportion of correct responses ii similar for
each of the sub-tasks, city topography and
startLig distances.
The average percentage is
35.6%, indicating the difficulty of this visual
tags.

The investigations discussed thus far used a
constant work load. The most recent investigations studied work load as a primary variable.
The night visual approach simulator was modified
to provide three aircraft flying over the city
in separate orbits, their lights activated by
steppig relays with nearly randor sequencing.
As many as 16 presentations of aircraft could be
made between the 20-nile and 4.5-mile distances.
The "light" work load was 3 to 4 aircraft; the
"medium" was 8 or 9; and the "heavy" ws 16
aircraft per let-down.

Percentage of correct Reports of
Other Aircraft During Night Approaches
Location

Heading

Altitude

_ .
20 mile
F 8 34 mile*

29

36

37

42

45
45

mi20
mile
'3J milea

32
30

3h

•

35

32
2h

*In this conparison, only those aircraft presented between the 20-mile and 4s.5-rnils points
are considered, regardless of starting
distances.

Topography/Aircraft Variable
The second major variable conbined cities o.
three different topographies with three differaent airports.
The flat city had the farillar
(to our pilots) 10,000-ft. long, 300-ft. wide
run~ay.
This represented our control condition
as these variables have been used on each of the
The second topographic
earlier investigatigns.
condition was a 1.5 city slope and a 7,500-ft.

SI\'"! .-

iI,

oc 5

Ott
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Figure 7

Work Load Experimental Design and Relolionshbp with Other N.V.A.R. Expei-enfs

lor4 by 200-ft. wide runwaýy
The third topographic combination was a 3 slope and a 5000-ft.
long by 100-ft. wide runway. The pattern of
support buildings, taxiways, etc. were modified
to provide very similar configurations with the
requirement that they be operationally feasible,
The runways were always flat and the strobe light
path length was shortened to conform to decreased
runway length.

Distribution of City Lights

conditions, but no wind information specific

cadre of instructors who train airline pilots

to a given trial was provided.

'.n the operation of Boeing commercial jets,
and as a group, they are familiar with most
airports in the free world. There was one
exception in our opulation. A North WesL
Airlines Pilot, a First Officer, volwuteered
and did participate in the experiment with the
disjunctive light pattern.

The city lights represented a city 20 miles
wide and the most distant light was 16 miles
from the runway threshold (i.e., along the line
of flight). One experiment was undertaken
wherein 'the city was built out to the airport";
i.e., the patteri of lights was contiguous
from the airport perimeter lights. The second
experiment was a replication of the first but
Wind Shear
with the city lights separated from those of
the airport. This disjunctive pattern was
To minimize a possible tendency for pilots to produced by excluding fron the model those
depend upon fixed rates of descent for constant
lights around the airport and those extending
air speeds over approximately equal times, the
beyond it for six miles.
simulator was modified to permit the introduction of wind shear conditions. Pre-programmed
pilot
were 30 mph head and tail winds which would
affect the aircraft between 3000 ft. and 6000
The Boeing Flight Crew Training organization
ft. of altitude. A third condition had zero
was the source of our very experienced pilots.
wind shear in this altitude band. Above and
The men average some 17 years of flying experbelow this band, there were no wind effects.
ience, mostly in jets, including military,
Pilots were told of the existence of these wind
commercial and flight test. They form the

City Brightness
The illuminances of city lights are modulated
by atmospheric motature content, the proportion
and particle size oV air pollutants, as well as
distance, altitude and other aircraft-related
variables. The apparent. brightneos of the city
will influence pilot estimates of distance and
altitude.
Inclided in these two investigations
was the condition of low city brightness,
Figure 7 peraitr the conparLaor of the several
experiments with regard to the variables of city
brightness, work load, and topography/runway
dimensions,

Pilot Briefin,
The entire group of pilots had received a
previous briefing on the results of our prior
experiments, and they had access to all publications on this work. Most of the pilots had
participated in one or more of our experiments
and, tnler'cfo-, they were versed in the 1nsowr
effects uf terrain on night approacheo.

The instructions fir these experiments were
written out and read by all participants before
eottering the cab.
During the familiarization
flight, tney could ask questions or the experimenter who flew copilot during this first lesdown. A summary was given verbally as a checkout.
Before each of the nine experimental runs,
all cjnditions of the city, runway, distance and
altitude were reviewed over the intercom system,
Only the conditions of wind shear and otheraircraft traffic load were not reviewed.

As reflected in the major dependent var i'e
of generated altitude, the net effect of sarting with nearly common visual angles was to
reduce the prir.cipal variables of "distance
out" and "topography" to non-significknce when
all distances were included In the analysis.
In all prior investigations for the 'all
distances" analysis, these variables were
significant.
The "distance out" variable was
second only to individual differences among
pilots in contributing to the overall variance.

Let-down instructions were to make good a
speed of 180 mph at 10 miles out and 120 at 4.5
miles out.
Final altitude at 4.5 milgs was to
be 1,243 ft.,
the intersection of a 3 glide
slope.

The influence of topography on generated
altitude remained significant for the 6 and h.5
mile distances when these were analyzed separately.
In its effect on estLiated altitude,
topography remained a significant variable in
the analysis for the eight distances combined.

The Resultsa

Flight Deck Work Load Studies

The starting altitude and distance were
plinned to provide a visual angle of 2°h2', or
2.70. This value is equivalent to the visual
angle at 4.5 miles obtained when we previously
studied the 16 mile deep, contiruous patterned
city with an igtermediate brIghtness. The flat
city and the 3 sloping city match this angle
at the start of each descent. The starting
altitude for the 1.5o sloping city matches the
FAA aximam at 20 miles and the visual angle is

Performance varistion attributable to pilots
(individual differences) has always been highly
significant, the probability of obtaining the
observed variation by chance alone never
exceeding the .001 level. The following table
shows the probability levels for all analyses
conducted on generated altitudes and estimated
altitudes for each of the two experlimnts
testing different work loadq.
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Figure 8 illustrates that, for the 8.0, 6.0,
and 4.5 mile distances in the let-doiis, the
ertect or topograpny or tne city art runway
configuration vas to result in lowr flight
paths. This statement is true only for the
.+

-

a

410-te-..Cs-

,te

those cities which have built out to surround
their coastal airport. The figure illustrates
that the pilots' etimates of their altitude
tiare sixilar to the gmerated altitude lor the
Intermsdiate condition, that of the 1.5 sloping
Their estimates
city and 7,500-ft. long runway.
of altitude approximated the overall mean,
undsrestimating the flat topography aV overestimating their altitude above the 3 sloping
terrain.

"4.W
S••"'•%.,
•
-

found in the following table, vhich shows that
for the matched work load conditions, the
stanara eviations ior tne Low brigntnee iat
city are nearly three timas as large as those
This
for the intermediate brightness city.
ýoaieni

-

a~oe

-.

Variability in Approach Altitudes
at Three listances from Cities of
Two Brightnoasee and with Medium
Deck work Leads
F'li.j,

Intermediate
Low
termediate

.•'in

-

separate samplings of tim pilots are from the
same population and all had prior briefing on
the effect of slope. The very large variance
may, therefore, be a result of their being
extra careful against sloping terrain and covarying runway lengths and/or relaxing when
faced with the "familiar" and "aafer" conditions.
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rntermedia te
The experiment with the city whose light
pattern was contiguous to the airport adds fur-

oat

the low

Low

e
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1oK

1661
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5K
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varitedes woh
512
IrK
154i
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3° Slope

IOK

619

1" Slope
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level.
As mentioned previrusly, pilots show a
the avge
visual
ther suppor t to the v
general underestimation of altitude above the
from
whose final 3.5 miles (i.e.,
The let-downs
flat city, gsod approximation of true altitude
8.0 to 4.5 miles) are depicted in Figure 8
inat
a
nv
wangleedifferenc fr all
that represent visual eestimations
al
ti
terminate
on approaching the 3 sloping city. Figure 9
angles of 3 54' + I minute.
l hese visual angles are from 501 to a degree
iswould have expected from the
larger than
starting visual angles and prior experimentd- f
tion. In previous studies with the same city
and the same runway (30,0-0ft.),
but with
interdltas
brightness, the average visualo
'o whether the runway had the sale
a
ogle
was rs3
slope as the city or remained flat. It could be
argued that thia visual aur le difference is due
to the brightness difference and that runway
length/width configurations are of little
impcrt. At this time such a statement remains
merely an hypothesis; an alternative hypothesis
in suggested by the increased variance found for
the flat city and its familiar (to thests pilots)
That
1O,000-ft, long by 3SO-ft. wide runway.
in pilots may have remained higher as a
cautious response to the loss familiar ruwys,
this higher altitude correepwdn to a larger
Support fnr this viewpoint may be
visual angle.

illustrates how these estimates varied with the
flight dck work load. Had this experiment
dealt only with the two extremes of the
toporaphy/runway- dimension, a systematic
inverse relationship migt have been postulated.
The inclusion ow the k.5- oflog/7.eK runway
t il
linear mffect of work loadn
oad, i
The replication of this experiment, with the
disjunctive city light puttern, chows underestimations for all topography/runuay combinetionso Also the underestimations are very
slightly greater for each work load which is
consistent only with the above data for the
flat city.
These results imply that, if estimated altitude varies with this kind of flight dock work
load, it will probably be measured ounly in an
expriment where the analysis can include (or
hold constant) the simulated aircraft's actual
altitude.
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Figure 10, Let-down Performance with Diff,"ant Work Load. and
Different City Light Patterns

Earlier data with the intermediate city
brightness had indicated that the disjunctive
city light pattern w
the more difficult city
against which to make night visual approaches
This effect,
without altimstry references.
though conistent, wan sml as the mean final

toward the airport lights alone, then the current and former data are consistent. This is
most apparent when brightness conditions are
compared for the flat city/10,000-ft. runway.
brightness produces about 600
The intermediate
feet
of difference "n low bright-asls 765 feet

altitude varied between 135 and 170 feet between
the contiguous and disjunctive light patterns.
There was a larger difference found when pilots
descended toward airports not surrounded by city
lights. The following table shows the magnitude of this effect:

of difference In mean altitude.
The 1.r.-gsr
differences between the two light patterns, in
term of generated altitude performance, are
associated with the pilots' l.-yng to shorter
Possibly pilots respond to the area
runways.
of the light pattern rather than to its tognitive content. Figure 11 illustrates that the
overall visuAl angle increases with the flighLa
4
of
toward the shor Ar rummways an.i the cities
greater slope. The pilots did not fly to make
the visual angle of the nway a constant.
Had
they done this, the final altituds for conditions with the shorter zvxns~
would have been
higher than tiAt with the longest rwnma.

City Light Patter
City Too_

aphy

Flat
30 sloping

Disjunctiv

Contiguous

6121

442'

570'

435'

This tendency to fly higher toward the
smaller visual scene may be a cautious
behavioral pattern associated with the smaller
image and slower rates of change.
In the work load experiments, the city
brightness was the lowest available with the
simulator and represented those atmospheric
conditions which would attenuate the brightness
of xint-light-sourcea without imposing increased luminous areas due to diffusion. The
influence of city light intensity interacting
with that of the pattern of lights appears to
be inconaistent with the prior data. Pilots
fly higher approaches to the disjunctive light
pattern in the work load experiments rather than
lower.
Figure 10 illustrates that this difference is 765, 948, and 101 feet for the
topographic/runway conditions identified as
"A", "B", and "C".
However, if we postulate
that pilots respond to the disjunctive city of
low brightness as though they were flying

Work load as a variable shifts the war.
altitude within the ranges shown In Figure 10.
The "sip-toned" area on either side of the
means illustrates the maximum varlation fonmd
among the mans.. The reader should be cautioned not to interpret this shaded arsea as
the standard deviatios' or that the upper limits
are always associated with a light work load.
The means do not show such systeaaticness.
What is illustrated is that, within the work
loads studied, the mean performance was modulated in three different patterns as a function
of distance out.
Those patterns of variation
either increase, remain similar, or decrease
with decreasing distances from the runway.
These patterns and the ANOVA reflect that the
main effect and the first order interactions
within any one distance are not significant.
In these experiments, flight deck work load
is both an independent and dependent variable.
We have, up to this point, diecussAd its
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Figure 11. Altitude and Visual Angles at the 4.5 Milt Distance

influence on flight performance, or an a dependant measure.

I

ýh recorded pilot performance in

detecting and reporting the position, heading,
and altitude of other aircraft. These performanice measures pertain to how woll the pilot
performed an the independent variable, work
loud. These data teon us that th3 pilots t~me.
shared their tanks In about the asam proportion
for each work load.
The proportion of correct responses in
detecting and reporting the azitmuth position,
the healing, and the altitudes approximated
35 percent. This is the approximate proportion
found in prior experirients with the intermediate work load condition. The proportion of
correct judgments was common for coach work
load. This is reflected by the percent of
correct altitude judpsmenta shoiai in Figure 12.
The infbinnce of "work load oategosi*3" In not
systematic and of limited size compared to the
large effect of topography. The greater the
slope, the lower the proportion of correct
altitude judgments. Those data, pertaining to
the contiguous pattern of light., may ra~lect
that this lower perforisance may be associated
with the greater probabi~lity that the other
aircraft lights must be doteucted against the
city lights. A similar result may be expected
if the altitude of other aircraft are more
difficult to judge when the perceived horizon
is higher then the 'true' horizon. Further
analysis may support or.. or the other of these
explanations, but at this pol.nt in time, either
hypothesix Is acceptable.

F; 9 .,@ 12. The.101 ...
nc. of City Topogwaphu
o.d Cre. Work, Loud
on Judging the Altitude of Other Air Traffic

clarify.

A portion of tho problem may be
in the freq~Uency diagr&M Of Figure
13. The work load diatribu',ons Include all
topographies and runvsy coiaditious. Theme work
load distributions are aimilar 2A thai r shape,
the central tendency, and the standard deviation. The numbers within the area of the
distributions represent the pilots designated
by number. Each pilot 'a number should appear
three times in each distribution, Their position along the horizontal axis counoteja the
pilot's contribution to the man in any one
let-down. 'Lhese data pertain to the final
altitude and these are difference-scores above
or below the reouested 1,24t3 foott.

illustrated

It will be noticed that Pilot #1 flew higher
and omuch meore variantly under the light and
mediumu work load than under the heavy work
load. Pilot #7 flew higher under increasing
work load but maintained similar variances for
the "'light" and "heavy" conditions.
M
iot #6
flew lower and his variance increased with
each increased work load.
These examples illustrate the pilot x work
load interaction. The interaction of pilot x
topography/runway is illustrated by Pilot #5
who flew lower with the increasing slope &Md
shorter runways. Pilot #5 also illustrates the
Liecond order effects in that hoary work load
increases his variance but not his flying
lower, the latter being the influence of the
topography/runway variable.
Conclusions

The complex interactions of work load x
topography/runway x pilots has proved difficult
to organize or illustrate. Bivariate analysis
depicted in three dir tslo.3s show some aspects
of this complex function, but at this level of
anal.ysis, they tend to complicate rather than

We conclude that flight deck vork load in
the formi of other traffic to detect and report
is a significant variable in affecting altitude
and estimated kltitudes during let-downs. The
effect is a complex interaction among this

i
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work load, pilots, an the city topography/runRacowssndations
way conitions. Within the levels of work load
studied here, sow pilots way iWprove their
In future investigations of york load, it is
peornmance under heavier voric loads, some may
recomuonded that the plan be constrained to
be unaffected, and sow will deteriorate in their (1) Include sufficient experimental degrees of
performance.
freedom that complex offects em appearl
(2) that work load be treated as both an indeWe also conclude that pilots acquire through
pendent and dependent variable; and (3) operatheir training and experience a visual frame of
tional peradigpm be considered for the work
reference that approximates a safe and convenload, the ovwrall task, and the similation
tioual flight path onto a flat terrain. Many
model.
successful appriachea are made with this referince, particularly with assistance from instruIn addition to thee reccm=sdatlons for all
mntation. The night visual approach accidemts
aviation safety, we consider that the modifticwith higlAy instrwucented aircraft then may occur tion of valid visual angle informstl.on occurs
when the light patterns topography, etc. provide as a function of natural, econooic, and chance
invalid visual information, and circumstances
conditions; that is, topography, distribution
are such that other sources of information are
of population, Irregularity of Lights within
not referred to or fail to provide corrective
city limits, attenuation of brightness and
information. Iluminated topography at night
clearness of lights by atmosophsr.
Man has also
may also influence experienced pilots in their
by design cede certain cities or airfields more
estimates of the altitudes of other aircraft iU dangerous than others. He was designing, in
the terminal area,
these instances, for men's other comforts or

I
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safety when te created the more dangerous airporte for night vieual approacheso He looates
alrpor-s awgy fr-* cities reqiring approaches
1.
over water or over deserted farm lands, to avoid

uoil

and potuetial injury for .ha terrestrial

am safety problems, hb *V

others.

nexpectedly raise

o

o

2.

An approach over dark lend or dark uter
Ame LUIhts to the aide and below the aircraft do not exist.
to the airport
A long Straight-in aLpW*ach
located on the near side of the city.
An airport runa
m'la,-eiýtb
relationship
that Is unfamiliar to the pilot.

Coquyt,

"Sensory

and 1967, and February

Woaiona'",

Now No. 17 . April 19•3.

the need flor their type of work
problem.

1% following oity/airport/approach features
are considered to aggravate this problemi

,nowwicus.
Annual international accident
smamaries, Waht
W Aero Niazinei

omber 1965, 16,

Operations rmesarob people win

undoUbtedly o
In this ovwea

Refeorgeia

§

Reprinted by the

light Safety Foundation.
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Anonymt'ta, "=luunios",
February 1966. p. 10.
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Part, A., "Optical Illusions", AerrAirm
in
United Kingdom,
lemiA8,De.ber 9, 1968.
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Night Visual Approaches

Kraft, C. L. end Elvorth, C. L., -How High In

"o The

Up?, Interceptor, October 1968, Headquarters
ADC FeldF
inting Plant, Ekit AFB, Colorado.
Reprinted in MAC
, March 1969.

"oThe

Kraft, C. L. and Ilworth, C. L., "Night
Visual Approaches", Mem Airliner, marchApril 1969, pp. 2-4.

airport situated at a slightly lower
elevation and an a different slope from the
urroemdi
terrain.
navigational facility locatse
distance from the airport.

so-.e

"oSubtandard
bighting

of the rmway, and
other landing aids not available.

Perception of Size and Distance

"oA sprawling

ity with an Irregular matrix of
]1.--ts spread over various hisides
in back
of the airport.

"

Industrial smoke or other obscurations vhich
decrease the brighunnss of lights as they
interact with the distribution of lights
about the airport. Cities on irregular terrain with remote airport may be loss safe an
clea nights.

The data being developed at Boeing support the
visual angle hypothesis em oe systematic
explanation of night visual approach accidents. *t'
Investigations of possible solutiona to this
problem and their interaction with other phases

of operations will take tim.

Winchell, Barbara, Safety Corner, AOFA Pilo
March 1969.

However, there

are imeadiately available mens for potential
reduction of night visual approach accidents.
Ths include more frequent reference to altimetry - barometric or radar, cross checks with
other crew meber, and moet important of all,
kowledge and a•areness of the special problems
associated with these approaches.

Graham, C. 4., et al., Vision and Vibual
i
John Wley and Sons, New york,
MW, pp. •54-588.
Leibowitz, H. W., Visual Flrception, The
Critical ssuees t Psychology Series, Tho
MAcMilln Company, New York, 1965, pp. 72-91.
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Dixn, W. J. and Massey, F. J., Jr., Chapter
10, "Analysis of Variance",
t
HOrasw-Hll Book Co.,
In.,19T7pp.139-18B.

Dixon, W. J., "Analysis of Variance", BMW
08V, RM Biomedical Coemter P-rams,
University of California Pres, Berkeley and
Los Angeles, California, 1967, pp. 587-593.
Oatto, J.) "Expected Mean Squares in Analysis
of Variance Techniques", Pvfchological Report
1960, 7, pp. 3-10.
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.vstems have been largely
inadequate because of the lack of suitable quantifiable data describing human performance changes
under high cabin temperatures.
It was the purpose of this study to explore techniques which could
provide this quantifiable information and to assess actual pilot performance in a hot environment.
A prototype C1I-M helicopter was instrumented as the test vehicle. Four experienced pilots flew
precision air patterns, observed and recorded grotud targets, and performed noimal flight duties
of mailtoring flight and engine instruments and other tasks during two-hour flight test periods.
Four separate clothing configurations were worn by the pilots during the study.
During each flight two observers simuitaneously measured pilot physiological and psychological
performance as well as the crew station environment. The physiological performance was measured by
heart rate, skin and rectal temperatures, and perspiration weight loss. Measures of psycholugical
performance were defined a. photopanel exposures of the instrument panel during precision flight
patterns, respone and reaction time measures, ground target identification, and assessments of
subjective comfments during post-flight debriefings. Path airborne and ground environmental
inasures of Dry Bulb, Wet Bulb and Globe Temperature were taken to determine the Wet Bulb Globe
Temperature (WBGT) Index of heat stress, which provided a base by which pilot performance changes
were. compared.
Stepwise mulciple-regression program, Pearson correlation, analysis of variance and t tests of
significance were employed on the data to describe the relationships of temperature changes with
pilot performance factors. The following statements generally sumarize the results of the study:
1. Pilot performance kPl) decreased and performance variability (SD) increased above a WBGT
Index of 850F.
.'. that
The predictor
perform~ance
etluations
by the to
multipleregression program
indicated
skirt ani rectal
temperatures
weredetermined
highly related
pilot performance.
3. Pilots' reaction times increased as either ambient temperatures or rectal temperatures
jlncr=2ed.
4. Pilots performet (PI) better when they encountered light to moderate aircraft turbulence
than they did on non-turbulent flights,
S. Pilut subjective judgments of cabin heat wete highlyI
measurements.

incorsisrent with environmental

6. W/eight loss from perspiration appeared to tmave
a positive correlation with performance

(PI).
7. The clothing and equipment configurations worn by the pilots (including body armor) had
no significant effect an their perfonrance (PI).
8.

The cabin heat did not significantly affect the pilots' ability to observe ground targets.

9. Large differences in perfonimce (Pl) variability among pilots were due to bas'." nilot
techniques (regardless of experience).
10. No constant relationship could be determined between ground and airborne measures of WiCf'.
Limited aircraft and pilot availability allowed only four subjects to be used during the study, of
which two completed all required flights. Tho above results, therefore, should be considered only
as trends for the subjects and cnnditioni tested,
The techniques used during this study did successfully measure both a large portion of total pilot
perforumance and the cockpit environmentt. Thrl
multiple-regression program enabled comparisons of
pilot performalce and environmental sub-factors on large volumes of data, which heretofore would
have been impossible. Though environmental vwariables could not be controlled, they could be
accounted for, measured and ,orrelated with other variables using the multiple-regression program.
It may be hypothesized that if these variables can be accounted for and correlated, then the basic
approach of inflight measuremelnc of human performance certainly offers the potential of obtaining
realistic assessments of new crew station designs and may ultimately be the best approach to
developing the type of quantified infurnution needed to develop crew station design criteria and
standards.

I
I

In conclusion, this study provides a good baseline from which to structure future inflight research.
Certainly, the techniques employed as well as the results should be furrter verified.

I
I

I
_
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This study was undertaken with the following objectives:I

and correlated with changes lIn relatively high crew station ambient temperature, humidity, and solar
radiation.
2~. To assesm quantitatively, the compatibility of pilots wearing complete combat flight clothing and
survlva: equipment, with a neW. (prototype) Army aircraft system operating In a hot, humid environment.
The Intent o1 this analysis was to point out hardware andi clothing problem areas, if existing, and make
approprinate cur reedive de-sign recommnendation-, before the aircraft became operational.
PROB3LEM IiACKOIIOUND.
Isolating and measuring the factors Lontributinig to pilot fatigue and
effleirney has Cl1rr'irrtd the' scientific commun111ity sillce aircraft began to fly. The principal question
unanswercd has beeii1 ,, Wii.1t de-gree do ilisc factors contribute to or cause human performance decrements
andi errors, and uitimrately, to whiat degree Jiould they be- cun.sid':rted in thie design of the aircraft.
Previous Army field reports have -;uggcstted that one of the,- most significant environmental factors contributing
to pilot fiight performance iltcrenicrnts may heýtlii combined effe-ct of high temperature andi humidity. A
secarch ol related iite.rature*, however, Indicates thie no one has keuLn able to define these :iecrcments in
sufficiently precise quant~ifiable termis to verify signilicanit performance changes- or fatigue, or to establish
adtiqiatu criteria for the dc:Jign of aircrcw environmentai conttrol!/ventilation systems (ECS) and related
aircrVw cluthing alld surviVal etluipomenJt.
The design and development of ECS hardware has by necessity been determined more by crewmemburs'
subjective opinions arnd, ta) some degree, by what the airirame contractors happened to furnish as "off-theshelf'' hardware and -.yACISte. Un~fortunately, subjective opinions are difficult to design to, arc unreliablc
regarding e:stfimates of fieat, and in genreraml do not provide tht- framecwork, of data needed to develop crew
station desig71 Standards .
There is a tendency to rely on an assumed ability of tire aircrew to adapt to the environment. This allows the
tradeoff argumrent., of increased costs and weight to dominate tire design of the crew station, to the neglect of
an adequate unvironmental system.

~n

The nut. uffect of this design approach has bVCen
that Armny crews,
order to compensate for inadequate
emlirr1g/veiit ilat ion, make 'e Id changes such as removing tire doors from the aircrsft to provide sdditlonai
Vent ilati on.
Tihe increased pc'rformarice capability of current and projected Army aircraft (LOH, AII-56A, AH-lG,
tJTIAS, etc .) however, will rt~quiru that tire doors and/or windows remain in place to achieve the ful aircraft
flight performiance envelope. Their mission requirements will require flight at near ground levels at which
reflected solar radiation and high air temperatture levels will, in warm climates, likely aggravate the crew
hecat. stress problem.

METH OD
AIRCRAFT AN!) STUDY SITE. A prototype light observation helicopter (1-0ll, 01--6A no. 4211,
Figure 1) was instrumented as tire test vehicie as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
Fort Rucker, Alahania, was sel~eted as the study site because of Its capability to maintaini and support the
aircraft, availability of additionai personnel needed to conduct the study, andi a favorable climatological
history, Whichr inldicated that relatively high rEniperatures andi humidities would p~revail during the study period .
0
Predictions were: August 1966, 91 F mevan maximunm temperature with 7010' mean Relative Humidity (RHi);
Sclxembexr 19f06, 11110F
mecan oraximnumi temnperature' withr65~ P 11.
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SUBJECTS. Fd'w& nilly qualified Army L.01 pilots sývrvcd as -,uh~coct'
Medic:al and pvrsonal hilst('1
data, flight expeurince.cc and anthropomectric nit.isulrcmehits iii each ,ah)jet:
vwere re .e'ICUd to determine 1the
select ion andi matching he~tweecn subjects . W-: pilot -,subjects had similar flight VxpP.rnneneev, were highly
CqUalifiedL, highly motivatedi instrictor pilot-s. and as permanent rvsidý:ots. o! !he Fort Rucker area, we~re
accliniatlited* andi accustomed to flying n that area . Their qual.-tications tenlded to assure: that leairning
effect,,, perfornmance anil flight variability (IltI ito acclimatizthationr or area pvtttliariticus like air traffic,
weathcr conditions.% special reguilation.,, i-tc. would boeraiinhimzcd. Noi attempt Vvas miade to contro! or
tlhngv the living patterns of the pilots during the cours.L of the study. All weý_re family mnen aad enjoyed
normial work and home activities . Theyv were asked to lxt rested andi not to fly other aircraft the day they were
to fly a.Ssubjects
PILOT -sunJicT FI~G1171 SCIIEiDUL.- AND CLOTHIING MATRIX. The- pilont flight clothing and
survival configurations A, 11andi C, illustrated in Figure 4, were considered representative of what Army
aviator. arcurnl
ern
n
ill.waring hi the near !uture. They were worn by the sthjkcts du.-ing
the Situdy to duplicate tilh' thermal in sul ;it ion keflect. of opte ratio tat clothing andt o-quipi vint . The ventilated
clothing configruration D) (Figure 4) wa,; aidded to the study for an assessment, rathevr than as part of tht:
experimental design.
The
te O xptr iiintal design fitr thle sItudy rt jI i ret: ea~
;iiS ubject to ,e rlc is his owt c ontroil .

A total4
of IIliplitm
11
lp r pi lot WAs SCht-hedled. tw i in theit- orning pilus nine in thi afterinoon.EFiL-vve flIighits apij'a red ti Ix.-ade-quate
too ;Ilili
tielt- temtpe ratu re region lOf c nice ro (wnIIGT range of ,I"
thE
irough It lto),IF). The subjiect s, f1Iligt s and
c loi
'iIng Col fig
i I r..t io ý.~%kere- xisigned~ ace ording to a randitom-nurit x-r 01:11 ix to tin inimi ze expe rimnental W as
tactors.

AMi flight.- we-re schethlted for one hour and IM flights, for two hours. The AM flight.; were tot be c.ompleted
during tle hoiutrs of O15i30-190t), to Obtain a level o1 pilot performance during cool or more ideal temperature
contditions (wwIGT,< wsoi.,, but preferably within aI range 70-0I~Tl). Theoretically, it wotuld have lx.-en desirab~le
to dupillicate two-hour AM flights for eachi two-hour PM flight floy.vn, but this approach had to be aixund'-,nedt
ixecatise it was impoissible to guarantee s-:fficient pilot andi aircraft availability or to control ambient environmteintal temperatures . On the other hand. there allx-areri to lx.econsiderable evidlence, botth in the literature
andi front trial flights be~fore the start of the study, to substantiate that no more than one-hour AM flights
were neededl.
I . ruviou.; stuities by I Itirnick (5), U. S. Army (13), and( others indicate that measures W'pilot
flight performiance: (aircraft hecading, altitude and airspeed control, navigation. etc .) indficated O~at -here!
were: tt(i effective: performance deC~crments or indications of fatigue during flights upt to four hours du ration.
it, a low altitutde high s;peed flight simulator (operating with an assumred constant cool roomi temoperature).
Thle~se simuitlator flights also exposedl the pilots to randomi gusts and vibrations lip) to .41MS G andi 1-12 CPS.
2. Trial flights of 1-2 hours iii the prtotttyhx._ O1l 6A before tltt start of thet. study indicated] that pilot
ix-rfirtitatct- (P' ) seemevd to level off withitn one houir.
i.
UTeI111l0t.s physioloigical re~sponsvs werke not LAXl-.ctLd to c-hangt. ýIgInifiCajtlV fr-om the normal
c lts.icatl forni during ciool flight': i.e., somelk (eVkzttiuTp;: At theCix-tj,'nitiit Of tilt'-flighlt, then graithitilly

Tw u-hoimr I'M fl i ghts were eece to vinabhe amleI Ii ILk-forhlty t)iVllt
gi aI
.Ii:itg
CIii
ti
i
sCIIe
Ii,. IlIltIon ratd
t
y stuldies" of I lemtlie r (4), Duflois (2) and otittr~s.
Tie
Se' f tiglitt We r tOlxc
CpIIILettd
iii6
ohrinig
I~ II
iii~ tI M00ti- 160011, to Itt iizee thek p.- rio oil ihlighe st tent perattire, (wnlt; T > s Fi"F) in th Fo
I~rt Rocker area
P'ILOT P~ERFORMIANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL OBiSERVEl~RS.
Duri-ng echII flight two observecrs
(1usual lv nim -pilits) iibtainedl sititultamitious pilot pltysi' liigicai ;I
tt ;sctiigl
pcrfrtirittuce aindi c rvw stal tion
.- ilv
'i IIlni-t :tIflua
IIVstt re -.
iUV ilsi aIssisted ttIltilt' trti
etn
1i weighing1 'If thet plilots ON the grotund,
,intl etnilticti-il po(st -ii glit pflot dekbrietittts

Prc ous wotk
I I(I1

I~
- -'jilit
(

1w, I 1eile
1) su~ggests thIat Ixtrriiiiiuiýiih
c .1j% tit.tIkL 114t0
It'
ýI Iu.
I It i.'Ld psIitte
CNould
w--OI (
i*"e ii, uttil iluIýctuI titoit s 01 tetpcrt
,Ifl
IIir". anld 11":II
II iktI a
mli -iwiuuatjzeul ptrsItw--lnn
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'Ihe observers were also required to closely monitor the pilot's physiological condition Inflight: primarily
V~oUl
eý 1
iO.I,u-L
1iiUeN WUei uOeU1 6urIuIg LiW iiagol0 JIlU oLe U LUL MaL Uol;giL r.,Uý niLL
be accurately predicted. The following predetermined pilot physiological safety limit criteria were used if
a judgnient to cancel the flight was necessary:
iX:LCUUbV IIo 0&iLy

1.

Any heart rate above 140.

2.

If heart ratie at takleoff was le~ss than 10)0, the flight was to be, terninatrAi f the heart rate

3.

Any rectal temperature exceeding 100.5

0

F.

4.
If starting rectal tenperature was less than 99.5nF, the flight was to be terminated litthe
0
temperature excee-ded lu~l.t 0b.
5.

In all eases the flight was to be terminated if the rectal temrperature exceeded 100.50oF.

A flight suegvoni was also available fir consultation via radio link, if required.
h~eWOil the flighlts' US thlephiysIiologic al ohs erverr

Frequently, a flight surgeon

GROUIND GRElW. A ground crew was also required for each flight to periodlically change the
Coulfigu rat ioil it the ground target, measumre ground level noetuoruloglca i condidtions, and occasionally
gicalI dlita which was eithe r commitunlicated or t leiiictc re.d to the ground station,
moiii to r the p11o Ph
They also prepared the next pilot -subjecl ahead of schedule rI( minimfinze flight turn-arojund time.

~lysiloI

P'SYCHiOLOGICAL I'LAFORMANUL MhAbURbli;!qf AND LQUIPMliiMf.
Precision Flight Pattern. A precision flighit pattern entitled B3RAVO (Figure 5) was flown to oltain
therefore, the pilot
mevasures of pilot psychomotor flight tasks. Ni. safety pilot was carried in the aircraft;
had to fly the patiurli as well as perform the pilot's normal dluties of monitoring flight and engine inbtrunients.
fuel mianagemeunt, commniun.icat ions and other tasks. These normoal dutie's appeared to be ,Imilair to the
concentration, decision making and aircraft control activities anticipated for pilots flying LOll missions.
The BRAVO pattern was derived fromn the U. S. Navy':- 'Charlie" pattern, used dhiring WW 11 to train pilots
to fly instronwrits and qualify for the Standard Navy instrument card . A further discussion of the pattern
mnay be found in the Navy All -Weather Flight Manual (16).
Flying tile BRAVO pattern during this study was nut considered us connplex as flyinig by instruments alone,
mainly because the pilet was allowed to sue out of the aircraft to cross-reference his flight instruments. The
pecrformanIce criteria for the BRAVO pattern, therefore, appeared achievable and realistic as a performance
measure for this study.
A movie camera was mouunted in the aircraft (Figure' 2) to take pictures of the flighit instrument panel at the
rate of one frame per second (shutter speed of 1/250 second) iduring each BRAVO pattern flown. A turn-andbank indicator, sweep second timier and clock were installed (Figure 2) for the pilot and performance observer
to use during eaich fLight pattern.
Observation of Ground Targets. The pI lot -subject was given an inflight task of periodically observing
and recording the configuration, observation timue, and orientation of a ground target (Figure 1), while
sirmitltancousy flying the BRAVO pattern (Figure 5). The target was palinted international flucre.scent orange,
which made it distinguishable at an expected slanit range- of two nilles at an altitude of 8I00 ft. ;it was identifiable
ait just Under a mile. Pilot performance scoring was aCCozIpliShied after the: flight by comparing the ground
crew's log with the pilot's writte'n observations.
Response/Reaction Timie Measures . The pilot's response and reaction times were measured 30 to
410times; during each flight. To acconmplish the reaction time meuasuremenrt, the pilot was alerted ahead of
time that lie was to receeive a continuous tone 2t000lCPS signal ini his headset . At the onset of the signal, the
pilot responimdedl by pressing the trigger switchI on his cyeclic cont rol , Whichl stoppeLd tie- sligalI and an eliapse
timer uccurate to 1/100 second. The 20010 CPSSsignal was sUelcted b!ca!ISc' It W5 iiot iMasked lby the aircraft's
amieniett noise levels, because it did not resemble any existing aircraft signal or bicterfeýr With norioua or
eniergenc.y signals, and because it did not interrupt cOomunmocations.
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Alt~~t1de

1800 Mul

.
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SStart
0 ran.

''2

"

Timd TurnT
gtoRight

800 ft. Absolute

MH

0270

FlyF2ln.

2700

Timed Turn
to Left

Total Flying Time:

16 minutes

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA:
1. Hold Heading within 150
ft.
Hold Altitude within
2. 450
Imots
within
n5
Hold Airspeed
3.
of 30 per/sec.
Turns
Timed
ion
Fly Pmreci
i4.
accuracy

1

Figure 5.

within +2 seconds

BRAVO Pr-cision FLight Pattern
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The response -time measures were taken the samr! way, except that the pilot did not receive any prior
o.
.i,-ty iuok u;Lying the aircraft, wilcri
-p!n,'"~*""
Warrnin, of tho ,doioI- t- SIý*h
required his right hand to he on the cyclic control. Figure 2 illustrate., thle control box which the performance
observer used during each flight to control the camera, elaps timers and pilot response time signal.
Post Flight Debriefing. rhe pilot was debriefed after each ilirhit for an appraisal of the environmental
conditions, the clothing and survival equipment worn, and other flight conditions. Selected qluestions, which
encouraged objective answers, were grouped on separate cards and given to the pilot to read and answecr.
All his comments were tape recorded.
The pilot interview was considered structured but open -ended. Tile interviewer remnained silent during most
of the recording to minimlize any biasing of the pilot's responses to the qwestion~s. The pilot, in turn, was
free to select question cards in any order of importance to him and could spend as much time as he wished to
respond to the questions.
PHYSIOLO)GICAL MEASUREMENTS AND EQUIPMENT.
Hecart Ra~c. Measurement of the pilot's heart rate was taken by thet physiolog.'al observer before,
during and after each flight. Two silver electrodes were applied to the skin of thle pilat's chest at the sternum
(Figure 6). Two wire leads (reference and recorder) connected the clectrodes to a battery-powered
oscilloscope and to a small (3 1/2 lb.) clectrorardlugraphic recorder (Figure 3). The observer manually
recorded pilot heart rate readings from observations of the oscilloscope every five minutes. The portable
recorder made a continuous, permanent heart electrocardiograph reco,'d which was xialyzed after cach flight.
A "breadboard" portable telemetry unit was Installed in the aircraft to assess the capihility of the hardwareto transmit both an ele'ctrocardiographt signal of the pilot's heart rate and the rectal temperature (Figure 6).
The sys-tem was installed ati a redundant heart rate monitor, primarily for test purpoteLs.
Body Cor, lemperature. A rectal thermister probe worn by the: pilot during each flight was wired to
the temperature display at the physiological observer's station (Figure 3) to enable Isalight body-cure
temperature measurements every five minutes .
Skin Temperature. One skin tempe~rature .iensor was worn on the Inboard position of tile upper thigh
of the pilot during each flight. Studies by Tuicluier (11) Indicated that one sensor placed in this position
could provide an overall assessment of mnewi body surface- temperature. A wire from tile sensor was
connected to the temperature display at the physiological oh.:erver's station (Figure .3) to enable tofllght
readouts every five minutes.
Weight Loss. The pilot -subjects were wclgheu nude just before and after each flight to determiine
possible weight losses due to perspiration. The scale was accurate to the nearest five gramns (approximately

.01 lb.).
AIRBORNE ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES. Wet Bullb (WB), Dry Bulb (DB) and Globe- Temperature (GT)
thermisturs were positioned in the c~kpit just forward of thle pilot (F4igre 2). Additional Dli sensors were
mounted at the crown of the LO-kplt, shaded from the stat, and at two locations on thet. physiological observer's
seat (passenger compartment).
A Wet Bulb Globe Temperqture (WBGT) Index was used as the overall measure of thle total hecat stress imposed
onl the subjects. WBGT index Ji.; computed as follows, a%,per TII MED 175 (14):
WBGT

0.7 Wet Bull) Templerature ("F)
+0.2 B~lack Globe Tempelcraturv ("F)
+().I Dry Bulb) Terol-raturv (01:)

Environmental measures were taken simultaneously with physioiogieal measures at least every five m~inutes
of flight.
GROUND METEOROLOGICAL MEASURES. wnl, DRiand GT' measures wert, taken onlthe ground
immediately before and after cacti flight to obtain compa rative measures of %WIX;T[or each flight. Measures
of WB and DB were also taken periodically with danekei'riL psbyctronntetr 'ISa cross-chieck onl the tvtillerature
measures taken for the WBGT Index . Standard Relative HIluldity (RI 1) was computed from the psychrometer
data.
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The official DO, Dew Point (DP), wind and cloud cover, as reported by the Fort Rocker (Cairns Field) F1ight
Meteorological Services, were recorded fnr •h •
!tz,:;,- i.,o-reiercncv for jjlea_'res obtained by
tUe study team.
DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSTS
All -. •Icgicar
in.dpoyuuhuiogicai performance measures taken
on each pilot-subject were obtained simultaneously with the crew station environmental measures.
A photopanel exposure was made of the flight and engine instruments vvry second during each 16-minute
BRAVO flight pattern. Usually, two or three patterns could be flown during each hour of flight. rhi• data
was reduced, recorded and compared to pilot physiological and psychological performance and environmental
measures taken approximately every five minutes of flight. Because of the large volume of Information
generated during the study, a pilot study was initially performed in wldich dlffirent time Intervals of cullected
data were sampled to determine the degree of performance changes and trends during these intervals. Tensecond intervals were selected as optimum for the photopanel data, Extrapolations were made xrtween the
five-minute intervals of data collected from the physiological and environroental measures to oibtain
corresponding information for each ten-second photoparel tine frame.
For the purpose of recording and processing the data, this time frame was identified as a "line lntry ." A
line entry r-presented all Inflight performance, physiological and tempt.rature measures recorded at Ltnsecond intervals during each 16-minute BRAVO flight pattern.
An equation was devised to represent an overall measurc of pilot performance while he was accomplishing his
primary task, flying the BRAVO pattern. This performance value could then hl- compared with the physiological
and mnvironmental measures occurring in the same time frame. The following formula was developed for
computing the measure of pilot performance (PI) for each line entry of the flight data:
P1

-

100 - (absolute airspeed error + absolute altitude error +
absolute heading error + absolutet torque)

where 100 = an arbitrary scoring value for perfect performance. The absolute (abb) values were obtained by
comparing the following precision flight requirement values with the actual aircraft values achieved:
Airspeed (A/S) = 80 knots
Altitude (alt)
= 800 feet absolute altitude (1100 feet indicated altitude at
Fort Rucker, Ala.)
Heading (hdg)
= as per the BRAVO flight pattern (Figure 5)
Torque
= the absolute difference of the valuc of present torque and the
previous value of torque for any two sequential time periods.
In the special case of the initial value of torque for each
pattern,A torque was the absolute difference between
50 PSI and the value of torque. The value of 50 was chosen
as respresentative of a realistic power settingfor the
aircraft and flight conditions. A variation of -2 PSI was
considered normal for the power/load/airspeed operation of
the OH-6A during the BRAVO pattern.
The numerical version of the formula for measurement of performance is as follows:
P1

100 - abs (80-A/S) - abs (1100-alt) - abs (hdg error) - abs (L), torque).

The term "with limits applied" as used in this report references a variation of the P1 value which has been
computed with the tolerances allowed by the BRAVO pattern performance criterion (Figure 5). The tL. m
"without limits applied" describes the actual performance (PI), discounting the performance criterion
tolerances.
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RESULTS %ND DISCUSSION
MEASURES OF PILOTr PURFORMIANCH

WIrii

TEMPERATURE Cl IANGFS . Mecasured data from aill
flights and, euniptrued with

Righuts %vitil a W133T Index 01 greater titan 8.5"F' were gZoLIlWul Zogrtier as "hot"
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Timic

Meanih
!c

.

Periods*
(A SLII)JOCIC)
Morning

85.942034

Aiternoon

8 7.,- 3
196

lt81.
All Flighlts

TABLI; I

T abl
hi'

87.-33

.Comlparison

provides a sui11111

Alsteth in 'lahie 1.

SiPa
Sijr~liaFlights

Totalh
Prun

_______

-nrc
62

2.3.0

2
21

76

4452

25.68,1

6

24

18

22.78.5

25

83

.5064

o~f Pilot Performance
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Even though no significant difference in performance was found, the above data sample clearly suggests
that when the WBGT Indcx increases above 850F, performance decreases and variability increases.
The change in performance with temperature changes was even more apparent when the mean performance
flight data of pilots L and C, who completed all required flights, were compared with WOM Indexes which
were either greater than or less than 85°F:
Mean Performance

MOT

Mean Performance (WBGT

0

> 85 F,

1695 line entries) - 80.99

< 850F, 4159 line entries) = 89.00

All flights were reviewed to determine associated temperatures when pilot performance (PI) fell below an
arbitrary value of 50. Table 2 summarizes mean temperatures from four flight patterns in which the mean
low PI = 42.44 and the fUght having the lowest performance score of 35.83.

TABLE

2.

PI W42.44

P,

WB = i6.8
CT = 110.4
DB0 100.5
RT =99.5
VWBGT = 85.9

WB= 94.4
GT = 118.6
DD = 103.1
RT =99.9
WBGT = 98.1

Associated Temperatures when Pilol

35.83

Performance (P ) Fell Below 50.

Of the days in which both Ard and PM flights were scheduled and flown by the same pilot, wearing the same
clothing/equlpment configuration, only one day's matchbig o( flights yielded enough performance data to be
reportable -- the rest were incomplete because of weather, inadequate film, flight cancellation, etc.
Table 3 summarizes the ;i,;It pe-formances versus temperatures for pilot-subject C, wearing the same
clothing configuration, flying both an AM and PM fiie.t on 4 September 1966.
AM Flight? No.
Mean
Perf.(P1 )
62

FirsTtaFlFight

Perf,
Var.(SD)

IS

PM Flight No. 20
Mean
W13GT

Mean
Perf.(P )

Perf.
Var.(SD)

Mean
WBGT
I
.2-

First Flight
Pattern

84.54

18.94

78.9

85.42

19.18 i

82.1

Second Flight
Pattern

89.25

12.81

80.8

80.77

22.71

83.2

Total Flight

TABLE 3.

1

6652

1

84.05j

82.45

Comparison of Pilot Performance and Environmental Temperatures
for Matched Flights

Though one sample of data (Table 3) cannot be used to predict, it dces relate to other findings (Tables 1, 2
and 6) showing a tendency toward a decrease in pertormance as temperature increases and an increase in
performance variability as temperature increases.
Table 4 provides an overall listbig of some of the inflight measured performance aind temperature data
summarized from each flight fiown during the study.

I
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FMORNING FLIGH`TS

IFit
No.
and
Pilot
IC
6L
18C
21L

GIIV

Dry
Bu1lh

WBGI

'rorquelf
Tlemp.
(PSI)
_1

Tenmp.
F

Telp.
:

l0uix
°1"

0'tup.

Wet

Scorcd
A/S
Alt.
|teadhng
Fit.
Line
Perf.Y ErrorhErrorft
Error:
Patterns Entries (P j)knots) (feet) (degr01es)
1
2
2
2

74
188
180
170

Delta

B1Ult

Ro.ctal

76.77
79.11
86.52
96.88

3.00
2.62
2.8)0
.66

1.29
2.01
1.88
1.18

36.98
:11 .83
21.28
7.22

1.67
1.42
2, l
:13,03

67.85
77.29
74.72
7:3.58

92.43
99.55
P-3,ol
44.84

82.45
93. 13
Nei.13
88.88

74.2:3
83.32
79.-/0
79.3h1

99.2;3
99,.36
99.:10
98.89

55.54
93.49
75.79
83.09
85.71
96.05

4.04
1.72
2.84
1.75
2.51
2.47

2.00
1.65
.55
2.82
1.94
i .60

57.4.3
11.92
1.1.91
27.95
21.11
5.(8

1.82
3.lI
2.51
1.92
2.79
3.18

77.53:
9:3.15
92.3(6

100.no

80.05
97.2o
95.813
90J.02

99.49
99.S0
99.31

78.05
7o.29

I111.61m
110.92
100 ..93
100. 10
11-1.90
1109.43

1)00.04

87.75
85.3t}

98.90
99.04

18 .80
4.04
malfunction.
11.63
2.91
55.92
1.04

69.91

1102.o9

91 .51

78.,62

91.09

73.95
74.84

I18 .91
1031.31

97.04
98.54

43.25

82.91

99.02
99.47

14.56

99.18x
74.45 1(19.7.3
74.40 102.72
99.18
74.:37
107.86 i))10.60
73.69
9o,44
94.85
75.6.:t
101.82
92.97
74.1-4
104.98
95.14
aincera moalfunctioll.
7:1.49
1U7,913
96.81
.7.3
74.4.5
111. 19 1)11
98.50
70.68
105.19
72.,-4
110.06
92.015
70.19
105.78
94.72
71.10 111.02
99.;5
69.44
99.74
94.49

H3.911
82.54
83:.n)9
N0.35
82U.l)
82.43

99.2o
98.26
99.72
99.50
99.26
99.22

82.71
84 .5"
80.37
79.8.5
79.76
hI .95
7h.00

99.U4
99.81

AFTERNOON FLIGHTS

" 7C
* 9L
*iOC
011B
15C
16L
2G
3C
4L
SC
8L
12L
13C
14L
17C
19l1
20C
22L
23C
24L
25B
26L
27C
28L
29B

5
4
4
2
5
4

366
338
295
185
375
321

2
0
2
4
0
4
4
3
1
4
2
01
3
4
5
4
3:
,1
5

4.0t
2.99
189 91.31
Canculled bucause of aircraft
207 92.40
2.(11
3.50
258
6l .49
2.74
2.04
Cancelled bIecause of rain.
:143 91.91
1.81
1.83
3314 9().76
2.24
1.4t
260 97.52
1.501 I. m
811 763i1
2.78
2.00
1309 95.71
2.68
2.2U
:3.27
2.57
251
84.05
IncunpIce performanCce data
h
237 84.14
2,.39
1.70
1.10
1.25
:540 97.40
373 73.06
1.8:3
1.46
340 97.38
.62
1. 12
266 S1.39
:3.05
?2.73
322
95.70
2.91
1.65
3. 03
1.4.5
342
77,J2

"hndicates llot

Flights,

TABLE

>85"F MGBT.

4.

:1.45
15.11.5
2.09
6.0U5
2.12
31.89
2.71
4.48
6.71
25.74
2.4:1
lt,cat.c- ;toflu mo
2:1.87
2.18
4.25
3.61
42.36
1.0L.
4.42
3.59
22.24
2.48
5.24
4.82
34.02
i .76

8M.1)8

98.71
97 .9•
97.02
11t .41

91)).31

99.70
99.29
99.30
99.43
99.07

4 With Perfornmancc Limits Applied.

MWals of Performance

and Environmental Mcasures

CORRELATION (r)1OF PILOT PERFORMANCE FACTORS WITH PIIYSIOLOGICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES. lndividuai pilot performancc measutred during the stutly was comulnpared
with recorded WBGT lnilex and pl~ysiolhgical nicasures ociCUrring Si.MUltaneioMsly. Tihles :5 i:sI 66 :d numlarize
the resulting correlation (r) values for eacl, pilot.
Sigaificant diffcrences fromn zero were detlermiLedlat the .(H) aind .015 Icvel for each pilot tuing th1illealls of
0).
repeated nltastires from each flight pattern (Tables 5 illd
A search of the litUratterC did not proviiCei cie'ar basis to Make aI valid ýIssC.-;sIIttnt of tlt' ilnletll ýIC'! (If
physiological corrie 'tioun values. Valuces of r = . (1000 for cxanmple, moy Ixh qiiti sigqimiicant iN viit'w ,f thl.
hlLnrciiults night Ih. interpretted ;]:, trt1-(b:
fact that a small change in Rectal Temiperature can Ix critical .
an.td many appear to proldttco till cxpmcted results. For iXtIlllp"
1. For all suhJicts, WIIGT ;5p.J rUil to hive. J p0oitive cirre!ation With hieart rh.it (Ta blc 5). Thii_
pot,:iti'.e correlation would have lxct_ prlliet:iItblhe accordling to rlucSiIts rclortcd by I)ulkis (2), 1fall (3) ouli
others.
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...
-'T..kI UThu negative correlation between performance and W 'f;Tfor nfl,,t, I -_.,1 C
2.
consltltred a trend since these pilots flew the most flights and, therefore, repr,:sented a larger sample of
behavior.

.5. 1hree of the four subjects showed a negative correlation between performance and skin
templrature (Table 5). The strong r of -. 97 for pilot G should not he overinterpretud because it represents
only one flight of data.

Comparative
Pilot L
41)
.n=
K

MWasur:s

Pilot ,'hrorniancc (Pl)
vs. Skin "emlleraturv

Pilot l'076orone. (P
vs. Rectal Te'I'I.raturc
Pilot Perfoirmance (P )
vs. Ileart l.at'

Pearson Correlation Values (r$#
for Mean FI'bht Pattcrn Scores_.
Pilot G
Pilot B1
(n = 12)
(n =3.)

PIlot G
(n- 2)

-. 0069

-. 3467

-. 9730

.)783

-. 5453V*

-. 1035

314.5

- 4503**

.047a

,0124

.3335

.5u3l**

WRGT
vs. Sidn Temperature

.2072

.2520

.2790

WIGT
v-. IHeart Rate

.3640*

.81670

.9307*

WBGT
vs. Rectal Temperature

.2686

.1588

.8 l2"

-. 3887

.6856

-

.3754

# Calculations arc based on summaries of data ubtaLned for each flight pattern of aU fligilts
(Table 4) for each pilot. Pilot G flew only one flight.
Minus (-) r indicates that as temperature increased, performance decreased.
* Significant at the .05 level.
00 Significant at the .01 level.

TABLE

5.

Correlations of Pilot Performance and Physiological Measures

The Pearson correlation analysis of performance (P,) and temperatures did not fully substantiate the
predictor cqua ion results determined by the stepwise multiple-regression program summarized in Tables
7 and 8. This difference prcdIably occurs because the Pearsun is a test of linear relationships, while the
multiple-regression program defined a curvilinear relationship between all measures,

[:or
5171 l._

Mr.lunlrcd

1

Piloit 1.

FLnfldii~iofl

lob

D~ry Jlkidb
W-C

SI gina Puri. vs.

Delta A/S vs.

Delta Alt . vs

P'ear~son Cur-rc at ioil Values (r)I
Mean I-Ught 'alt~e r Sc or, s

Wet Will
lltI t D~ry Bulb
%WlT

-

I

.'M392

.34440'

.2 l198
.1:i49

.22 73
-. 18004

-. 21-11

J1431;'

-. 3091
.2 7 .

.2.475
.214-1
.2249

1 M47

. I xn.221
.42K

- .2-100(

.2010t
.1

.2855
.2721
-. 2945,

.n424
o22
- .117.57

.2.134.

.0o
4(

.

.23,11.M.2,

.0u09
.3.25 1'-.

4455
-

.22Wi3
.2,21)
2 S282
.4),42

1112
12414
.2-500

-. 2:49s
. 4.502
.20:4Ix
- 193.1

--

DeIlta 'IorqIIV

Wet BullI)
GlOb,.
Dr-y BLIll
WBDCT

-

VS. Wet Illb
G;lobe.
Dry Bltl
W 3GT

The anticipateld corrtela tiont
1'erformaicui:
Sigila Pet) .
Airsticud;
Altitude:
Heading Error:
Delta Torque-

Pilot G was not

1l
.39,10,'
.3

14I.S*

(1)5:15

(1r)

ti

sop

of r,

pomc~itve v fitlet (f I ,
Positive va hie f-f r,
x)xýititvc value of r,
Positive value ofI r,
po~sitive va lue of' r,

suc

2.1207
,7(46'*
.254Q
.334:2 I'

-4794

iBegat ivo, v;duvi

liSted

.

at
ith(e start Of t1C. stud

.2-1:,4V
44
e)

WWIIT.144::44

Heading Err .vs,

-

060ZU

0.4946

-

- .2Y;7

We(t Bull,
GlOb,.
Dry Bulb

INh's n

-42)
(n

(1)
=Js

.01s

Wit Bi~ll](144
(hlobe
D~ry Bulbl)
W WT
.

1Ilot C

04.4104
..5741
(1749hl

1 11,3:

w, I-(. as .lbW

tebolxcratuire up), 4krfr0)1,icd,,w.I)
tunit~eI';Itlil. I H, Sigmia 4'cif. up.
tc014letattlrc up. Declta Ajrspcctd up4.
t
Li), I)u4La A ft itoc 111)
Ur
tcin sratii:
teinpuxratLrl. up), I IXleaing L:1-ruc 4441.
tunroprature Li p, Delta 3,Ortlu tip.
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The flights which were flown under extremely [lot (WB.I Index >
l I
onqllarIon
4,
Ihl1 M) cnnuitLonr
also emphasived Rectal Temperature and added Skin Temperature, Dry Bull Temlperature and Heart late
while assigninig a lesser significance to Globt, rfoipraturii. This equation also conssidercd WBGI Index and
Rllatlve HIumidity and droprod Wet ullb Tcmperaturc and Dew Point Temperature.
The afternoon series of flights (Equation I, Table 7), which included the 'hot" flights, assigned nlmx)rtance
to Dry Bulb Temlerature, WBGT Index, Skin Temperature, and Dew Point Temperature. Heart Rate sad
Relative Humidity were also considered as contributing to the value of performance.
The total solution of all flights (Equation I, Figure 7) Listed Wet Bulb Temperature, Dry Bulb Temperature,
Skin Temperature and Dew Point as the major variables and Globe Temperature, WBGT Index, Heart Rate,
and Relative Humidity as contributing variables.
The final eqution in this group (Equation 5, Figure 8) considered all of the flights' data but did nut compute
coefficients for the physiological variabl, s (Rectal temperature, Skin temperature and Heart Rate). The
results were similar to those for the total flights (Equation 1) with greater Importance placed on Globe
Temperature and V4BG'T Index, while Wet Bulb Temperature was considered less important that it was in tEie
total flight equation.
EFFECT OF TURBULENCE ON PILOT PERFORMANCE. There was a question of whether the
difference in performance between the "cool" and "hot" flights was perhaps due to the turbulence caused by
the heating of the ground. Seven of the flights had a notation by the observer that there was moderate
turbulence during the flight.* These flights were statistically compared with flights which had no such
notation but which had the same pilot and were matched as closely as possible for equal number of line
entries and for equal WBGT values (see Table 9 for a summary of the results).

FLIGhT

PI
(Limits Applied)

SD

Line
Entries

t

10C"
5C

75.79
61.49

24.88
39.00

295
258

3.6888

isC*
7C

85.76
55.54

18.94
32.99

375
366

11.1826

16L*
12L

96.05
91.91

4.97
9.54

321
343

5.2246

19L*
261,

95.71
97.38

5.80
3.38

390
340

-3.2540

20C"
27C

84.05
84.19

20.22
17.21

251
266

-0.0600

23C*
27C

84.14
84.19

19.34
17.21

237
266

-0.0216

24L*
14L

97.40
97.52

3.46
4.07

340
260

-0.2727

*TUrillencu noted by olicrvcr and pilot.

TABLE

9.

Comparisin of Pilot Performance Wuring Turbulent alnd
Non -Turbulent Flights

i uifilight erminol)gy as Used Iby thC joint services and defined il TM !-300 (1 )was ustud to
rp•pirt thie ligree oif torllllel
eLncouteredi
flnc
dulurtig each flight. Tllzsu clauiueificatioIia of turbulencc are
sciOctl.l wao
urdilnlg to the effect of tile turhulence on the aircraft.

Stti 11

12-19

The negative values of t are the cases in which the performance is better under the "hot"non-turbulent
conditions. There was only one case (Flight 19) of seven in which there was an apparent disadvantage clue
. t$i flight turbuience was noted as increasing from moderate to "severe." The
difference in performance, as tested by the t test was significantly better than chance at the .01 level of

confidence.

It can be seen that in both cases performance generally varied more under smooth air conditions than it did

under turbulent conditions. One possible reason for the improved performance during turbulence Is that
more attention Is required of the pilot.

Additional experimental evidence of the small effect of light and moderate turbxulerce upon the performance
of experienced pilots in helicopters has been provided in simulator studies by Nicholson, et al. (9), and

Hornilck and Lefritz (5). The xesults indicated that pilot performance was not significantly affected by gust
loadings to 15K and/or o.20 RMS G intensities.
VARIABILITY OF PILOT PERFORMANCE.
study was as follows:

The mean performance for each pilot duxing the eatire

Mean Perf. (PI)
(with Limits)

Pilot
L
C
B
G

SD

94.44
78.04
76.74
91.43

Total
Line Entries

9.43
29.49
29.44
15.97

TABLE
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3139
2715
900
189

Performnance Variability Among
Pilots

It can i. scuen that there' wecre differences in the inean performance of the pilots who flew in this study. This
tlilfereJIe. wji.i Iiulle nil1ere I-MouOincud ly' the mtliixl- of scoring performance during the BIRAVO precision
flight pittrils. While all the i)jloti: flcw well, it was: oJserv(!d during the fLights and in reviewing the scoring
1i.t IW'cIhIi qlaii of flying
i'l':;ro
rhi ncU. The piilot who usULda method avw:ragiag out aircraft attitude,
lIi
a(hlg iland
altitlk' c0h;11g, s !nring tIIRU13RAVO) flight patti
rn , ijco rUd lower thl.n rlhc onUs who corrected
iielli:i
ldJ ý'yt, lhii d(i..i rI
s11sitiiI
T.ill varihibility stemns to fit the :rormal -'xputcd variation of human
IrI

'1.
I'a]

i ,1ct"

Wl':lc;lr LOSS. Thi value of the leiuanwatcr loss for all pilcts in thle experiment was 1.216 lbs. per
flight: tii !4t;uidard deviation was giv-n as .77ý4.
i'hu range of these water lossses %ariedfrom .154 lbs. to
2.4fi.l lbs., oi which pilot L had Liih olst vaXialfillty. Becausu of human vaiability inl this area, it seemed
1i1.1l11ieaiiingfill to coDnsider each pilot supxirately regarding water loss vcra;us performance correlation.
Pihlot G wa:r, not liste~d
if insufficient data.
oist,
A suimary
these calculations are provided in Table II.

ena Perf.
(Pi)

Pilot
L
C
B

94.21
78.04
77.82

TAALE

11.

1

Mean:
Water Loss
1.4t)8
.is9
1.07"T

Correlation
r
r ý .. 12,32
r = .1141
r - -. 9926

Line
Entries
3139
2716
900

Coniparinrn of pilot Performance and Water Loss

Fior pilot 11, thU correlation was n, .1ly perfect, but the sample size was only titrec flights as compared with
',0 and 12 flights for the other pilots

confiruration
lI[RAC:TiON 01: TEMP'ERATUIRE. PHRFORMANCE. AND CWIII'11NG. Lach elothrin
usedl by the' pilots during the study wkas compared with their associated performance (V I~ whilt wearinog the
The resutilia arc sunooarizcd if- Table 12.
clotlu.i.
Comptitcr
rlothing
o
ea
et
(:on figiirat ion

FUgh. d

R

A
B

I

C

D
TABLE
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I 1)

Lh intris

60

2277

9

815,HH
82 .7fi

1

951.711

2183
21h2

322

Comprlurion of Pilot Performance and
Clothiag Configurations

of which include ixxly armor. are for all
The performances uning clothing configurations A and B, bothi
purposcs identical, The performance using clothing configuration C, which does not include armor, Is
somewhat lower than the others but not significantly so. Perforinance wearing clothing configuration D is
not a true re~presentation of this configura:tion as it refers to only one pilot and one flight; h'.mncu, even thoug~h
the performance is better than with aiiy other configuration, it cannot lie considecred as a prf.ferred cuaufigurasubjective conmments regarding the I) clothing configuration indicated
tion without further testing. The pilotta'
itwas completely ufl5ccCiLkhle,
TARGET IDENTIFICATION TASK. The data was analyzed fur variations in pilot perfurmiance due to
intiN ' ual differences, clothing differeceics and fatigue, and differences in environmental temperature. A
total of 348 target displays we~re presenited to the pilots during 22 flights piroviding usable datta. Of the 348
target displays, 228 wcr;. correctly identified, 89 were incorrectly identified and 31 were not detected.
During the 22 'lights the pi'lots flew five. flights wilth A, six with B, ten with C and one with D clothing
configuration,,;.
0

lie data were analyzed using WBGT Index ;is the environmental measure widi a mode of 85o F. The flight!;
were broken into two groups, AM and P'M. No AM flighits had a WBGT greater than 8510. The results nhowed
that there we!re no significant differences in pilot performances. There was no significant dliffcrenec( be~tween
performance durinif the first part of thec flights and performiance durinig the latter part of timeflights. There
was a trend in(licating a dLifference in performiance duceto clothing, hut this was not significant at the . I level.
The PMI flights show a greater number of errors Occurring Ahen armor was worn and the WBGT was greater
than 850. in the cases when no armior was worn, the errors occurring in each temperature zone were
approximately equal.

The results indicate that trends were present but were not significant at the .I level.

REACT1QN/RESPONSE TIME MEASURES. Pilot reaction times and response times wL-re measured
30 to 40 times per flight. The range of mecan reaction tiries for all pilots ditring the study varietl fromn .23
to .63 seconds, with an overall mecan of .44 seconds. Response times varied from .4 1 to 1.21 secondis, with
an overall mean of .93 seconds.
Pilot reaction times were take-n in a more consistent nianncfr than response time measures; thie results contained
smaller ranges of values and smaller variabiLity. Only reaction times were, therefore, considered reliable
enough to be reported and are sumnmarized in Table 13.
The correlation aunalysis of the data indicates a truiid showing in toncrease hi pilot reaction timec as either
Rectal Temperature or the WBGT Index Increases.

12-21

Meau.•u

~redI

Condiltion

Eiu=

Plots•
L(

9)

C 01

9)

in

')

-1.)

Reaction Ti1' C
vs. Wb.T
(.seconds)
Rc:aition Timo2.
vs. Rectal T'ump.

.43t,

.124

.9941

.220

.3h

.9934

(mecor.ds)
*

•

Significant at the .0t5 level.
The n values showni for the pilots represent the means of 234 repeated
measures from several flights (Pilot G Was not listed because only
one flight was available for analysis).
TABLE

13.

Correlation of Reaction Times with Temperature
Measures

COMPARISON OF GROUND AND AIRBORNE WBGT. During the earlier portion of the study it was
hypothesized that perhaps a fixed relationship (similar to n standard adiabatic lapse rate of temperature) may
exist between the WI3GT Index measured at ground level and that measured in the aircraft, assuming that the
measurements were taken during the same time period and that the aircraft maintained the same airspeed and
absolute attitude, and remained withln the local area (5-10 miles). It was hoped that if a reasonably constant
relationship did exist, then perhaps ground measurement of cockpit WBGT would help schedule the aircraft
for the desired above 85°F WBGT flight conditions.
Unfortunate,ly, no constant relationship could be determined between Lirborne measuremente of WBGT and those
taken on the ground. In 18 out of 28 cases compared, the airi orne measured WBGT was greater than the WBGT
measured on the ground during the same time frame. The ranpe of differences b>e-twecn ground WBGT and
airborne WBGT was 4.64 to -15.29. The mean difference was -2.4157 and the sigma was 4.56.
PILOT COMMENTS ANID OBSERVATIONS,
in tie crew stition.

All of the pilots expressed a desire for Improved ventilation

Figure 7 summarizes the rating scale of pilots' judgments of the crew station environment. Their judgments
are compared with the actual WB, DB, GT and WBGT Index, as measured during each flight In which the pilot
reported a specific rating scale index, During the study, no attempts were made to inform the pilots of how
their subjective ratings of crew station environment compared with the actual measured temperatures.
Thu pilots' ratings of a "cool" or "warm" environment included very large overlaps and very large ranges of
each temperature measured. Some flights were actually hotter than others they rated as "hot" or "very hot."
If only mean (X) temperature values are considered, Figure 7 indicates that pilot ratings tended to paraliel
actual, increases in Globe and Dry Bulb Temperatures when reporting their estimates of "cool," "warm,"
"hot" and "very hot ." When the environment was judged as "hot," the range of actual temperature was smaller
than when the ratings were "cool" or "warm"; however, the number of times "hot" wes selected wis a!so less,
which could account for the smaller range. "Very hot' was selected only once.
One conclusion which can b, drawn from these data is that pilot judgment of cockpit environmental temperature
is inconsistent and appear8 to be unreliable as a means of assessing autual environment.
(Detailed pilot coamnents regarding clothing and survival equipment fit and problem areas were not considered
to he appropriate to thi'j paper, and, therefore, are not present:d. These cemments can be obtained upon
written request to the authors.)
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MISCUILLANECIU

W4MS A1D DATA.

regarding the crew station anyt
?at
1.

The following recorded data extracts and cn•_"r-t
pm.
...
d' !or generai reader interest:

During flight (at 800 ft. absolute altitude), the cockpit WBGT Index frequently rose

Iro highest r.c.r.ed WBGT

above 90"F and occasionallz reached 95'F and 97*F.
f•lr,

9L:.4

,

127.5
A
F, iN 1174F).

index was 10S.1F

2. DB teTperatures taken at the seat reference point (SRP) of the passenger cpArtbment
seat measured 110 F-118P* when the cockpit environment measured 102*-103'F. Some of this heat was
believed to bI. radiated heat generated from the engine and transmission.
3. Ground reflected solar radiation appeared to cause rapid increases in overall cockpit
D8 temperatures when the aircraft was at or passing through 200 ft. absolute altitude. It was not
uwcamon for the overall cockpit DB temperatures to raise from 90*F to above 110OF within 60
seconds.
4. With the aircraft sitting on the ground with a bright sun and DB of 8*-90°F, cockpit
doors and vents closed, the cockpit D0 would rise to ISSOF, the maximum paint on the temperature
scale.
S. The old problem of testing enough subjects to get a significant n need not be a
limitation in an aircraft, During the two month period of opti=ag weather for this study 10 to
20 subjects could have been tested, provided a modest increase in the manpower and aircraft
resources were made available.
6. If a magnetic tape recording system was substituted for the photopanel technique and
many of the manual recording tasks perforoed by the inflight observers of this study, the data
recording and analysis of the flights would have been greatly unburdenrd and the number of inflight
observers could have been reduced.
7.
follows:

Air velocity measurements of the cockpit taken with a hot wire anemometer were as

Flight
Mode

Vent
Settings

Probe
Position

Vents
Cruise
(sox)

Rate of air movement,
ft/min, at level of:
_1_

Average air
movement,
____
- ft/min

Closed*

R
C
L

30
20
25

30
25
25

35
50
40

32
32
30

Vents
O)et
Open

R
C
L

160
210
480

300
150
110

45
50
85

168
137
225

Probe position:

R - 2" to right of body
in mid-body plane, 2" in front of body or between legs
L - 2" to left of body

'The vent closed position was used during this study.
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Cockpit Air Movement Mteasures
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION
The meeting was opened by the Chairman of the Aerospace Medical Panel of AGARD.
Professor Dr. E. A. Lauschner, Brigadier General MC, GAF, who welcomed the participants and
outlined the objective of the symposium. He pointed out that the measurement of flight deck workload and its relation to pilot performance was a complex problem of relevance to both the operational Lommander and his aeromedicai counterpart.
These topics could not be covered exhaustively during the course o: a short meeting, thiugh he considered that the papers to be presented
highlighted important aspects of the problem.
The Chairman' s opinion was uubstantiaUy justified during the subsequent ove and a half
days, when eleven papers were presented to an audience of some ninety-six participants.
Many of the papers presented emphasised the integr-,ive nature of the workload coocept,
although three were primarily concerned with the effect of specific stressea, such as sleep loss
and thermal stress. The importance of that phase in flight when the pilot' s tasit is the most
demanding and the consequences of failure the mo3t disastrous, namely approach and landing, was
emphasiaed in at least four papers,
'Three papers dealt with manipulation of workload and its
effect on performance during simulated flight, while three papers described in-flight measurements
of possible physiological indicants of workload.
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Workload
Despite recognition of the great majority of the envi, onmental and task generated stresse3
to which the aviator is exposed, the manner in which they interact, like their combined effect upon
operatfonal efficiency, is inadequately understood. In order to overcome some of the difficulties
r. sociated with an analytic approach to the study of the effect of multiple stresses or the flight
environment, the integrative concept of workload has been introduced.
It is convenient to divide
workload in a temporal manner:
1.

Immediate workload, i.e. any workload experienced over a particular short period of
time;

2.

Duty-d.ay workload, i.
during a worling day;

3.

Long-term workload, i.e. the summation of duty-day workloads over a sequence of
working days,.

the surimation of the short-term workloads experienced

Measurement of Workload
The study of physiological variables, (such as heart rate or oxygen consumption) which
might serve Ps usefulrmeasures of workload, were discussed by several authors,
It would
appear ihat thee physiological measures, whilst providing an indicant of heightened behavioral
arousal and energy exienditure in response ,.) short-term increments in workload, their value,
per sw, in t;e evaluation and estimation of workload over longer time periods awaits substantiation.
The use of physiological measures in conjunction with subjective evaluation of the environmental and task-enduced streoses may ha.,e greater relevance in operation situations: a conclusion
supported by the vepoi! of a sign-'icart coriclation between finger tremor and the complexity of
approach and landing.
Despite the considerable research effort which haa. been expended on the recording of
physiological variables in real and simulated flight, the interpretation of such daia in relation to
pilot workload Atill awaits clarification.
THE COMPONENTS OF WORKLOAD
i.

Pl3ysical Stresses

These were not discussed comprehensively, thouglh the imnprtarce of therma l stress and
its deleterious effect on pilot performance was underiined ia two papers.
Fvwdence was presented
that pilot performance during helicopter flight was de-,raded and performance variahility inceased
0
above a WBGT index of 85 F.
There is a need [of agreement on a mieasurenent index which
would maini~in its validity in different envirenmental situations and allow "thermal stress" to be

operationally defined.
The contribution of abnormal force environments (e.g. vibration) to workload and the interaction of physical stresses were topics which unfortunately were not raised in formal communications or discussions.
2.

Sleep Loss

The results of aramnestic studies indicated that accumulated sleep loss, often arising from
the disruption of normal day-night duty Lycles, was a major factor in the determination of longterm workload.
Due attention to the organisation of duty sequences in relation to established
diurnal patterns can do much to minimise sleep loss and maintain the operational efficiency of
flying personnel. Experimental studies have shown that effective performance is more dependent
upon the total amount of sleep obtained in the previous twenty-four hours than on the type of sleep.
The use of drugs to obtain adequate sleep when working ilisruptive duty schedules was raii~ed in
discussion. It was apparent that more information was requested on the advantages and disadvantages of the pharmacological regulation of the sleep of alrcrew.
3.

The Flying Task

The importance of the approach and landing phase of flights as a period of high workload
was emphasised by the fact that at least one third of the papers presented were concerned with
some facet of this topic.
A study of the accracy of approach and the success of landing on aircraft carriers
analysed the factors which contribute to the degraded precision of approach and the higher accident
rate during night operations.
The need for better visual landing aids was adduced.
The errors associated with landing at night on conventonal airfields is being; studied with
the aid of a special purpose simulator.
It has been shovr, that pilots using visual cues alone are
generally unable to judge a sale approach altitudu when the terrain has an upwards slope: they
fly too high when only the airfield lights are visible and they tend to use the pattern of city lights
as a horizontal reference, even when this is in error. An increase in workload during a simulated
night visual landing did not of itself cause a sig-nificant decrement in performance, although it
interacted with terrain slope and pilot differences.
Tue broad conclusions of this study, that
night visual approach accidents would probably be less if instruments and other aids were
employed during this critical phase of flight, is worthy of note.

Dr. A.J. Bw'son
Chairman, Behavioral Scieýnces Committee
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